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13-R5-FACE

This is the second and final report on the Employment Services PrograM

(ESP) in Virginia, a statewidë initiative intended to improve the

employment prOapedta of people receiving public assistance. The ESP study

is part of MDRCIS larger multi-state Demonstration of State Work/Welfare

Initiatives. Other states in this project include Arkansas, California,

Illinois, Maine, Maryland, New Jersey, and West Virginia.

The Demonstration of State Work/Welfare Initiatives has been a unique

opportunity for MDRC to work closely with a number of states to evaluate

their employment programs. At the same time, MDRC has been able to examine

a subject of national as well as state concern: the critical relationship

between work and welfare dependency. Addressing state issues in a manner

that benefits policy at many levels is a challenge that MDRC has been

privileged to undertake.

This demonstration also documents an important shift in program

responsibility away from the federal government to the states. The studies

evaluate the initiatives states themselves chose to implement under the

provisions of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, in which they

received authority for the first time to operate Community Work Experience

Programs (CWEP) for recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children

(AFDC) and to streamline the administration nf their Work Incentive (WIN)

Systems. Because states responded to these options in different ways, the

demonstration is not built around a single model. Rather, the initiatives

repreSent some of the major variations being tried in thia dountry and span
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A range of local economic conditions and AFDC program proviaiona.

Moat states receive two research reports oVer the -bourse of the demon-

stration. The first report for Virginia covered iaaUda Of itpleMentation

and early participation. This second and final report Updates that

information and presents the impacts of ESP servibeS On 6111,611666,

amplOyMent and welfare receipt as well as the costs and benefita of the

program.

MDRC cOUld not have conducted this demonstration without the support

of.The Ford FOUndatiOn, which provided funds for the planning stage and for

the evaluation actiVities of the participating statesi matching an equal

invaattant of state or other local resources. This joint funding relation=

ship is another significant aspect of the demonstration.

Throughout the course of the Demonstration of State Work/Welfare

Initiatives, MDRC has been gratified by the sustained commitment of the

participating states and fOundationa and their interest in the findings;

It is our hope that the process arid results of this demonstration have

contributed to informed decision-making and will ultimately lead to the

development and operation of even mord effective programs designed to

increase the self-sufficiency of welfare rediPients.

Barbara B. Blum
President



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This is the second and final report on an evaluation Of the

Commonwealth of Virginia's Employment Services Program (ESP), a statewide

initiative designed to improve the employment prospects of individuals

applying for or receiving welfare under the Aid to Families with Dependent

Children (AFDC) program. The multi-component ESP has as its principal

focus job search assistance -- sometimes group, but primarily individual --

followed by work experience, education or training. Job search is required

of all enrollees at program entry and periodically thereafter. Services

following job search are not universally mandatory.

This evaluation of the program was conducted between August 1983 and

August of this year by the Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation

(MDRC) under a contract from the state's welfare agency, the Department of

Social Services (DSS). Because Virginia's AFDC system is state-supervised,

but locally administered, the state's 124 local welfare agencies have been

responsitle for the operations of ESP. Eleven agencies participated in the

researchi and they were considered roughly representative of the agencies

statewide.

While all 11 local agencies successfully implemented the job search

requirement for the female WIN-mandatory population targeted, participation

in post-job-search services was more limited, partly because of resource

constraints. Agencies themselves could not easily operate educational or

training ccmponents, so they mostly referred enrollees to existing

vocational and sdhool programs, in which other residents of the community



could enroll;

Overall; the study found that ESP led tO ModeSt etploytent gains and

welfare savings. This was particularly true for the Ufteri Who date intd

the program at the time they were applying for welfare (i.e., the Welfare

applicant group in the research); for whom program effedt8, or impact8,

tended to increase over an 18-month follow-up period. However, it was nbt

yet dlenr if these impacts would continue to grow over time; stabilize or

decline. For the recipient group -- or women already receiving welfare

at program entry -- immediate improvements in employment and welfare

saVings were short-lived. The program, in addition, did not reduce the

Size of the caseload for either group; there was no increase in case

closings.

In weighing the economic benefits and costs of ESP; the results were

generally positive. Over a five-year period (which includes both observed

and extrapolated estimates) women assigned to the program; and applicants

in partitular, were better off as a result of the program to the extent

that their increased earnings and fringe benefits exceeded their increazed

tax payments and losses in welfare and payments from other transfer

programs. The government bud3et also benefited. Over the same five-year

periOd, the estimated increase in tax revenues and savings from welfare and

other programs exceeded the costs of ESP services for the applicant group.

FOr the recipient group, budget savings and program costs werr roupdy

equal.

The magnitude of the findings in Virginia fall within the range of the

results found in studies of other programs included in MDRC's Demonstration

of State Work/Welfare Initiativea, of which Virginia is part. This demon-



stration is a large-scale multi-year study of a variety of employment

initietiVe6 for the welfare population developed by 11 states; Although

the treatments and characteristics of the target population vary in each

State, the Studies to date have found modest employment gains in all states

and Welfare savings in some.

The results in Virginia deserve special attention because the state

chose to target all of itr WIN-mandatory caseload, including new applicants

and the longer=term, more dependent recipient group. (Those classified

WIN-mandatory are usually parents of School-age children and are thus

required to register for program services. The WIN-mandatory caseload in

Virginia is about one-third Of the tate]. AFDC welfare caSeload.) State

resources are thus spread oVer a brOad SeetiOn Of the welfare population,

not just the applicants be' the small group Of neWly deterMined mandatory

recipients; the target populationS of SOme of the other State Programs in

the MDRC demonstration.

Given this focuS and the reliability of these study results, obtained

from a carefully eXeCUted research design, the ESP evaluation in Virginia

offers an unusual opportunity. The study iS Obld t6 assess the effects and

potential of an employment program directed to a 060Ulation that has many

labor market deficiencies, but represent8 a cro88Seetion of the WIN-

mandatory caseload.

BackRroun4

ESP was developed In response to the federal OtnihUS BUdget

Reconcili-tdon Act (OBRA) of 1981, Which perMitted Stäte6 to reStrUCtUre

the Work Incentive (WIN) Program; the major federally=funded employment and



training program for the AFDC welfare population. Under the authority

granted by OBRA's WIN Demonstration P7cgram title, Virginia began ESP in

1983; placing the overall management reSPonsibility in the state's welfare

agency; the Department 0f Sbcial SerVideS.

According to Virginia's ESP regulationa, local welfare agencies are

required to provide job search assistance to eligible AFDC applicants and

recipients; and to condition the receipt Of Welfare on participation in

this activity. Moreover, the agencies are required Under a State Statute

f 1982 to operate a work experience component and Offer "opportunities"

for education and training; although they can Set their own Criteria for

assignment; Individuals who are not required tO regiSter With ESP --

including mothers with children under five years of age == are enCOUraged

to volunteer for the program; The 11 local agencieS Selebted for MDRC'S

evaluation represent both urban and rural areas of the State. TOgether

they cover approximately one-quarter of the state's EsP registrants.

According to the state-designed program model, the principal services

were to be:

Job Search Assistance; An initial job search requirement tb
last for up _to_ four weeks, and to be repeated every SiX
months; Agencies could decide whether to offer _group _job
search workshops (a fairly structured activity) or_individual
self-directed job search in which, after limited guidancti
enrollees were required to contact a specified number of
potential employers;

York Experience; An unpaid workposition in a_ public_ or
Private_nonprofit agency for up to 13 weeks, although_reassign=
ment was possible for an additional 13-week period; The compo=
nent was a variation of the Community Work Experience Program
(CWEP), authorized by,OBRA, in which enrollees are required to
work in return for their _welfare benefits; The number_of_work
hours in Virginia is determined by dividing _the monthly_grant
amount by the minimum wage, although a maximum was established
of 80 hours per month;



Zdjusatip... Provided mostly by referral
to_existing community vocational programs or schools that were
either freet_ low-costt_or funded by other resources_including
JTPALPell Grants or the like. E1amples of such activities
include_ _community college courses; basic education and GED
preparation classes' usually offered by public schools;
training programs operated by outside providers under the Job
Training Partnership Act (JTPA); and privately operated
training programs.

In addition, enrollees were tO be aSSeSsed again after each program

activity or at least every three afonth8, exoePt for women employed

part-time or enrolled in long-term edUtatiOn oe traitiitIgi Who were assessed

every six months; Throughout their program tenure, enrallees also received

child-care support and transportation expen868, if the-be Were necessary.

This final report updatea SOMe of the findings from the interim

report, which examined ESP's implementation and earlY Participation. This

report's primary focus, however, is the program impaft and benefit-cost

analyses, presented here for the fiffst time.

The Study Design and Research Sample

The study used an experimental research design, according to which

female AFDC applicants and recipients were randomly ASSigned to either an

experimental group, required to enter ESP, or to a control group. Members

of the control group received no ESP services, but could, on their own,

enter other programs in their communities. The research Sample was formed

over a period of 14 months, with random assignment extending from August

1983 through September 1984.

As noted above, the sample consisted of a cross-section of the female

WIN-mandatory caseload in Virginia. In addition to AFDC applicants, it
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included recipients who had been registered with WIN for some time as well

.

as those who had just be0Ome WIN-mandatory, typidally because their

youngest child had become five. Applicants made up About 40 pet-id-61A Of the

total research sample of 3,184; recipients, 60 perOent.

At the time they entered the study, enrollees were primarily Single

heads of households with an average of two children. TWO.=thirdS Were

nonwhite, and 80 percent were. between 25 and 44 years old; These women had

SUbstantial barriers to employment. Over half were high school dropouts.

About 88 percent had been on welfare before, and about half had not worked

in the two years prior to sample entry.

A Aubstantial proportion of experimentals took part in ESP
activities. Within nine months of random assignmenti 58
percent entered at least one program activityi usually
indiVidual job search.

As anticipated, job search -- the only required activity for all

enrollees -- was the most widely used ESP service; Slightly more than half

of All experimentals took part in it -- 40 percent in individual job search

and 15 percent in group workshops. While individual job search offered

less assistance than group search, its flexibility and the fact that it did

not require daily particiPation allowed a fairly substantial proportion of

people tO be involved in the program.

In addition, all applicants were required to take part in a separate

"applicant job search" immediately after welfare application. Proof of

three employer contacts was a condition of welfare approval. While most

women Satiafied this requirement, almost none found jobs through this



minimal job search effort.

Enrollees were much less active in post-job search services.

During a nine-month follow-up period, about 10 percent of the expert-

mentals took part in work experience, some more than once. Approximately

12 percent enrolled in education courses or vocational programs. Education

was twice as frequently assigned as training, particularly in the urban

areas.

For the relatively small number who participated in work
experiencei_the reaction was generally positive, although the
positions did not usually help to build new skills;

In Virginia* as in five other MDRC demonstration states that offered a

structured worl: experience component, personal interviews were conducted

With participants and their worksite superViSors to determine the quality

of work and participants, attitudes toward the positions. A total of 47

participants and 47 supervisors were interviewed in Virginia, and their

responses are analyzed in the final report.

Generally, most participants said that they liked the jobs, and both

they and their supervisors perceived the work as necessary and not

"make-work." However, the jobs -- mostly entry-level clerical, maintenance

and food service positions -- required few skills. As a result, they did

not usually help participants to develop skilla that they did not already

possess.

Enrollees were mostly_ referred to_ community education and
training programs, in which anyone whO qualified dodld ehr011.
ESP )did not increase enrollment in SUCh prtgeani6_otree the
level of participation that Would haVe dedUrred in its
absence;

The expected difference between the experimental. and Control group in

participating in education and training did not materialize: bah groups

1 3



had roughly similar levels of participation. This was partly due to the

agencies' lack of resources to Oovide these services on their own, as well

as their difficulty in forging new linkages with outside providers,

especially in the early period of the Job Training Partnership Act.

Consequently, the impact analysis compares two groups that differed in

the receipt of other services (i.e., job search and work experience), but

not in the level of education and training; Program impacts thus cannot be

directly attributed to the inclusion of education and training services in

the program model;

Fewer applicants than recipients participated in ESP
activities;

Recipients were considerably more likely than applicants to parti=

cipate in the program's activities; Overall, 69 percent of recipients

became active in at least one component, compared to only 42 percent of

applicants. The different rates are partly explained by the higher

deregistration, or departure rates of applicants from the program (55

peroent) compared to recipients (34 percent); About one-third of the

applicants were denied welfare and never received program services, while

others left welfare or the program for other reasons.

Only a very small proportion of enmllees remained continu-
ously enrolled in ESP without fulfilling the program's
requirements.

Although a substantial proportion of enrollees did not participate in

ESP activities, many were not subject to the program's requirements for

very long. Some left welfare or the program shortly after entering: for

example, because of remarriage, employment, an increase in other income,

illness or other reasons. These departures limited the proportion of

-XIV-
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people with whom staff could work during any given period. Other

enrollees, both applicants and recipients, fulfilled the program's

requirements by working, although their low incomes allowed them to remain

on welfare with continued ESP registration if their employment was less

than 30 hours per week.

When all of these factors are taken into account, the program's

ability to reach the targeted caseload is more evident. At the ninth month

after random assignment, 94 percent of the applicants and 89 percent of the

recipients had satisfied the program's requirements through either partici-

pation or employment, had been deregistered. (Some portion of the

uncovered group was in a "pending status," with the possibility of later

participation.) ESP thus succeeded in implementing a participation

requirement as a condition for receiving welfare, although it was mainly

limited to one component -- job search.

The impact analysis examined the effectiveness of ESP in improving

experimentals' employment and reducing their use of welfare. The impacts

were estimated by comparing the outcomes of the experimental group with

those of the control group over a uniform period of time. While not all

experimentals participated in ESP activities, averages calculated for the

experimental group include outcomes for all nonparticipants as well as

participants. (This is because it is impossible to identify within the

control group a subgroup of those who would have participated had they had

this opportunity. A comparison of experimental participants to all

controls could yield biased results.) Tests of statistical significance



indicated how likely it was that measured differences resulted from the

program treatment rather than from chance. It is important to note that

even small impacts can be important if they are long=lasting OP if they

have occurred for a large number of people.

Impacts are first presented for the full sample, ih Whith the

follow-up period was a relatively short nine months (i.e., three quarters)

for emplgyment and earnings and one year for welfare receipt and payments;

Applicant and recipient subgroups are next examined separately for both the

short-term period and over the longer term as well. The subsampIe used to

examine longer-term program effects was the early part of the full sample,

those randomly assigned from August 1983 through March 1984, for whom 18

months of AFDC follow-up records were available, and 15 months of data on

employment and earnings.

EMployment and earnings data were obtained from records in the

Virginia Unemployment Insurance System, and AFDC welfare records were the

source of monthly welfare grants.

data somewhat differentlY, this

follow-up, as noted above.

The importance of havtng a control group in this kind of a study

ShOuld be clearly understood. Because of random assignment, the two groups

are similar in all respects

Since the two systems organize their

accounts for the different lengths of

except receipt of ESP Services; consequent-

lyp the control group represents what would have happened to experimental

meMbers had the program not exiSted. The outcomes Of the control group

serve as a benchthark against which the outcomes of the experimental groUp

can be judged.

Itis is particularly important because many people do not stay on
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welfare for long. Welfare is often a temporary source of income for many

who will find jobs on their own or p,eave welfare for other reasons. AMong

members of the control group in this stody, 41 percent found employment

within nine months, even without ESP assistance. Over time, the average

earnings of this control group increased, while their welfare grant

declined. (See Table 1.)

Impacts for the Full SamPle

Overani ESP led to modest _increases in employment and earn-
ings; While the employment gain was statistically signifi=
canti the earnings gain was not.

During the th.:.ee follow-up quarters, the employment rate of the experi=

mental group increased by 3;3 percentage points over the 40;5 percent level

of the control group. (See Table 1.) The average amount experimentals

earned during the follow-up period increased by $81, an improvement of 8

percent from the control group average of $1,038; While the employment

gain was statistically significant, the earnings impact was net.

ESP reduced the amount of welfare benefits paid to the
experimental groupi but did not substantially lower the
proportion of individuals receiving welfare;

For the full sample, ESP generated an $84 reduction in the average

amount of AFDC payments received by the experimental group during the

one-year follow-up period. This is a statistically significant 4 percent

reduction from the control group average of $2,007. It should be noted

that this finding represents a reduction in the average grant level of

.experimentals compared to the average grant for controls, and not an

increase in case closings. Although the proportion of persons on welfare

declined over time within the experimental group, the same pattern was

1 7



TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF PROGRAM IMPACTS FOR THE FULL SAMPLE

Outcome and Follow-Up Period EXperimentelt Controls Difference

Ever Employed, Quarters 2 - 4 (%)

Ever Employed (%)

43.8 40.5 + 3.3*

Quarter of Random Assignment 27.2 25.7 + 1.5
Quarter 2 28,3 26.4 + 1.9
Quarter 3 31.2 27.9 + 3.3**
Quarter 4 34.4 30.5 + 3.9**

Average Total Earnings, Quarters 2- ( ) 1118;05 1038.16 +80.99

Average Total Earnings ($)
Quarter of Random Assignment 221;29 224;22 2.93
Quarter 2 284;71 284;64 + 0.06
Quarter 3 380.65 346;14 +34.51
Quarter 4 453.70 407;38 +46.32

Ever Received Any AFDC Payments,
Quarters 1 - 86.0 86;1 - 0.1

Ever Received Any AFDC Payments (%)
Quarter of Rendom AstignMent 92;9 82;9 - 0.2
Quarter 2 76;3 76;4 0.0
Quarter 3 65.9 67.5 - 1;6
Quarter 4 59.7 59;9 - 0.1

Average Total AFDC Payments
Received, Quarters 1 - 4 [5) 1923.28 2006;87 -93.59**

Average AFDC Payments Received ($)
Quarter of Random Assignment 542.23 551.47 - 9.24
Quarter 2 522.52 546.71 -24.19*
Quarter 3 447.95 478.31
Quarter 4 CALM 430.39 -19.90

SOURCE: See Table 4.2.

NOTES: Employment and_earnings impacts cover a period of nine months
beginning with the quarter after the quarter of random assignment. Welfare impacts_
cover twelve month period inctuding the quarter of random assignment. There may be
some discrepancies in calculating experimental-control differences due to rounding.

A two-taited t-test was applied to experimentat-control differences.
Statistical significance Levels are indicated as: * = 10 percent: = 5 percent; ***
= 1 percent.
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observed for the control grOUP. In Other words, similar prOportions of the

experimental and control groups were On the AFDC riolls throughout this

period;

Impacts Ame-l!t Applicants

For_ applicants_ to welfare, ESP led tti graduAlly inCreasing
employment gains. The largest gait occurred during a lOnger=
term follow-up of 15 monthr;

As seen in Table 2, the employment rate rot, applioants improved by 5.4

percentage points over the short-term, a 10 percent gain Over the bbiltrtil

rate of 54;1 percent; These impacts grew larger over time. For a group of

early applicants who were followed for 15 moritha, employment rate6 Werie a

statistically significant 7;5 percentage points higher than the COntrOl

level of 37;4 percent at the end of the longerterm folloW=up. (See Figure

1;)

The earnings gain of $127 for the full applicant Sample in the ShOrt

term was not statistically significant; However, for the early applicants

tracked for 15 months, the earnings impact became significant in the SiXth

quarter; The increase of $166 over the control group mean of $525

represents a 32 percent improvement;

There is also evidence that ESP, over time, produced welfare
savings for the applicant group. The program also appeared to
reduce the _proportion of applicants receiving welfare; Both
measures were statistically significant by the end of an
18-month follow-up period.

For the full applicant group, the welfare savings of $75 was not

Statistically significant in the one-year follow-up period. The evidence

in Table 2 also indicates that the program requirements did not deter

people from continuing to seek welfare: similar proportions of both

1 9



TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF PROGRAM IMPACTS FOR THE RJLL "'AMR. Er By WELFARE STATUS

Outcome And Follow-Up Period

Appl i co nt s Reci pi ents

Experimentels Centrals Difference Experimentets Contras Difference

Ever Employed, Quarters 2 - 4 (%) 59;5 54.1 + 5.4* 33.4 31.1 + 2.2

Ever Employed (%)

Quarter of Random Assignment 45.7 47 1. 1.4 14.7 11.3 + 3.4**
Quarter 2 41.3 39.3 + 2.0 18.7 17.4 + 2.3
Quarter 3 44;0 37.8 + 6.1** 22.8 20.9 + 1.9
Quarter 4 46;8 39.6 + 7.2** 26.0 24.2 + 1;8

Average Total Earnings,

Qiierters 2 - 4 (%) 1631.87 1504.57 +127.30 776.12 713.82 + 62.30

Average Total Earnings ($)

Quarter of Random Assignment 393.13 443.34 -50.20 103.66 77.51 +26.15
Quarter 2 423.22 452;59 -28.37 191 .82 168.41 +23.41
Quarter 3 561;89 492;70 +69.19 260.58 241.86 +18.72
Quarter 4 646.76 559;28 +87.47 323.72 303.55 +20.18

Ever Received Any AFDC Payment,

Quarters 1 - 4 (%) 69.3 69.2 + 0.1 97.2 97.8 - 0.6

Ever Received Any AFDC Payments (%)

Quarter of Random Assignment 61.8 61;3 + 0.4 96.9 97.6 - 0.7
Quarter 2 58.6 56;2 + 2.4 88.2 90.3 - 2.1
Quarter 3 44.7 45;7 - 1.0 90.1 82.4 - 2.3
Quarter 4 37.8 40;2 - 2.4 74.4 73.2 + 1.2

Average Total AFDC Payments

Received, Quarters 1 - 4 (1) 1202.46 1277.68 -75;22 2407.80 2508.79 -100.99**

Average AFDC Payments Received ($)

Quarter of Random Assignment 315.79 31451 + 1-28._ 695.30 712.83 -17.53
Quarter 2 369.74 384;69 -14.95 625.18 658.36 -33.16**
Quarter 3 274.91 307;77 -32;e6 563.95 596.32 -32.37**
Quarter 4 242.02 270.70 -28.89 523.36 541.28 -17.92

SCURCE: See Tables 4.3 and 4.5.

NOTES: Employment and earnings impacts cover_a period of nine monthe beginning with the quarter
after the quarter of random assignment. Wetfare_impects_ cover a twelve month period inauding the quarter
of random assignment. There may be same discrepancies in catcutating experiMentol-cehtrol differences due
to rounding.

A two-tailed t-test was applied to experimentat-control diffetended. Statistical significance
levels are indicated as: = 10 percent; ** = 5 percent; and *** = 1 pertent.
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FIGURE 1
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experimentals and controls received welfare at some period during the yew,.

In the longer-termi however, impacts appeared to become stronger;

Welfare savingS, or grant reductions, for the early applicant sample

continued their short-term growth into the 18-month follow-up period. The

average cumulati.e savings of $232 in this period was statistically

significant, as was a reduction in the proportion of experimentals on the

welfare rolls. The proportion dropped ±ri the last three months by 8.4

percentage points, down from the control group level of 40.8 percent.

.110.B.g.t2A110.U1

For AFDC recipients, ESP produced little change in employment
and earnings.

The full recipient sample experienced a small but not statistically

significant increase in the proportion employed (2.2 percentage points), as

well as in the amount earned (an increase Of $62) Over the short term.

(See Table 2.) In the longer term, changes were small and not statistic-

ally significant; (see Figure 2.)

For recipients, ESP produced welfare savings in the short term
thst, however, did not increase over the longer term;

Short-term welfare savings for the full recipient sample were not

sustained by the early sample followed over 18 monthS.

Impacts Among Other Subgroubs

Separate analysis in urban and _rural_ areas _showed gains in
employmenti_ as well as reductions in welfare, for urban
experimentals.

Employment impacts for urban applicants and recipients combined were

statistically significant and larger than the gains registered for the full

experimental sample; Impacts of urban applicants were especially large,

=):cXii=



FIGURE 2

VIRGINIA

AFDC RECIPIENTS: TRENDS IN QUARTERLY EMPLOYMENT
RATES AND AVERAGE AFDC PAYMENTS
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with employment increasing in the short term by 7 percentage points over

the control group level of 41;3 percent. Welfare savings were also

atatiStioally significant except for the first quarter: in the year-long

studY period, urban applicant experimentals received $101 less in Welfare

payments than urban applicant controls, for a reduction of 7;6 percent frot

the COntrOl level of $1,335.

to ESP did not appear_ at_effectiiie in the rural areas, but small
sample sizes made it difficult to assess results

In rural areas, there Were no statistically significant impacts on any

outcome theaSUrea and no clear trends. However, small sample sizes

precluded precise analysis.

Different subgeoup8, diatinguiShed_by characteristics such as
prior work, welfare dependeney and education, benefited_from
ESP in_ different ways. Eard=to-employ applicant subgroups,
particularly those IMO had had little prior work experience,
tended to gain more than the toed etployable groups.

Impacts on employment and earnings, aS well as on average welfare

payments, were concentrated in the applicant subgroups defined as

nhard-to-employ:" i.e., those with less pri-or eMployment, longer welfare

receipt, or less education.

As one example, those without employment during the year prior to

program entry experienced an employment gain of 8.2 percentage pointa Over

the control group level of 36;5 pecent. The Site of this gain was twice

that of the gain for the group with recent employment. Welfare reductions

for the group without prior work were $148 On a control grou0 mean Of

$1,369.

It is important to realize that while the impaCta tend to be larger

for the harder-to-employ subgroups, this does nOt mean that these groups



attained high levels of employment; For example, the ab8blUte level of

employment was much higher for the group with prior employment (67.3

percent) than for the group with no prior employment (36.5 percent). These

findings do show, however, that programs working with those who would do

very poorly on their own are capable of producing changes in behavior.

In contrast to the appIicantsi hard-to-;employ recipients did
not gain from the programi except for recipients WithoUt A
high school diploma.

Recipients without a high school diploma registered employment gaiha

of .4.5 percentage points over P control group base of 24;5 percent. There

were also statistically significant welfare savings of $211 over a control

group average of $2 625 In contrast, there were no impacts for other

hard-to-employ recipient subgroups.

Th-e-Betieflts-and-Costs -of Ea'

The benefit-cost analysis reports on the overall gains and losses

generated by ESP. This analysis differs from the impact analysis in

several important ways. First, it estimates the program's effects nut ohly

on earnings and welfare payments, but also on fringe benefits, tax

payments, Medicaid, Food Stamps, Unemployment Insurance payments, and the

administrative costs associated with these transfer programs; With the

exception of Unemployment Insurance, these effects could not be directly

measured and were therefore estimated using a variety of data sources.

Second, using a number of assumptions, the analysis calculates effects

and costs of the program that are likely to occur after data collection

ended; This longer-range view is necessary, since most costs were incurred

quickly (i.e., when participants were still active in the program), while

-XXV-
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benefits may accrue over a longer time period, as employed people continue

to work, pay taxes and reduce their use of welfare; Estimates fOr this

analysis thus cover a five-year period for each sample member, starting

with the date of random assignment, and total results include both observed

and extrapolated estmates. The extrapolated estimates are partiealarly

important to the overall results in Virginia because of the relatively

short period or data collection.

A third differen,:e of the benefit-cost analysis is its concern with

how gains and losses differ for different groups, often called

perspectives." The most important perspectives in this analysis are the

welfare sample and the government budget. (Other groups examined in the

fUll report but not discussed in this summary include society in general

and everyone else in society except the wafare sample.)

Two key questions are addressed in this benefit-cost analysis:

Does this study'S welfare sample become economically better
off as a result of ESP?

Are government_expenditures increased or decreased as a result
of the program?

Before considering the results, one must understand the assumptions

made about future benefits. Because it is always uncertain whether program

effects at the end of a study period will grow, stabilize or decline,

alternative assumptions have been made about their continuation in this

study Of ESP.

One assumption is that the magnitude Of the itoacts observed during

the two quarters immediately prior to the end of data Colleetion Will

continue unchanged to the point five years after random assignment. Thia

assumption is supported by the finding that overall emPloyment and welfare



impacts for the early sample followed over the longer term were sustained

or inereased in the final follow-up months; Moreover; similar trends have

been observed 4 other studies of employment programs for welfare

reciPienta.

An alternative assumption is that program impacts will decline after

the study period by 22 percent per year, a rate observed in another study

of a somewhat similar program and population.

Thus, while the true long-term effects of the program are not certain,

they are likely te lie within the range of the estimates derived using

these two assumptions.

Overall, ESP benefited the individuals for whom it was
operated. For both applicants and recipients, the economic
gains generated by the program outweighed the losses.

From the point of view of this study sample, the main ESP benefits

were increased earnings and fringe benefits from regular jobs, which were

estimated to be $1,179 to $1,581 per experimental over five years,

depending on the assumption about future effects. Another gain was a small

increase in child care and other support service payments obtained through

the program. These gains were partially offset by the higher taxes the

individuals in this study paid ($149 to $201 per experimental) and their

reduced transfer payments ($390 to $499 per experimental), particularly

from AFDC welfare and Medicaid.

Overall, however, the benéfitv exceeded losses, as shown in Table 3

For the full sample, the net gain per eXperimerital over five years ranged

froM $664 tO $905. The itprOtreMent Was larger for applicants than

recipients ($958 tci $1,310 veriti6 $485 tO $663),

27
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TABLE 3

ESTIMATE0 BENEFITS ANO LOSSES OF THE EMPLOYMENT
SERVICES PROGRAM PER EXPERIMENTAL, AFTER FIVE YEARS

Welfare Category

Full Sample

Total Benefits
Total Losses

Net Gain or Loss

Applicants

_Welfare Sample GoVernment Budget b

$1203 tb $1605 $589 tO $766
539 tb 700 430

664 te 905 159 to 33.6

Total Benefits 1629 te 2191 759 tb 999
Total Lomses 671 tb 881 253

Net Gain or Loss

Recipients

Total Benefits
Total Losses

Net Gain or Loss

958 to 1310 506 tb 746

978 to 1296
493 to 633

519 te 667
548

485 to 663 29 te 119

SOURCE: Tables 5;5, 56, end 5.7

NOTES: All estimates refer to average exporimentetcontrot differences; Where
appropriate, a range of estimates is presented due to the uncertainty of program effects
after the study period; The first number in the range assumes that effects decline by
22 percent per year; the second number assumes no increase or decrease;

a
For the welfare sample, benefits include increased earningsi_fringe

benefits end ESP support services (e;g;i child care and transportation); Losses include
increased tax payments and reduted transfers, primarily AFDC payments end Medicaid;

b
For the government budget, benefits include increased tax payments reduced

transfers, and reduced transfer program administrative costs. Losses include ESP
opereting costs, support service expenditures, and the costs of education and training
-provided by community agencies.
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applicants lost more in taxes and transfer payments, their increased

earnings and fringe benefits were c:;nsiderabIy greater than their losses.

For the government budget, the overall program effect was
positive. When directed toward applicantsi the program
produced a net budget savings within five years. When
directed toward recipients, the benefits and costs were
roughly even.

From the government's perspective, the main program benefits were

increased tax payments, reduced welfare and other public assistance, and

associated reductions in the administrative costs of these programs:

However, public funds paid for the operating costs of ESP, as well as for

support services and for most of the education and training services

ptioVided by community agencies. The end result for the full sample was,

however, positive, even when these costs were compared to the benefits of

the program; gains exceeded losses bY $159 to $336 per experimental. (See

Table 3.)

Most of this positive effect was due to the applicant sample, which

produced a net bUdgetary savings of $506 to $746 per experimental over fiVe

years. In contra:A among recipients, the estimates ranged from a net loss

of $29 per experimental to a net gain of $119, depending on the assumptions

about future effedt8. These results are probably best interpreted to mean

that, in proViding services to recipients, the government breaks even on

its investment in about five years.

The net costs _of ESP_ were mOdest0 although higher for
recipients than for applicants.

The average cost of operating ESP was estimated to be $388 per experi-

mental (including participanta aa Well as nonparticipants)* ranging from

$251 per applicant to $479 per recipient. The difference between appli--

2 9



cants and recipients reflects the fact that recipients were more likely to

enter program services; applicants, on the other hand, left the program

sooner. When expenditures for support services (e.g., child care and trana=;

portation) and for education and training provided by community agencies

(above the costs of these services for controls) were considered; the aver-

age net cost of the program for each experimental increased to $430, or to

$253 per applicant and $548 per recipient. (Only a fraction of the sample

used these services, which largely accounts for the low average cost.)

It iS imPortant to recognize that these benefit-cost results do not

take a number of other important factors into account. First, it has been

assumed that the higher employment rates of experimentals do not result in

the diSplacement of other workers. Second, several intangible benefits and

costs have not been measured, such as the benefits associated with

society's preference for work over welfare. In addition dollar values can-

not easily be assigned to such social benefits and costs as welfare mothers

spending more time working and less time with their children. These limita-

tions should be kept in mind in interpreting the results of this analysis..!
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This is the second and final report on the EMplOyment Services Program

(ESP), an initiative designed by the Commonwealth Of Virginia to improve

the employment prospects of individuals applying for or receiVin6 benefits

Under the Aid tO Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) prOgram.1

Virginia developed the program in response to the opportunity granted tO

atatea under the 1981 federal Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Adt (OBRA) to

tedeaigh the Work Incentive (WIN) Program, the major federally=funded

employment and training system for the welfare population.2 As authoriZed

by OBRA, ESP has been operated as a WIN Demonstration Program; WhiCh

permita Variation in the usual management practices of the program and the

provision of WIN services.

The OBRA legislation gave states the authority to ezplOre wa Of

Strengthening the linkages between welfare and work. One option; which ESP

has used but varied slightly, is the Community Work Experiened Peb&am

(Diu)) a Program that requires AFDC recipients to work in unpaid public or

private nOdprofit positions; their work hours are calculated by dividing

the welfare benefit by the minimum wage. Another OBRA provision, also used

by ESP, allowed states operating WIN Demonstration Programs to centralize

management authority in the welfare agency* rather than to divide it

between that agency and the state's employment service, as is the case in

the regular WIR Program.

ESP consista of a Series of activities for AFDC applicants and reel-



pients classified WIN-mandatory.3 The first activity is mandatory job

search; Subsequent services can include CWEP, education and training.

The Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation (MDRC) has been

evaluating ESP under contract to Virginia's welfare agency, the Department

of Social Services (DSS). The research design has three major studies --

process, impact and benefit-cost -- examining, respectively, the implemen-

tation of and enrollees' participation in the program; the effect of ESP

services on enrollees' employment and welfare receipt; and the costs and

benefits of service provision.

Because the AFDC program in Virginia is state supervised but locally

administered, responsibility for operating ESP has rested with the state's

124 local welfare agencies. MDRC's evaluation covers ESP as operated in 11

of these agencies, which roughly represent the statewide agencies. An

interim report in 1985 described the early implementation and patterns of

ESP participation. This final report updates that information and presents

the impact and benefit-cost analyses.

To provide a context for understanding the findings, this chapter

firSt discusses the development of the program model at the state level

before describing the settings of the 11 local programs. It concludes with

a summary of the interim findings and the major issues addressed in this

report.

I. ixturat.jiardigkwilia

Virginia's WIN Demonstration began in January 1983, with single-agency

management authority vested in the welfare agencyi the Department of Social

Services. ReSponSibility for planning the new program therefore fell to

-2-
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state DSS staff; primarily members of the Adult and Family Service Bureau

of the Division of Service Programs, the unit that had provided social

services under the regUlar WIN Program.

AlthOUgh many of the employment programs currently being run by states

are limited to a feW COMMunities and/or segments of the welfare population,

Virginia opted for mOre inclusive coverage. The new WIN Demonstration

Program replaced WIN in all 124 local welfare agencies, and the Employment

Services Program was thus operated stattwide,4 targeting all WIN-mandatory

individuals. This meant that the statt'S WIN resources, which h d been

sharply reduced following the 1981 cut8 in the federal WIN budget, were

spread over a large and very diverse caseload; WhiCh included people who

had been WIN registrants for a long time. While this influenced the choice

of services to be inclUded in the State model, ESP was an unusual

opportunity to examine a WIN Demonstration initiative targeted to a broad

range of the welfare population;

The model ultimately designed by the state intentionally provided only

an overall framework for program operations. Virginia haa a Strong tradi-

tion of local control and autonomy, dating froth COlonial times, that had

already formed the basis for the state s Ideally operated but state-super-

ViSed AFDC system. Not surprisingly, when the state was given geaatae

latitude to define WIN services, program goals and assignment polieies, it

dedided to allow local agencies to shape ESP serviceS tO Pe8p,ind to

Oondition6 in their communities. (This allocation of authority was WA

pOSSible in the regular WIN Program, where federally-determined goals and

regulation8 had to be followed.)

The state,8 interest in building flexibility into the program model

4 4



was also based on an interest in accommodating a wide range of opinions --

both those of DSS staff and other important oonstituencies -- about welfare

dependency in general and the kinds of programs that should be offered to

the welfare population to reduce dependency. To a certain extent, the

state-planned multi-component ESP model reflected the diversity of view-

points on these issues. Some influential Virginians advocated a mandatory

program requiring registrants to participate in all activities; others

believed that, as long as appropriate assistance was offered, welfare

recipients could be relied on to voluntarily do what was necessary to

become self-sufficient.

Opinion was, in addition, divided on the question of how well the

regular WIN Program had served its enrollees. Some, especially in the

state's employment service, believed that given the limited resources and

the difficult problems of the welfare population, WIN had performed about

as well as it could have. OtherS thought more could have been done, citing

WIN s record of working actively with only a limited proportion of the

people registered. With the more demanding view of WIN predominating,

particularly within DSS, an implicit goal of the new program was to

increase activity levels beyond those in WIN.

The ESP model that emerged from the planning process was a partially

mandaLed sequence of services. DSS planners agreed to require job search

of all women5 enrolled in ESP. In part because of their belief that

welfare recipients have a responsibility to try to find j '..)s for them-

selves, there was a consensus that this activity would be useful for the

full range of the caseload, as well as new AFDC applicants.

Local agencies were also required to operate work experience programs

4 5



and to "offer opportunities" fOr education and training.6 However,

contrast to job searchi there vas no agreement that all enrollees should be

required to participate in these actiVities. Work experience was a new

type of activity (one rarely used in the old WIN Program) and potentially

controversiali and funding resource-8 for education and training were

minimal; consequentlyi for the latter, local agenci6s were advised to

utilize existing community services provided by schools and other organiza-

tibns in their communities. Given these circumstances, planner8 redOgnized

that it WbUld be difficult to mandate participation. ThUS, like all

PrOgrams, the ultimate ESP mouel represented a compromise, and it8 overall

assumptibn8 and intentions should guide interpretation of the reaulta of

this evaluation.

Another important consideration was the nature of the welfare popula-

tiOn, Whidh is always partly influenced by the level of the state,8 welfare

paymentS. Vir,ginia ranks 36th from the top among all states in the SiZe of

ita Maximum benefit levels, with a family of one adult and ti40 Children

receiving froth $245 to $327 per month in 1984; In Virginia payment

standards also depend on the area in which the recipient lives (see

Chapter 2 for further information on welfare payment standards in the

state), although the state has established caps on monthly payments SO

that, regardless of area or family size, benefits do not exceed froth $372

tb 078 per4 mOnth. These levels are not very highi and employed or highly

employable individuala in Virginia may not be either eligible for or

attracted to welfare. Thie in turn has a bearing on the characteristics of

the people enrolled in ESP.



U. The_Prpgramiladel

Applicants and recipients classified as mandatory were required to

register with and participate in ESP in order to receive benefits.? Those

not required were encouraged to volunteer for the program. As a condition

of being approved for welfare, all eligible applicants had to first fulfill

a special job search requirement -- known in the pzsogram as "applicant job

search" -- which required thet tO prOvide proof of three contacts with

prospective employers; After this, and if theie applications for assist-

ance were approved, they were then esfseeed to an ESP Worker for assessment

and possible assignment to program activities.

These approved applicants8 and all thoSS t4ho were already on the rolls

-- including both existing WIN=thandatory eddipients, as well as those who

had just been determined WIR.=mandatoll -- were required to participate in

either group or individual job searCh fOr up td four Week6. (This activity

was called "recipient job search; ) The Content and requirements of this

component were left to the diScretiOn Of lodal agencies, whose staff could

offer one or both forms of the actiVity. Throughout their program tenure,

the women were expected to take part in job Seardh Streil six months, if

they were still registered with the program, unemployed and not in another

ESP activity.

Reassessment occurred after each component, or at lsast evsey 90 das,

except for persons employed part-time or enrolled in long;=tert edudation or

training programs, who were to be reassessed every six months. F011OWing

recipient job search, the ESP Workers could send the enrollees naok to job

search or assign them to any of the post=job=Seardh activities - work

experience, education or training, which could be Adult Basic Education; a



general equivalency diploma (GED) program, vocatiohal education courses

provided either by the public school system or a CoMmunity college, or an

activity funded by the Job Training Partnership ACt (JTPA). Other options

Were also available.

Work experience in ESP combined elements of the CWEP Approach: with

those in WIN Work Experience, a similar aCtiVity in the regular WIN

Program. As in CWEP, ESP work hours were calculated by dividing the grant

by the tinimUm wage. As in WIN Work Experience; assignment8 were limited

tO 13 weeks (although registrants could be reassigned). Assignments Were

further restricted by state law to no more than 80 hours per month.

During the early months of the evaluation, very Iow participation

rates were reported in the post-job-search activities. To improve the

possibility that these components could be fairly tested in the MDRC study,

DES established partidipation goals for all of the ESP activities. These

goals, later incorporated into letters of agreement between the state and

the 11 agencies, were based in part on plans the agencies had submitted

before program startup.

III. 2t2gram_haIltings

The program settings Were variiad. As shown on the map (Figure 1.1),

one agency, Fairfax, iS located in the northern region of the state; three

-- Newport News, Hampton And CheSapeake -- are in the Tidewater area; and

the remaining seven }whey, Martinsville; Carroll, Grayson, Galax;

Campbell and Pittsylvania are in the Southwestern and south central

regions. DES chose these agendieS becAUSe they considered them generally

representative of Virginia's welfare agendida and because they met two
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other critieria: their data systems were appropriate, and they had all

expressed a strong interest in taking part in the study.9

The data in Table 1.1 establish two points. First, while there are

striking differences in the areas served by the participating agencies, as

group they are fairly representative of the state as a whole. Second,

although some agencies do not fit neatly intb dither the "urban" or "rural"

category, the differences between the twO gtibLipe are large enough to

suggest that ESP posed different operating Challenges and that program

outcomes could differ along urban/rural linee. (Two Of the areas classi-

fied "rural" -- Galax and Martinsville eta aCtually email cities

surrounded by large rural counties, and two classified "urban are mixed --

FairfaX County and Chesapeake.)

To note one important difference, no public tranapOrtation was avail-

able in the rural areas, where residents often lived far froth the popula-

tion centers. Also; as noted previously; the different benefit levels and

labor markets in the urban and rural areee, ae reflected in the average

Unemployment rates, could influence employment and Welfare outcomes.

Lastly; the urban and rural populations differed; ea ehotic by their differ-

ent levels of educational attainment, per capita indOthe and types of

O ccupation. All of these factors together suggest the ibportance of

ContektUal factors in analyzing participation patterns and prOgram effects.

Table 1.2 shows that staff size was understandably latget in the urban

ag-endies, with the Newport News staff largest of all. Staff Obmposition

e lao differed, with the urban agencies simply expanding old WIN Unita t6

Operate the new programs. Rural ESP Workers, on the other hand, u'ere much

more likely to lack previous WIN experience; they often had transferred

-9-
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TABLE 1.1

VIRGINIA

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF AREAS SERVED BY DEMONSTRATION AOENCIES

ChoroctorlatIc

Urban Aperient Rural Agencise

Stets-

lids

liesport

Willie Nees Haepton

Cheer

peeks Henry Grayson Oelex Carroll

Nartine- Pittlyt-

ville venn Campbell

ALL

Agencies

1960 Popuntion lin Thoulandsli 596.9 144.9 122.0 144.5 57.7 16,0 6.5 27,3 10,1 66.2 45.4 1,248,7 5 348;8

2/ 1

Percent Urben 86,1 100.0 100.0 93,0 19.4 0.0 100.0 0.0 100,0 13,9 35.6 51.2 66,0

Lerid Ares (Square Mins)
a

393 65 61 340 302 448 0 470 11 995 505 3,674 39,703

Popuntibm Welly (Inhibition

Per Squire 61n1 16163 2220;3 2404.3 336.7 150;0 37;2 015;5 57;1 1648,9 66.5 B9.9 339,3 134,7

Percent Non-Wh1t6e 11,3 33,8 36,1 28,9 23,6 3,5 5,0 0.6 31,9 30,4 15.7 20.1 20,9

Percent of hiding

Below Poverty Line 3,0 11.1 10,2 9,2 8,0 11,4 11.3 13,7 10,4 114 7,3 9,8 9,2

Percent of hillier' Beni Poprty

Line Receiving AFDC Benefits 40,4 88,5 49,1 62,5 24.0 17,6 44,1 15,7 46,3 28,3 44.1 41,1 40,1

Average Monthly 90

Benefits, 1884 III 294.09 235,1 297.90 233,53 203,90 200.29 210.91 194,61 236,39 209.72 207,73 220,56 236.36

.. i

Unemployment Rini DeCimbir 1903 2.5 4.4 4,8 4,6 0,6 6,2 5,0 5,5 6.2 7,0 5.6 5,5 5.3

High School Greduetes (9)
-10

88,5 67,0 67,5 60.7 43,4 38,3 38,2 37,2 53,0 37.8 50.8 52,9 62,4

Average Per Cepits Income (1)
11

11,407 6,066 6,766 6,604 0,033 6,266 6,624 4,968 1,789 5,643 6,333 6,603 7,479

Availability pc-Public In Bose In All In All In Sale

Transportation Arose Areas Arles Arnie None Nona None None None Hene None

Esployad_Perionsip Yeses And

Over Eeployed In

Mans/oriel And Profeisionel

Specialty 40,0 22.8 21.3 20,4 11.6 10,6 17.1 12,1 21,6 10.2 16.6 18.7 24,8

Technical, Wm Adminntrativ

Support 36.1 20,9 31;7 EU 20,3 16,0 204 16,0 0.2,5 18;9 26;0 24;4 30.0

Service Ocoupetione 0;3 14.3 14,5 11,8 0,9 0,4 13.2 7,4 11.1 8.7 9,2 10,0 12.2

Firming, Forlitry, Fiehing 0,6 0.7 0.9 1.2 1,2 6,6 0,6 5.2 0,7 5,9 2,0 2,3 2,4

Precnion PrOduetiOn, Cretr

Reptilr 7,4 17,0 16,0 16.3 10,3 15.8 11.1 16.5 10.9 14,5 162 14;7 12,6

Operators, Febricstorm, Laborer 5.6 16.4 15.0 17,3 41;0 42,6 37,9 42,0 33,0 39;8 26;3 29.1 17,7

(continued)



TABLE 1,1 (continued)

_

_ SOURCES: finfriLP0ouletion Choleijujiljsji 1600 Vtrginie Census of Popuietion, U.S. Deportment of
Commerce, Bureau of the Census,

Toble 14, Summery of Bowel Cherecterietics, 1900,

2

1960 vitiohis Census of Poouistion, 0,5, Deportment of Commerce, Buren of the Census, Table 3,

Popoiitio by Olin end Wel Residence, 1900;

3

4

jji Teble 2, Lend Aree end Popuistion, 1990.

Ikil, Toble 2, Lend Ares end Populetion, 1900.

Pieria $001( Ond EcougUltalltlietici, 1990 Virginie Census of Populetion, U.S.
Deoerteent of Commerce, Bureau of the

Ceneue, Toble 15, Persons by Rice, 1000,

1111, Toble 125, Poverty Statue in 1879 or Femilles end Persons, 1900.

NORC celouletions bused on moet recent poverty statistics from the Bureau of the Census, 1080, ond AFDC molar, figures

evelleble from Virginim Dopertment of Sociel Services.

II

VirgInia Depertment of Social Service., December, 1084,

0

Libor R1E11.40041, Virginie Eiployment Commlosion, 1984, mind.

10

I

i-±

i-1 %pill Tsble 51, Summery of Economic Chmracterietice, 1900. Figura. ore in 1079 dollers,

1 _

I

12

hall Teble 174, Geogrephicel Nobility orid Commuting for Counties, 1980;

91. bariliniziaftwiniLilydatirittice, Table 56, Summery of SacieL Cherecterietice, 1980.

13

WI, Ta)e 121, Demotion of Employed Persons for Areas end Phial, 1580,

1

mOTEi Ai defined by thi Consul Bureau, the urben population colorless all persons living in urbonited press, (that is, population

concntretiono of et leeet 50,000 inhebitanto generally consisting of a central city end the surrounding, closely settled contiguous urea), end

in pleces of psoo or more inhebitente vo:A of urbenized grim.



716LE 1.2

VIFGINIA

ORGANrZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 'ME ERR-0711EO' SEPIICES PROGRAM,
BY LOCAL AGENCY

ftancy

Number
of

Offices

Number of
ftploymant

Se rv ides
Workersa

Weber Of
Employient
Servicee

Supervisors

Phimber of Staffing
Levels Beteeen
ESP Supervisor

and Agency Director

Urban

Fai rfax 7 1 2

Newport News 1 et)

Minot on 5 1 1

Chesapeake
6 1 3

Rural

Henry
1

Grayson
0

1 1
Galax Sherad Shared 0

Worker Uni t
Carrot t 1 0

Na rti nay it le
1 1 0

Pi ttsy lvani a

Campbet

SOURCE: ftployment Services Program Statistical Reports, December 1983, and personal
intervims whducted in 1984;

NOIES: aIn certain agencies, ESP Workers are concurrently responsible for serving a

portion of the Food Stamp caseload.

b
In Newport News, there is One 6..:ntral offiCe with 15 ESP Workers and two

satellite offices with two ESP Workers each.

12
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from other divisions -- the Eligibility Division, for example =- or from

non-WIN-related units Of the Services division. In Galax, Grayson and

Carroll (where ESP Allocations did not allow even one fulI-time person),

the shared Worker had a business, rather than a social services, back=

ground. However, previous WIN experience did not mean that urban staffs

were prepared tO operate an employment program like ESP. In the past,

these staffs had I:au-ally just provided social services and were in-

experienced in assigning and moving enrolleea through a number of compo-

nents, as was required in ESP.

IV. The Evaluation Desian

A. The Researoh_Studies

The following discussion and Table 1.3 SUmmarize the questions, method-

ology and data sources for the three parts of the ESP evaluation.

The Process Analysis. To eXamine the program as operated by

the 11 participating agencies, the process atUdy deadribes the content of

ESP services, analyzes patterns of participation, and diSCU8868 the

implementation factors that may have influenced the program's effects.

2. The Impact Analysis; The impabt Analyais, the principal

focus of this report, addresses a number of questiona about program

effectiveness: Are there short- or longer-term impacts On the employment

and earnings of enrollees? Do the levels of welfare receipt Or the Site Of

the benefit checks decline? Do the impacts vary by different SUbgPOups of

the eligible population -- i.e., between applicantS and reCipienta, or

between groups with more or fewer characteristics of welfare dependendy?

To answer these questions, the impact study u868 an experimental

-13-
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TIEILE

VIRGINIA

RESEARCH DESISN FOR NE EVALUATTOk OF THE EMPLny)un SERVICES RUG RAN

Research Component And Questions tiathodolooy_ Date Sourcie Repo- t

IMPACT MALYSTS

Wes the ployeent Services Program
either the full array of services or
the Job Search/Work Experience
amisnce result In n intrsem it,
employment end earnings end/or
reduction in weal fare dependency and
boner its?

Comparison of the employment and AFDC
outcomes over time for AFDC
appkicent and recipients randomly
maligned to one of two xperiaantel
groups or to control group not
aiigitel for ESP services

AFDC meant& and Unemployment IniOrance
earnings records for up to 18 months
after ranee= east greens 2n0

PROCESS MALYSIS

Pentitioent Raw Study
Whet is the overall pattern of program

perSicipstion?
Whet factors well al n perti timid on

rates In different ESP components and
observed differences along th local
spend ?

How do different local environments
af feet impLeaintati On?

Itht le Ilh centen, and edmini I v e

structur of the local Employment
Services Program?

What is the qiLity of work Lperiance
w oriii tea?

Do they develop emeployabi Li ty or
provide social benefits?

Do participants think the work
equirement is fair and ere they

set1 ef led With that r Jobs?

litet-oricsL/Portittift-COnText Study
What is th Origin of the Employment

Services Program, nd whet shaped
ts crate ti on?

Hom say conomic, historical end
pol'ticel factors effect
repl Cobh I ty?

Analysis of sattarne of ssionment to
ESP services. end perticipati on

Stedy of the interaction between
participation patterns and prograu
demi gn. I nett tuti one rrvngewent 5,
dminletrativ practices, and local

condi ti one

Study of staffing pettern nd the
control and delivry Of program
e ery icas

eneiyei of th chracteriatics of
program worksi tees Do they develop
job skills? Do they provicee useful
Roods end services? Do they
provide psychological benefits?

Clem study

Program @dotal atrativa redirdi,
and inthrviems with staff

Systameeti c observ ail on, case fiLe
studies. interviews ith program
staff

Systemati C observati on and i nterviais
w ith program staff

Sm-veys oonducted with supervisors end
perch ci pants at random aszopte of
worked tee

Periodic interviews with state, local,
end other officila; published_cleta
e nd documents reCated to the APZIC,
WIN, nd EipLoyilnt Services Programs

1st. 2nd

late 2nd

1st, 2n0

1st, 2nd

1st

BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS

Does ESP teed so n intrsese or
decrase in direct (budpetj

xpendi tures?

Do program benefits xceed or fel
Delos costs?

Estimation of the increment or
detriment in operati ng costs
(including administration coats end
payments to I nett tuti one nd
participants for work-resisted
expenses) for atherimentals compered
to the control group

Estiesti on of the net present value of
ESP eery ites by compering incre-
mental costs end benefits

State and local budgets; data on
@ Foci el payments and studi es of staf f
time al location

Cost Mts, program adeinistretive
records. impact Metimates, _and
velum of output stiestes free
the worksite study

2nd

2rid

NOTES: The first report refers to the .Interi FindifloS From the Yirdinis EmOlOveant Services Prvarem published in Hay 1985; th secor
resort refers to this report.
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desigh. All eligible applicants and recipients were randomly ASSigned to

one of three groups:

O An experimental group eligible for all ESP services; or

An 606rimental group eligible for only job search and work
experience;" or

A Control group not eligible for any ESP services.

As seen in Chapter 2) random assignment ensured that experimental and

control group members were Similar in all measurable characteristics except

the receipt of ESP Services. Thus) any statistically sigaificant differ-

ences in behaviOr after randOt aSsignment should result from differences in

program treatment. ImpactS Were 68timated by comparing the outcomes of the

different groups.

3. The Benefit-COSt Ahdlyets. This study assesses the net

costs and benefit8 Of ESP. Ih this analysis, net benefits will result

primarily from iner6a8-68 in earnings and reductions in welfare and other

transfer program payments benefit8 both observed in the study period and

estimated by extrapolatiOn td Cover a total period of five years;

Benefits and costs will be analyzed from several points of view with the

main emphasis on the results for thiS Welfare sample and the government

budget.

B. The_iiaaaark.liaaapla

The interim ..eport on ESP focuSed oh the 1,402 individuals randomly

assigned to the program from August 1983 through February 1984. In

contrast) this final repOrt Analyzes the full research sample -- those

randomly assigned from August 1983 thrOUgh September 1984. Included are

1,061 experimentals assigned to the Job 6-arch/Work Experience group, 1,077

=15=
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experimentals assigned to the All ESP Servidea group and 1,046 members of

the control group.

Follow-up data on participation, eMployment, earnings and welfare

receipt for all sample member8 Were ColleCted through August 1985, per-

mitting the program activity and outcomes Of the lateat sample members to

be tracked for a minimum of nine months after ran-cloth daaignment. Those

enrolled in the sample at the earliest point were folloWed for 23 months.

V. -Rey Flmdings From the First Report

. The first report made it clear that; by allOt4ing lObal agendies a fair

degree of flexibility in operating ESP, the state presented thet With a

considerable challenge, one that was complicated by several factOra.

First, only a few months were available for planning before program start.=

up in January 1983, and consequently there was not enough time for agencie8

to institute innovative features. Second, resources were liMited,

particularly because of the federal WIN reductions nationwide in OCtOber

1982. Third, ESP was a complex model to operate, especially for staff Who,

for the most part, lacked experience in running employment programs. The

firat report found that, faced with these kinds of consttainte, the lOdal

agencies generally opted for simplicity and management efficiency rather

than innovative programming. They also hesitated to impose requirements;

While staff clearly regarded job search as mandatory and generally imple-

mented the actiVity that way, none of the agencies required participation

in other components.

The applicant job search requirement was also implemented as planned;

moat Women Who were asked to provide proof of three employer contacts did
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so. The applications of those who failed to meet the requirement were

usually denied. The searches did not, hoWever, generally lead to

employment.

The interim report also found that substantial nuMbers of women had

also participated in recipient job search close to half. Most of theSe

participants (34 percent) took part in individual job SearCh, While the

remaining 11 percent were involved in a group activity, uSually WorkabopS

offered in the urban agencies.

Participation in post-j b-search components, however, was low. The

interim rate for work experience was only 6 percent, although this overall

rate masked conSiderable variation, ranging from a low of 1 percent in the

rural agencies to a high of 19 percent in Chesapeake. A primary constraint

in the rural agencies was public transportation, but the most important

factor in both rural and urban agencies, at least at the outset, was the

attitudea of some staff toward unpaid work experience; No clear consensus

had emerged aboUt itS value and, further, because staff did not want to

alienate employers, the component was generally operated on a voluntary

basis; Once participants reported that they liked working in the assigned

jobs and SUpervisors registered satisfaction with their work, staff became

more comfortable about assignment procedures and more confident about the

component's usefulness for a wider range of people.

Participation rates in training and education were also low but fairly

consistent across agencies. Unlike work experience, these activities were

always voluntary. According to staff, assignments depended primarily on

the interest of enrollees, their qualifications and their motivation to

participate. Although more access to training offered by JTPA-funded
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providers might have encouraged partieipation, staff usually did not have

tiMe to pursue the linkages needed to set up referral channela.

The interim report also described the content of ESP activities;

Participants in group job search activities received substantial amounts of

guidance and instruction on job-seeking and employability skills: iie.,

appropriate work habits and attitudes. Assistance was more limited in

individual job search; In particular, staffs c:ith large caseloads were not

asually able to provide meaningful, individualized assistance When the

women were first assigned. In the smaller communities, where eaSelOad8

were small and knowledge of the women often extended beyond the fbeidal

caseworker/enrollee ,,elationship, ESP Workers were more likely to strUetUre

a Woman'S search and to follow up promptly when the end of the nartieina-

tion period was in sight.

A SurVey of 25 randomly selected participants in work experiene

peSitiona suggested that most liked their jobs and felt it was fair to f

aSked tO Work. While the jobs generally required few skills --

supervisors reported that participants already possessed most of then --

both partleipantt and their supervisors regarded their work as important

and necessary tO the sponsoring agency; Supervisors also judged the

majority bf WoMen to be as productive as, or more productive than, regular

new employeee; In cases where participants were initially judged deficient

in ekille) they had, according to their supervisors, improved to the point

of adequacy by the time bf the survey interview.

The interiM 4,eport did not address the content of education and train-

ing programs. Since these were operated by a wide variety of organizations

and agencies within each community, it was not possible within the scope of
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this research to document the way in which these services were delivered;

The important point about these tWo components is the availability of these

services to the residents of a community who qualify for them. This meant

that a member of any research group, including controls, could take part in

these activities if they wished to enroll on their oWn. This issue is

discuased in greater detail in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.

VI. The Current-Repart

ti6illg a larger sample and a longer follow- p, this rd0Ort Updates the

inf.erim ESP participation patterns in all components and eXaMinda the

program's success in mandating job search participation. In addition, the

report explores two new process issues: the participation patterns of

important subgroups, with emphasis on applicants and recipients; and

participation based on the proportion of people who remained eligible

throughout the period studied. This second analysis more precisely depicts

the program's ability to reach the target population and judge peogram

accomplishments.

The impact and benefit-cost analyses form the majr foc of thic

report. Short- and longer-term employment and welfare c.rectr; aTO esti-

mates of benefits and costs over five years are presented ifc:: both 1.1,c, full

sample and an early portion of the full sample, as well as ..or appli,qnt6

and recipienta And other subgroups based on degree of disae 2nt4,16 As

will be discussed in Chapter 2, the fact that the existii,g

caseload iS part Of the sample makes this study one of parti

in MDEC's DemonstratiOn of State Work/Welfare Initiatives.

The report is organized as follows: Chapter 2 d °cusses the re:,
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design, sample and data sources. Chapter 3 presents participation

patterns' while Chapter 4 describes the short- and longer-term impacts.

Chapter 5 discusses findings on the benefits of the program relative to it6

coStS.
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CHAPTER 2

RESEARCH DESIGN-3ESEARCH-SAIME-AND-DATA SOURCES

I. .1Ilt=111r-ti-9.-11

This chapter describes the research deSign, the research sample and

the data sources used in the evaluation. The sample Will receive parti-

4ler attention since the early segment rept,esetta the WIN-mandatory

oas,lloadl in VirgLAa, which makes up about onethird of the total AFDC

State 4.:4 ztel oa 6., Az such, the sample includes a brOader range of the

,relfare population than is usually under study in the state employment

programs in MDRC's Work/Welfare Demonstration.

ESP was designed to involve most of the WIN-mandatory caseload in

program services, especially job search: WIN-mandatory applicants approved

for welfare, WIN-mandatory recipients currently in the caseload, and

recipients newly determined WIN-mandatory (usually because their youngest

,;hild had become school-age).2 Individuals excluded from the research

sample not only all of the men but also several groups of women are

discussed in Section IV.

All of the local agencies designated their existing caseloads for

random c,ssignment as quickly as possible. Applicants and newly determined

WIN-mandatory recipients were randomly assigned at a more or less eVen rate

throughout the sample intake period. Thus, the majority of people entering

the sample between August 1983 and March 1984 (over two-thirds) were on-

board recipients, including many who had been on welfare for some time. In
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contrast most of the women enrolled betWeen Akil and September 1984 were

either new applicants or recipienta recently deermined WIN-mandatory. As

a result, program impacts for the early readarch sample -- i.e., those who

entered the full sample first -- Will he of particular interest since this

group contains such a large proportion of longer-term welfare recipients. 1

II. The -Item-arch _Design

As explained in Chapter 1, the ESP model provided job search, work

experience, and education and training services. The evaluation of thia

model used an experimental design in which members of the readarch sample

were randomly assigned to one of two experimental groups -- both of which

were to receive a certain sequence of ESP services == or to 6 control

group, whose members could receive other services but were not eligible for

ESP. However, enrollees assigned to any of the research groups == includ=

ing the control group -- could enroll in education and training services

since theae were not operated by ESP but were available on a communityWide

basis.

The indluSion Of a control group in the research design was critiCal

in assessing program effects since outcomes (i.

departures from welfare) might not all have been due

reSearCh has shown that a significant proportion of

e , job placements,

to the program Other

AFDC recipients find

jobs and leave welfare on their own in any given period;J ThUat what

happened to the contra group is an indication of what would have happened

to enrollee8 WithOUt any ESP 3ervices.4 The difference in outoomes between

the eXperimental groups (eligible for the program) and the

(not eligible) Will reveal the program effects.5

;-22-
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The rebearch plan called for gathering data On iteMbera of all research

groUPS on a series of outcome measures: proportion eMplOyed, average

earninga, PrOPortion receiving welfare benefits and Altera& Welfare

payitents. Program impacts were calculated as a set Of Ordinary least

squares regresSioh eqUations.6 The tables in this report indicate whether

program effecta Oh etPlOymento earnings and welfare were statistically

significant at the 1 5 or 10 percent level with each level indicating how

smaII the probability WAS that a given experimental-control difference

would have occurred by chance.

The WO experimental groups formed to examine the effects cif differ==

ent combinations Of ESP services were:

The JOb Seardh=WOrk Experience group, which received indiv-
dual or grOup jOb Searohl followed sometimes by unpaid_werk
experience in A government agency or not-for-profit organiza-
tion;

The_All_ESP SerVidea group, _which els') renveo individual or
group job search Thia hoUld_ be_followea by work experience
and/or_reforral tb an ap_proVed education or training program,
including AdUlt BASid Education, preparation for the GED,
vocational education or JTPA-funded activities.

Comparison of the outcomes of each of the two ESP service sequences with

members of the control group was expected to reveal the effects of each

combination separately. The validity of the re:A:Its would depend on

whether members of the two experimental groups received the different

service components in sufficient numbers.

As will be discussed in Chapter 3, participation levels in the

different activities did not in fact differ to the degree expected, with

members of the Job Search-Work Experience group apparently enrolling in

education and training services on their awn. As a result, the levels of
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involVeMent Of the tiwo groups were too similar to justify separate analysis

of the Wo sequences. (Services to controls are discussed in Chaptera 4

and 5.) This final analysis thus combined data for Members of the Job

Search-Work Experience and the All ESP Services groups so that the Outcomes

of one pooled experimental group were compared to those of the entire

control group. (Nevertheless, to ascertain if participatiOn and iMpact8

differed by expdriMental group, the original analysis was carried out; Its

findings are briefly deacribed When relevant in sections of Chapters 3, 4

and 5;)

III; Thu Process or Enterir4 the Reeeardh-SaMle

Figure 2;1 tracea the Process through which the three research groups

entered the sample.

A. WIN=MandatOry Applicanta

During the initial Welfare eligibility interview, intake workers

identified applicanta Whci Were WIE=mandatory and did not fall into the

categories to be eXclUded fent the research sample. (See Section M) The

workers explained that ESP registration was a condition of receiving

welfare, described the prograt and the MDRC evaluation. Applicants then

signed a statement which affirMed their Underatanding of the program and

the requi-cment; Only after thia regiatration process wao the applicant

considerd an ESP enrolleej

Random assignment to one of the reSearch grOUps occurred duriog this

initial interview; Staff members balled MDRC for a computer-gancrated

research code.8 Intake workers ihfOrMed those assigned to one of the two

experimental groups that, as a condition of welfare approVal, they had to

-214-
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FIGURE 2.1

VIRGINIA

RESEARCH DESIGN FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PROGRAM

IRecipient-
CUrrently WIN
Mandatory

Recipient
Redetermined WIN
Mandatory
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I I
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Assessment/
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Applicant-
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Job_Search7
Work Experience
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sCurrenvly in ESP
eCurrentLy .7-7t.edeled to
Begin ESP -Livity
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With Child Less Than 6
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e Mele
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I ALL ESP Services I I Controls

I
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[ Job Search 1 I JOb Search No ESP SerVices
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I
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I
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e
This interview was en ESP assessment for recipients Who were

WIN-mandatory at random assignment; a welfare eligibility deterMination interview for
those redetermined WIN mandatory at random assighment; end en eligibility int-eke
interview for opplicants.
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first participate in an ESP activity known as "applicant job search : that

is, they had to sUbMit proof of contact with three employers during the

period between application and welfare determination. (Potential employerS

had to sign Applicant Job Search forms.) Applicants did not and, in fa-a,

could not participate in Any of the regular ESP components until their

applications were approved.

In Virginia, applications for AFDC welfare must be acted on by the

local agenc:Los within 45 days. After the decision, the files of the

approved applicants assigned to one of the two experimental croups were

transferred to an Employment SérVice Worker on ESP staff, who contacted the

enrollee for service assessment.

B. Recipients Determined WIN-Mandatory

Recipients whose status was about to change from WIN-voluntary to

WIN-mandatory were interviewed first by aft tligibility officer in what is

known as a redetermination interview and, then, as in the case of ail other

ESP enrollees, by an Employment Services Worker for service assessment;

(Newly determined WIN-mandatory recipientE. COUld be randomly assigned

during either interview, with the eligibility officer making the decision.)

During the redetermination interview, recipients were registered with ESP,

S igned a consent form and received an explanation -of the progratd.

Mernbèi' àf the experimental groups learned Mere About the ESP

d omponents in their assessment interviews with the ESP Workers. Those

assigned to individual job search were given forms on WhiCh to record their

employer contacts, while those going to group jOb Stardh were told the date

of their first class; Experimentals not assigned to the80 aetivitie6 Were

placed in a pending category.
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C. 21;Alciar_dRe&taktitai

Onboard WIN-mandatory recipients eligit: for the sample included

women who had not as yet been registered and assessed by an ESP Worker, as

well as those Who had been registered and assessed between January and

August 1983 (some of whom had already d.:.ticipated in individual or group

job search since the program's incepti: ; in January). Women in the first

--oup were randoMly assigned dupla6 their assessment interviews, while

women in the second group went to a reasseselent interVieW fOr random

assignment. As in the case of other experimantale, thOse assigned to an

experimental group were givE either individUtil job eSai,c11 contact

formS, echeduled for group job search, or placed in the Aing Oategory.

D. The Snhedule of Random Assignment

Random assignment was scheduled tO begin in August 1983 and continue

through September 1984; (See Table 2.1.) While the proCe66 prondeded

smoothly, the agency start-up datas differe, as did their timing in

assigning their current WIN-mandatory caseloads; MoSt agencid6 began in

September but two of the urban agencies, Fairfax and Chesapeake, Waited

until October. And, while all of the agencies phaPsd in the caseload in a

PelatiVely short period of time, Newport News aszigned nearly 40 percent of

its caseload in the first two months.9 In fact; almost 90 percent of all

enrollees who entered the research sample in these two months had been

randomly assigned at one of ths three Newport News offices-.

The pace of random assignment in the other offices accelerated between

October And December. Thirty-five percent of all enrollees (1;118) were

assigned during these months) with five of the rural agencies, along with

Newport News; completing this process for a majority of their individuals
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TABLE 2.1

VIRGINIA

DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESEARCH SAMPLE; BY MONTH OF
RANDOM ASSIGNMENT AND WELFARE STATUS
(AUGUST 1883 SEPTEMBER 1884 SAhPLE)

Applicants Recipients Total

Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative
Month Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

August 1883 22 1;7 158 8 . 4 181 5.7
September 46 5.3 150 16.3 186 11.8
October 124 14;9 322 33.3 446 25.8
November 122 24;4 225 46.3 407 38.6
December 98 32;1 166 57.0 265 47.0
January 1884 126 41;9 183 66.7 309 56.7
February 106 50./ 185 76i4 291 65.8
March 100 57.9 107 82.1 207 72.3
April 89 65.2 101 87.4 200 78.6
May 82 72.i 04 81;8 176 84.1
June 85 79;3 47 94;3 132 88.3
July 83 86.6 43 36;7 138 82.6
August 102 84.5 22 F3-4. 1:-.4 86.8
September 71 100;0 SI 10U-7,1 102 100.0

Total 1287 1897
1

3164

SOURCE: Tabulations from MDRC Client InformatiOn Sheete;



by the end of the year. By January 1984, 1,495 or 47 percent of the

research sample had been randomly assigned.

The process slowed dam from then on. By the end of March, an

additional 807 people (Or 25 percent) entered the sample. At this point,

most of the existing caseload had been assigned. From April through the

end of random assignment in September, zpot people entering the sample

(another 28 percent) were applicants and newly determined WIN-mandatory

recipients.

IV. The-ReSeareh-Sample

The research sample formed by random asSignment Contained 1,287

applicants and 1,897 recipients, a total of 3i184 people Or about 54

percent of the WIN-mandatory caseload in the 11 urbPel and rural AgendieS

included in the ESP demonstration.

As noted previously, some portions of the welfare caseload were

excluded from th sample during a screening process in the ASSeSSment

interVieW. Males were excluded because their labor market behavior uas

expected to differ significantly from that of women. (Their numbers Were

alsb so small that it seemed unlikely that this group could be analyzed

separtely.) Certain groups of women were excluded because they were

judged Unlikely to participate in an ESP component other than job search:

i.e., those who had previously taken part in ESP work experience, adubatiOn

or training programs; those who were already enrolled in fulI-time educa-

tion and ttaihing programs; and WIN-mandatory recipients with children

younger than six.10 Volunteers were excluded partly because their

demographic characteristics, badkground and motivation were expected to
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differ Irom those of the rest of the sample members. In addition, agency

staff did not want to deny them ESP services through possible random

assignment to the control group.

Table 2.2 shows that in total, about 46 percent of all those screened

for entry into ESP were excluded from the research sample and placed into a

non-research group during interviews by ESP Workers. Table A.1 describes

the reasons for their exclusion." Nett. 60 pdrCent Were PerentS of

Children under six years of age; another 14 percent Were already in

fUll-time education or training programs; About 9 percent Weed VOlUntderS.

The demographic profile .in Table L2 shows that the nOntéSéarCh group

tended to be younger and better educated than the research aample, and that

On average its members had lower earnings during the year prior to random

assignment.

A. Characteriatilms of the-Full-Sample

Random assignment succeeded in generating three research grOup8 Who6d

member8 ilere similar in background characteristics and life experiences; 12

(See Table A.3.) By definition, they were single female heads of house-

hold, with blaCkS predominating in all groups; As shown in Table 23, the

avdeAge Sample member was in her early thirties and had two children. TYpi-

cally, she faced significant barriers to employment, having not completed

high school or worked during the previous year. She also had been on

welfare for more than two years. (Table 2.3 also describes the demographic

characteristics of the sample by agency.)

B. LabarDUD_LAWILUA

Research findings based on the full sample may mask significant varia-

tion. Separate analysis of important subgroups helps to determine whether
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TABLE 2.2

VIRGINIA

SAMFLE ENROLLMENT BY R6EARD1 STA1US,
LOCAL AGENCY, MD PEAIDD OF RANDOM ASSIGNIENT

(AUGUST 1983-SEPTEt3ER 1584 ELMFLE)

Agency and Period
of Random Assignment

Research Semple Non-Rases rth EraMpl a

Job
iWareh-
Mork

Experience
Al I ESP
Serv ices Controls Total

Not
Randomly
Ansi pad

Fletent Not
fluidally
Assi gned

petrfex
August 1883 - March 1984 142 146 142 430 350 44.9
April - September 19E4 82 84 80 246 250 50.4

TOtil

limmatasallms

224 230 222 676 600 47.0

August 1883 - March 1864 228 234 230 682 651 48.5
April - August 1884 65 60 59 183 148 44.7

himultan

283 284 288 675 799 47.7

August 1883 - Merch 1884 113 118 113 344 326 48.7
April - September 1884 43 46 44 133 156 54.0

Total 156 164 157 477 482 50.3

August 1983 - March 1884 118 119 114 351 357 50.4
April - September 1884 45 41 44 130 204 61.1

TotaL 163 160 158 481 561 53.8

&ELL Antnetet
August 1983 - March 1884 181 164 160 485 211 30.3

- September 1984 64 65 61 190 78 28.4

'fetal 225 229 221 675 280 30.1

ALL Mendes
August 1983 - March 1964 782 781 759 2302 1885 45.2
April - September 1984 299 296 287 882 837 48.7

Total 1061 1077 1046 3194 2732 46.2

SOURCE: Tabulations from MDRC Client Information Sheets and random assignment telephone
Logs.
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Characteristic

AFDC Stitni IB)
Applicant
Recipient

A. ($)
Lase Than 18 Years
19-24 Toler.
26-84 Yeete
86-44 Tears
46 Yeera or More

Average Age (Years)

Ethnicity (5)
White; Nod-Hispanic
ilck. Non-Hispanic
Hispanic
Other

Degree Received (S)
N one _

General Equivalency
Degree _1

High School Diploma

Average Highest Grade
Completed

CurrentLy in School IS)

Marital Status (S)
Never Married
H arried. Living

With Spouse _

Marriedi NOt Living
With Epodes

DI v d/Widowed

A gg Number of Children
L ess Then_e_Ysers
8 to 12 Years
18 to 18 Mere

Prior AFDC Dependency (5)
Haver_ tIN AFDC
Too Tiers or Limas
Mors Than Two Years

AWOrs04 NOtithif Sh AFDC
During Two Tilers Prior to
Random Aseignment

Average Soothe Unable to
Mork Due to Mediae'.
Problems During TWO Yeare
Prior to Random Assignment

Aversge Menthe' in Sthool
or Treining During Two
Years Prior to Random
Assignm_enl

TABLE 2.3

VIRGINIA

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS_OF_THE RESEARCH SAMPLE
AT THE TINE OF RANDOM ASSIGNMENT, SY LOCAL AGENCY

(AUGUST 1663 - SEPTEMBER 1984 SAMPLE)

Fairfax NespOrt News Haspton Chesapeake Rurot Agencies

62.2 40.7 89.4 23.9 40.7
47.6 59.3 80.6 78.1 66.3

0.9 2.3 1.2 2.5 2.8
11.5 2.7 _6.0 5.1

60.8 49.7 49.7 48;0 48.61
82.2 28.8 35.e 23.3 33.0
10.7 9.8 11.2 11.2 12.3

83.8 82.5 34.6 83.9 34.0

42.9 18.8 21.4 29;8 542
45.8 82.3 75.5 50.5 45.6
3.8 0;5 1.3 0.2 0.0
75 0.7 n.e 0.4 0.1

52.9 63.3 47.9 57.7 88.8

_8.0 _6.7 10;5 8.8 8.5
38.1 401 41.8 32.7 24.7

10.8 10.8 10.7 10.4 9.8

8.2 9.2 3.4 31 2;4

30.7 35.1 32.3 30.4 28.2

8.0 47 3.8 9.3 18.4

34.7 35.1 37.1 42.3 31.6
28.7 ,:5;0 27;0 24.0 25.2

0.11 0.24
1.00 092
0;85 0.70

18;0 9.9
81.3 27.8
62.7 82.4

12.9 15.2

1.5 2.0

-32 -

0.02 0.03 0.14
1.03 1.09 1.02
0.78 0.78 0.71

8.8 9.2 15.8
20.5 35.0 25;6
70.8 55.8 68.6

15.7 14.1 13.5

2.1 2.5 1.5

1.0 1.4 0.9

76

Total.

40.4040

2.00
8.8000
49.0
01.41.04,

10;9

88.800*

32.8100,1

04.040*
1;20100

58.3ske

8.100
85.50,60

10.5000

Basce

31.100,"

7.1,0400

35.7'004

28.1

0.130400

07240

12.101,0
213.14,*
58.80040

14.340.0*

1.6.ex

(cOntinCed)



TABLE 2.3 (continued)

Characteristic FiattLex Rampart Neel Hampton Chesapeake

Average Honcho Looking
for Work During Two Years
Prior to Random Assignment 4.3 5.5 5.1 5.3

Held Job st An TiMe
During Four Quarters Prior
to Random Assignment (5). 48.1 39.4 33.1 31.9

Held Job During Quarter
Prior to Random
Assignment (Be 83.7 27.4 24.3 20.8

Average Eernings_During
Four 0 Prior tg
Random Aseignmenc (81 1772.37 1088.59 1093.84 867.25

Average Earnings During
a -r Prier te
Random Assignment (Se 500.45 272.83 289.94 215.72

Held_Job st Any Time in
Two Teers Prior to
Rehdom Assignment (51 47.7 58.8 46.6

FOr Longest Jog Held in
Past Two Years 00
Overage Hourly Wage

Rota (8) 4.53 3.66 3.66 3.72
Average Weekly Hours 30.6 28.2 29.5 29.5
Durstion of Job (Honcho) 17.8 18.2 18.4 10;4

Total 8.1pLe 876 875 477 4111

SOURCE* CalcuLetions from MAC Client Informetle Shasta end Unemployment
the Commonwealth of Virginia.

Rural Agencies Totl

5.3

?7.8

10.4

928.43

238.80

40-.6

3.55
31.8
17.0

5.1

86.7.""

25.66

1187.56,"

308.750"

50.2

8.87"
28.98"
17.8

3184

Ineurence earnings record. from

NOTE8t Distributioni mey not add xactly to 100.0 percent baceuse of rounding.

°Calculated from Unemployment Insurance earnings records from the Commonwealth of Virginia.

For questiona concerning longest Job, sample sixes are based on the number Of experimental. who
reported_s longeet Job on the Client InfOrmation Sheet. Due to missing dece for selected cheracteristice, chess
lemple silo. vary ale fellowal 423-424 for Fairfax{ 452-441 for Newport Newel 262-266 for Hampton; 226-229 for
:hiliesepeeks end 293-295 for the Rural Agencies.

cFor selected cherecterisiice, semnis cites may ver) up to 27 saple points due to staging dots.

01 fffff noes across agencies ere statistically signifieanc ueing tmo-teited t-teet o. chi-aquere
;eat et the following level.* w 10 percent: w 5 portent! 4,4", = 1 percent.



Certain categories of people benefited More or less from the program than

others. This section discusses the principal 3ubgrou0s analyzed and the

reasons for selecting these groups.

1. Agairaints_and_iiiicijaienta. Throughout the following

chapters, findings will be reported for the full research Satple and for

applicants and recipients separately. The reasons for a separate focus on

theae SUbgroups are threefold. First, applibants and redipients entered

the researdh sample in different proportions at different times throUghOUt

a year-long study period so that, depending on the time period exatined,

their medsUres of participation or outcomes could differ; For instance, a

sample enrolled in the early months of the program was analyzed to deter=

mine lOnger=term program impacts, and this sample was largely composed of

recipients frOM the existing caseload. Their behavior was quite different

frOm that Of the later sample.

Sacond, prior research suggests that the labor market behaViot -of

applidants and recipients differs, partly because of their different educe=

tional backgrounds, prior Work history and the extent of their welfare

dependency; As Seen in Table 2.4i over a quarter of the applicants had

never been on welfare, and thöSe Who had received it previously had stayed

on the rolls a shorter time than recipients. The proportion of applicants

who had held a job during the year Prior to random assignment (57.2

percent) was More than Wide aa large as that of recipients (22.9 percent)i

and applicant earnings during this period ($2,291.22) far exceeded the

recipient average (006;41). Applicants alSO Were more likely than

recipients to have received a high School degree or its equivalent (50.9

-34-
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TABLE 24

VIRGINIA

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESEARCH SAMPLE
AT THE TIME OF RANDOM ASSIGNMENTi BY WELFARE STATUS

(AUGUST 1883 SEPTEMBER 1664 SAMPLE)

Chkracteristic Applicants Redipients

Local Agency (W)
Fairfax
Newport
Hampton
Chesapeake
Rural Agencies

Average Age (Years)

Ethnicity (%)
White, NonHispanic
Sleek; NonHispanic
Hispanic
Other

Degree Received (X)
None
General Equivalency Diplome
High Sehotil Diplome

-e
Prior AFDC Dependency (%1
Never on AFDC_
Tito Years or Less
More Than Two Years

Held Job et Any TiMe DUring Four
Quarters Prior_to Random
Assignments (%)

Average Earnings During Four 'garters
Prior to Random Assignment ($1

Total Sample
c

27;4
27;7
148
8;13

21;4

33,-03

41.7
55.0
1,J

0;2

17;0***
27;4
15;2
18;3***
21;1

34;0***

26;8***
70;1***
1;0

SOURCE: Calculatiens from MDRC Client Information Sheets and UI earnings
records the Commonwealth of Virginia;

NOTES:
rounding.

Distributions may not add exectly to 100.0 percent beceuss of

35
7 9
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TABLE 2.4 (continuedj

a
Length of AFDC dependency is selfreported. Because of

inaccurate answers or recording errors, percentages displayed here only
approximate actuat Length of prior AFDC receipt.

Catcutatad from UnemplOyment Insurance earnings records from the
Commonweatth of Virginia.

c-
FOr setected characteristics, sample sizes may vary up to 9

sampte points due to missing data.

d
Chisquere test inappropritte due to Low expected cell

frequencies.

Differences between welfare statuees are statistically
significant using a twoteited ttest_or chiequare test at the following
levels: * = 10 percent; ** = 5 percent; *** = 1 percent;



percent versus 38.8 percent). Many applicants thus possessed at least

minimum job market credential , And thia Snell of welfare might have been

only temporary support.13

Third, the different enr011tent prodedures for applicants and recipi-

ents might have influenced participation levels. Applicants went through

two extra steps before their assessment Ahd ASSignment to an ESP component:

completion of applicant jOb Seardh And grant approval. At each point,

particularly the second, some applicants left the prograt, About 32 percent

because their grants had not been approved. In Ccintreatt most recipients

were randomly assigned during their assessment interVieWS point much

closer to ESP p:Aicipation.

2. -Earlier and Later Enrollees; Enrollees Were alSo subdivided

into two groups depending on when they entered the reSdarch sample. The

first group was the early sample -- those enrolled from August 1983 thrOugh

the end of March 1984; the second, those randomly assigned frOM April tO

September 1984i (See TabIe3 A.4 and A.5.) The earlier groUp of enrollees

repreSented 72 percent of the full research sample -- 82 percent of all

recipients and 58 percent of all applicants. (See Table 2.1.) In contrast,

applicants made up the majority of the group that entered after April 1,

1984. The early sample, with its large proportion of on- reapionts,

ntit only represents the WIN-mandatory caseload, but also is an important

source of information on longer-term impacts. Follow-up for this group was

six quarters, or 18 Months, after random assigament in contrast to four

Vertex's, or one year, for the full sample.

Analysis of the separate samples, in addition, allowed the examination

of any impact differenCe6 that could have been caused by a change in
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program operations or the labor market, both of which could affect the typt

of enrollees entering the research sample. For example, in Auguat 1983,

Virginia's uneMployment rate was 5.2 percent and in September 1984, it WAS

4;4 percent. (See Table A.6.) The passage of new welfare regulations or

changes in how letal ageneies screened the welfare caseload also might have

influenced participatien and outcomes.

3; VaPiatiOn By -1,,ecF,..-Tannia- Differences between local

agencies, some related to urban and rural location, might have resulted in

different impacts; Virginia haa A strong tradition of local autonomy,

which is refleced in the relatively high degree of ,:)perational discretiOn

given the separate agencies. Staffs could Adopt different cAministrative

procedures and vary the content of services withl.n broaj guidelines, as

well as the requirements of each. The quality of the services could also

differ, in addition to staff attitudes and qualifibetions, and political

and economic climate.:; (See Chapter 3 fbt a diSCUSSiOn of pro&,am

implementation.)

As noted in Chapter 1, the 11 agencies in the demonstration includld

large cities, small towns and rural areas. Table 2.3 shows that the

majority of enrollees in rural areas were white, while the feur urban areas

enrolled primarily blacks (although racial composition did vary consider-

ably in the urban agencies); Higher proport.ions of urban than rural

enrollees had held a job during the year prior to andom assignment and had

graduated from higb school or received a GED (although, once again, signi-

ficant variation characterized the urban agencies). Since individuals from

urban areas constituted nearly four-fifths of the research sample, sample

characteristics as a whole largely reflect their experiences.

-38-
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The demand for labor in a region may influence the ability of welfar

recipientS to find jobs. Table A.6 demonstrates that unanployment eaten,

which provide a strong indicator of the demand for labor, differed consider-

ably among the 11 areas studied. Average unemployment rates ranged from a

low of 2.7 percent in Fairfax County to a hign of 9.3 percent in Grayson

County during the two years covered in this report.

In Virginia, welfare regulations determining the maximum amount of

welfare grants accordir to family Site Varied by region. Payment

standards were based on calcUlation8 Of the cost of basic necessities in

local areas, reflecting an effOrt to ecinaliie the living standards of

welfare recipients throughout the state. Thus) differences in the

availability and amount of welfare pnyment8 COUld influence decisions about

whether to apply fo--

Table 2.5 show

state.

-e, reMain Oh Welfare or

- three leVela Of payME

seek employment

rtandards within the

As of July 1984; a family of three in Fairfax and H& :'`on counties

(Group III) could receive a m lmum of $327 Per Month, compared to $269 in

counties in Group :1 and $245 in Group I. The Variation among Payment

standards was greater for smaller than Mr larger. families.

4. Additionalubgroups; One Of the purpoSés of evaluating an

emp:I.oyment program targeted to hard-to-employ pernonn i8 tO determine

whether the program did in fact benefit thoSe WhO faced serious barriers to

employment; Chapter 4 will address thi8 iSSUe by examining program impacts

me subgroups who differed in characteriatic8 that a& usually used to

define level of employability: prior work experiende, extent of previous

Welfare d pendency, educational level and family Site.
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TABLE 2.5

VIRGINIA

VARIATIONS OF DOLLAR AMOUNTS FOR PAYMENTS STANDARDS,
BY FAMILY SIZE, AGENCY AND YEAR

PAYMENT STANDARD

Family Size

One rrson
Two
Th ree

Four

Maximum

-a
Group I

Jely 1980 July 1984 July

115 121
191 131
233 245
2E12 296

372

Group II Group IIIc

1980 July 1984 JuLy 1980 JOLy 1984

138 145 193 203
203 214 258 272
255 269 310 327
305 _21 360 379

381 402 453 478

SOURCE: Calculations from the CoMmonwealth of Virgi ni a Grant Eti gibili ty
and Procedures Manual.

NOTES: Payment Standerii iS defi ned as the amount of benefi ts a f am i ty o
certain size would receive:if the faMily has no earned or unearned income and
there are no requi red a dj ustments :"eflecting pri or underpayments, overpayments, or
pro-rati ons examplei if 0 family etas no.t eligible for the enti re month );

r.vp I cOnsi Rts of Campbell, COrroLL, Gal ax, Grayson, Henry, and
Pi ttsylveni

b
Group II cons16t. Of Chesapeake, Meé'tinsvlLLe, and Newport News.

c
Group III consi sts of Fei rfax and Hempton.
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V. Rese-areb-Samples for the Different AnalyadS

The three analyses in this report -- process; impaot and benefit-mit

Used somewhat different research samples and follow.T.up 1-,eriOda. The

process sample included 3,184 people -- the full ts63eat:-'n sample -- who

were followed for nine months. An early part of this sample was teaoked

for SiX additional months, for a total of 15 months of data;

Tbe impact sample in Chapter 4 consisted of 3;182 people: i.e., the

fUll rebearCh sample except for two controls who did not have sooial

Sea...^.t..4 numbers. Tbis sample was followed for 12 monthS after random

aaSi All additional six months of data weee available for the early

po :4 the fUll sample, as discussed previously, for a total of 18

MOntha in follow-up to determi- longer-t,erm trends.

The benefit-cost study (Chapter 5) is also based on the full sample

but makes use of li available follow-up. For example, in the case of

earnings data: the earliest enrollees have data for seven quar.rs

atib:-;eqUent to the quarter of random assignment, while the latest enrollees

haye only three fellow-up quarters.

Because of the variety of data sources needed to estimate program

costs, cerLain calculatiOna in the benefit-cost analysis were performed on

randomly selected SubaaMples from the group of 2,810 experimentLas and

controls who entered the research sample between August 1983 and June 1934.

Subsample sizes ranged frot 111 individuals for determining the cost A' the

work experience criponent to ,7f7,8 indiVidUals for calculating the ccst of

support services; A total of 2,446 experimentals and controls were

involved it at least one subsample. All data gathered from the subsamples

were weighted according to the diatribLtion of )(Perimentals and controls,
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as well AS to the distribu A.on of applicants and recipients, within each

agency.

VI. .,5121=8.1.Jot-aatii

8rialySea of par' .-.cipa'don, welfare and employment outcomes, aS

well a8 bénéfit8 ahd costs) drew on a variety of data sources.

Client Information---SheetsMIS-1) designed by !ORE, constituted the
primary source of demogxaphic data about the research sample. Applicants

answered the CIS questiOns during eligibility interviews by intake workers,

and recipients also did go during assessments with ESP staff.

Jautainginia client Information System iVACIS) ihaintained by all but

one of the 11 agencies provided data used to _rack program activities and

monthly AFI.; grantg" Until the end of data collection in September 19K

VACIS was modified for the evaluation to inOlUde data on both assignment

i)rogram activities and participatiOn. However, since ES? staf tended to

report assignments more ar:curately than pat.tidipationi the decision was

made to use assignment data to track enrollees' inilolvaMent in activities.

Wh ail people assigned to an aotivity actually participate, quality

checks revealed that assignment rates were somewhat under-reported

in VACIS and therefore approximated quite cloaely the Participation rates

reported in individual case files. However, beeduse Newport News had very

different job club assignmezt and participation rates, state staff checked

the case files of those asaigned to the cluba to look for actual

participation.

All local agencies except Fairfax Couni-2 i::nttr1 !)ogx-am trackiug data

and AFDC Program records into the VACIS system. 2airfax County submitted

-42-
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AFDC data from its own syStem to MDRC.15 For tracking data in this agency,

MDRC collected program recorda for a random subsample of members in the two

experimental groUpS (183 of the 454 experimentals) and entered theM into

the computerized analyeie file used for this report.16

The Comma 0 - I - I orzygot- II contains

data on earnings and UI benefits.17 MDRC collected data on derninga from a

year prior to random assignment until the end of June 1985. Records of UI

aenefits (:overed the period from January 1982 through August 1985.

For ail of the sources described above, Table 2.6 shows the length of

follow-up data available for participation, ..FDC payments, earnings and UI

benefits according to the period of random assignment. Other ources of

data, however; were necessary as well, partibultly in the henefit-cost

analysis. To calculate costs; MDRC conaqlted fiscal records from local

agiincies; enrollment records from schools and community colleges, the

nia JTPA information system, and state:. On the administrative

Otiata o trar:.1fer programs suLh as Food Stamps, AFDC and

UnaMployment Insurance:

MDRC also conauced interviews (between Mardh 1984 And February 1985)

with a random subsample of 47 participants in work ekperienee And their 47

superviaora. The survey instrument was the same one used in other atatea

in MDRC'S Demonstration of ntate Work/Welfare Initiativ_S Where the

programs included structured work experience. Interviews with participante

laeted about 45 minutes and covered tneir understanding of the mandatory

character Of the program* their level of satisfaction with the aaaignMenta,

their assessment of the usefulness of the experienoe; and their jUdgMent Of

the a4Liq of the work-for-benefits approach. Hour-long interVieWS With
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TABLE 2.6

VIRGINIA

LENGTH OF AVAILABLE FOLLOWUP, BY
RANDOM ASSIGNMENT PERIOD ANO DATA SOURCE

Period of
Random Assignment

AugustSeptember 1983

OctoberDecember 1983

JanuaryParch 1984

AprilJuns 1984

JulySeptember 1984

Months ..,:Jarters)

AFDC
a

Payments
Programb

Trackloq

in 26 21 22

22 24 18 20

19 21 15 17

16 18 12 - 14

13 15 9 11

of Aveitabta Data n:

Quarters Sample
Earnings c

UI Benefits
a

Size

Months (Quarters) ot
Available FollowUp 12

8 24 25 377

7 21 23 1118

b 18 20 807

5 15 17 508

4 12 14

3 12

a-
For UI Bensi'its and AFDC Payments, month 1 is defined as the

month in whic.: random assignment occurs.

b-
For Prngram Tracking, ms,Ith 1 begins on the dey

essighment; month 2 begins 31 days later.
random

c-
Earnings data is referred to in calendar quarters; quarter 1

the quarter in which random assignment occurs.

Months of available followup refers to the maximum amount of
followup data availabl., for all enrollees.



supervisors provided infOrMation about productivity of

the importance of the aSsigntent to the operation of the v;1.1cF,:- ac well

as their assessment of the EMployment Services Program and i aff.

Qualitative research sources also informed the analysis; MDRC

conioted interviews with state and local agency staffs, examined program

documents* and observed implementation of the program during site visits.

For information about the batkgrotnd Of ESP, MDRC interviewed state

officials and representatives of agencies and organimatiOnS that contri-

buted to the development of ESP and also examined operating gUiddlindS and

legislative documents..

VII. AndlyS1S-Iszuea

Clarification of the different ways in whidh AFDC payments and UI

earnings ard recorded and the consequencs of theSe differenbea for

quarterly outcome measures will facilitate understanding Of the analySiS of

program impacts in Chapter 4. As stated previouSly, AFDC payments are

reported monthly* but earnings are reported by calendar quarters (fOr

example* January throJgh March). Ite month of randOt aSsignMent Could

therefore be any one ithin the three-month period, with the Olarter of

random assignment somettm.as including up to two months of data prior to

sample entry. Thus* the qtlarter of random assignment throughout thiS

repo t iS not a true follow-up quarter for employment and earnings impadts.

In contrast) since welfare data are reported monthly and aggregated into

three-month time periods beginning with the month of random &ssignmenti the

firSt follow-up quarter is a true impact quarter for welfare outcomes. As

a retuit of these reporting-differences, quarterly data for welfare and

-45-
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employment outcomes do not usually cover the snMe tite periods.

Another issue is that, in onle instances, the U86 Of the UI data

system underestimates total earnings because Of unrePorted earnings and

reporting lags. UI earnings records do not include offthe-bookS earnings,

Or earnings for people who have moved or who work out of the State. In

addition, e,24.ioyers may not report earnings for some workers, partidularly

doMeStie workers. Despite these issues, thcire should nOt be any major

biases since experimentals and controls should have been affected to the

same extent.

Lastly, because of the typical lags in employers reporting wagea te

the UI systsm, data for the full sample were available through only four

quarters of fello4Up, althougn a follow-up of six quarters was possiW.e

for the earliest sample membePS.



CHAPTER 3

TALTZRO_IIEY A =la=

I; Introduction

This chapter discusses the nature acti in Virginia's

Employment Services Program and the extent to Whi ' o&am enrollees

participated in them; As noted previously, DSS had expedted that most of

those eligible for the program would parcipate in the Mandated job Seerdh

component; in fact, the model called for job search participation hdt Ohly

initially but also on an ongoing basis if enrolleeS Were Still unemployed

and registered with the program;

In contrast, the state model did not mandate participation levala ih

work experience, education or training, leaving that to the diScretion of

the local agencies; DSS planners, nonetheless, anticipated substantial

participation in all ESP components, envisioning the program as one in

which enrollees would take part in a variety of employment=related

actiVities, with job search functioning as the touchstone as enrollee8

completed other components;

Abcording to the design, err-oIlees were to start with job search and,

if Still unemployed after its competion, progress to a second activity --

Work experience, tr^ining or education) Following the second Erztivity,

Onemployed enrollees were to be assessed avtn and reassigned to the same

-component or another one. At minimum, enrollees wer- to remain accive by

,^eturning to a job search ?otivity every six monfhs; Over time, the muld

r---umaLly build up new skAls to market to employers as a result of
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participating in one or more post-job-search services.

The in'tpim report indicated that these broad objectives formUlated at

the state l were accepted by the local agencies and were at least

partialI met during the early months of the study. Th8t report found

substantial participation in job search activities, particularly individu8l

job searc:h. Participation in other ESP components was more limited;

although the rates, particularly for work experience, varied widely by

agency.

Thia final analysis differs from th( 'llterim one in several ways;

First, the interim report examined the participation patterns c, enro]lees

who were randomly assigned to two experimental groups (see Chapter 2)

during the early tontha Of the Study, from August 1983 through the end of

February 1984. In COntraat, this analysis looJ7s at the program involvement

of the en''re Sample, those randomly assigned to the experimental groups

ra August 183 through September 1984.

Second* the full sample has a longer follow-up than the earlier one;

In the interim report, only six months of follow-up data were a-atIabIe.

In this analysis, the full sample was tracked for nine months after random

assignment, and a large share -- 73 percent -- was followed for 15 months.

This longer f011ow-up is important given the rllti-component nature of the

ESP design and the duration of Some of ita ac 1Vities, particularly

education and training.

This analysis is also more comprehensive. It not only upda'..es the

interim findings using the full sample, it loOks separately at the

participation patterns of applicants and recipients, as well as oi.her

subgroups. It also seeks to arswer new questions. After describing



cumulative participation patterns; the chapter analyzes participation by

the ninth month Ater random assignment taking welfare and employment

status into account. This nev analySis reveals that many experimentals

could not be served by staff because they had left welfare or the program

shortly after entering it either because Of employment or for other

reasons. Many of the nonparticipants had not been subject to the program'S

paWcipation requirement for very long.

The chapter is divided into several sections. Section II ana'izes the

cumulatiVe participation patterns and also presents the rnori detailed

assessment of the program's success in reaching its targetl:,' caselbad,

discussed above. The next section describes the activitie:. in '01i-eh

enrollees took r'.-t Section IV looks at the participation f iMportent

subgroups within th2 target population, while the fifth examines partiCipa-

tion patterns over

II. Cjuu-iptive

A. Terticipation-Hates for the FuIl Sample

The questions added in this sect'c.n are the most basic:

What proportion of the full sample of enrollees
participated in ESP?

o How did participation patterns vary by component?

1MA_ proportion of applicants and recipients ever
partiCipatOd in ESP and its components?

An ESP enrollee's experience with the program began in an in-depth

assessment intervieW with an ESP Worker.2 Applicants were only assigned to

an ESP Worker for assessment after their applications for welfare were
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approved. As Chapter 1 explained, these individuals had to first take part

in an Applicant Job Search* which reqüiréc them to show proof of three

contaet8 With potential employers as a condition of grant approval.

The purpose of the assessment interview was to determine the

enrollee's strengths and weaknesses and what* if any, barriers she might

have to participation and, hence employment. Test-p tt:111 y Were net

administered during this interview.3 The ES kor 'sk.d his or her own

judgment to decide whether the enrollee should be immediately assigned to a

job search activity or to an inactive status.

Two points are important in the following discussion of overall

participation rates. First, the overall volume of program activity was

larger than that suEgested 'by observation of the experimental sample.

Members of the non-research group (see Chapter 2) were eligible for

services, some were assigned to components.

Second, overall rates mask the variation in participation rates among

the 11 agencies in the study. In general, the varfLation was greatest in

the work experience component, where several factors influenced the level

of worksite assignrents. In the rural areas, for example, the availability

of transportation and the remote residences of many recipients were

to be considered before making every assignmen,;. The two most 1;

reasons for agency variation, howevar, were ones corlon to ail agecI7.

staff attitudes toward the value of work experience as part of an employ-

ability development strategy, and the degree of emphasis on implementing a

cohesive assignment policy. Appendix D presents more information on agency

performance and the fa2tors that influenced patterns of local ESP activity.

-50-
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Table 3.1 presents the participation patterns of the two experimental

groups. (See also Appendix Table C.1 for data on performance indicators by

,-.:earch group and local agency.) In this analysis, assignment rates serve

as a proxy for participation, which is therefore defined as being assigned

tb a giVen activity." As seen in the table, 80 percent of enrolXec:s were

initially assessed or reassessed in interviews with an ESP Worker within

nine Montha Of random assignment. The majority -- 58 percent -- were

assigned tO an ESP COMponeht Within thici period. There were no significant

d_:ferences between the two experimental groups in the degree to which they

were assessed or participated ih ESP.

As intended in the MOdel enrollees first participated in job search,

:11-e only bandatory Cdtponent for all enrollees. Somewhat r_lre than half

participated 40 perdent in individual job search and 15 percent in a

group actiVity.4 Again, there were nu differences between the rates for

the two research groups.

Enrollees Were 1.688 aCtive in th:, post-job-search activities, as

indicated earlier. Appendik Table C.2 ahoWS that together, only 20 percent

of all enrollees entered UOtk experiened, ddlicatiOn or training, either as

the only activity after randOm assignment or following participation in job

search. Component by component, Table 3.1 shows that approximately 10

percent participated in work txperience, and a SiMiler proportion, about 12

percent, participated in education or training; elMoSt tWiee as many were

assigned to education as to training. (On average, thoae assigned to work

experience participated for 194 hours.) The table alab reVealfi that When

the two research groups art compared, the researeh design did, to some

extent, affect the allocation of aervicea. Membere of the All ESP Services
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TABLE 3.1

VIRGINIA

ALL AFDC: NINEMONTH PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR EXPERIMENTALS,
BY RESEARCH GROUP

(AUGUST 1883 SL?TEMBER 1984 SAMPLE)

Performance Indicator

Assessed

Ever Active

Perticipated in Job Search
Individual Job Search
Group Job Search

Activities

Perticipated in Work
Experience

Participated in Training
or Education
Training
Education

Dereristered
Due to Sanctloning

Placement Rate

Total Number of
Experimentals

Jtai Search
WOrk Experience

All ESP
Services Total

80;6 78.9 78.7

59;2 57.3 58.3

51;6 50;3 51.0
40;7 40;1 40.4

14-.1 15;3 14.7

13;5 5;5 9.5***

9;1 14;1 11.6***
3;5 511 4.3*
5;7 8;1 7.4***

313;8 45;8 42;3***
3;8 3;9 3;B

13.8 14;4 14;1

1061 1077 2138

SOURCE: Calculations from the Virginia Automated Client Information System
and from program activity data collected from case file records of e random
aubsample of experimentals in Fairfax County;

NOTES: Performance indicators are defined as ever assigned to a particular
component or status;

(continued)
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TABLE 3.1 (continueU)

Performance indicators are calculated es a_parcantaga Of the total
persons in the indicated research group in_att egehdiet bUt Fairfax. In Fairfax
County, performance indicators ara_caLcutated ae a perdentege 'of_a random
subsample of 183 exparimentats whose case_filbe Were reVieled. The results from
Fairfax County are eighted to squat the tetel tiliaber Of Fairfax experimantals
in the research sample.

a-
AsswJsmant is defined for applicants and redetermined WIN-Mandetbry

reCipients as_contact with on Employment Services Worker after reitidOM
aseignment. For those recipients wh-o were WIN-mandat(ry befOre the_Start of the
reaesreh, assessment is defined as reassessment at the point of random
assignment.

b-
Deragistration iE defined as being deregistared according to ESP

program redords or failing to receive AFDC payments at any time during the nine
:tenths follOwing random assignment.

c-
Sehttioning rates are defined as referral for sanctions.

d-
program placement information is based on employment that is reported

tO poogoem staff. Program placement date will not be used to measure impacts.

A chi-square test was applied to differences between research_ groUps.
Stetiatidel_aignificance levels are indicated es: * = 10 percenz; ** = 5
perdant; *** = 1 Percent.



group were more often assigned to the full array of ESP services, while

those in the Job Search/WOrk Experience group were more than twice as

likely as the All ESP Services group to hold a work position.

The fact that more of the All ESP Ser:ices than the Job Search/Work

Experience group participated in edueatiOn and training (14.1 percent

versus 9.1 percent) should not obscure the magnitude of the Job Search/Work

Experience sample enrolled in these programs. Some may have been referred

to these services by ESP staff, but most probably took part on their own.

This last factor highlights an important point about the ESP model.

While state planners had specified that educational and training "oppor-

tunities" be available to enrollees) funding constraints dictated that

local programs rely on existing programs elseahere in the community) which

were available to all residents who qualified for them. Hence) many of

those assigned not only to the Job Search/Work Experience group but also to

the control group took advantage of these services on their own) as is

discussed in Chapter 4. Although control participation had serious

research implications, as explained in Chapter 4i the participation of

members of all three research groups ir these activities should not be

construed as an implementation fault; the model had) in fact) encouraged

agencies to use these services in making referrals; However, the

Similarity of the experimental-control rates suggests that ESP, on the

whole) was unable to significantly increase the receipt of such services by

experimentals beyond that which they would have found on their own.

Overall) 42 percert of all enrollees were deregistered from the pro-

gram by the ninth month after random assignment; the rate was significantly

higher for the A'A.1 ESP Services group. Only a small proportion (4 percent)
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were refurred for sanctioning because they were not in compliance with the

program's requirements.5 There were no differences between the two

research groups on this measure.

Placement rates, as presented in the tables in this chapter, are

frequently used by employment programs to measure success. HOWeVer, theSe

rates reflect only employment reported to program staff and pedOrded in the

DSS client information system; The rateb' presented in chaptee 4, baSed -Oh

Unemployment Insurance records, are a more reliable source Of emplOyment

data;

An assessment of these performance measures led to an itpoetaht

decision in the ESP evaluation; It was clear from the servioe peotipt Of

the two experimental groups that the treatment of the two groups uas quita

similar and that any differences were not sufficient to juatify analyzing

the treatment groups separately; Data for the two experimental groupa ueee

thus subsequently pooled; The rest of the participation analysis, as uell

ea the impact and benefit-cost analyses, will use data from the WO

experimental groups combined.

B. Partialpation Patterns of Applicants and Recialents

Chapter 2 indicated that applicants and recipients had different

detogeaphio Characteristics, as well as different backgrounds in prior

etploymeht and welfare receipt. Table 3.2 shows that the two groups also

had Very different participation patterns. In general, far fewer appli-

dent6 Partidipated in the ESP components than recipients, but significantly

tbre Applicants were deregistered from, or left, the program (5118 percent

compared to 34.0 percent).

By Program activity, 60.2 percent of recipients took part in some job
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TABLE 3.2

VIRGINIA

ALL AFDC: NINE-MONTH PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR EXPERIMENTALS,
BY WELFARE STATUS

(AUGUST 1883 - SEPTEMBER 1884 SAMPLE]

Performance Indicator Applicants Recipients TOtal

Aesesseda 62.8 81.0 79.7***

Ever ActiVe 41.7 69.4 58.3***

PartiCipated in Job Search 37.2 60.2 51;0***
Individual Job Seardh 29.9 47.4 40.4***
Group Job Search
AcCiVitiee 9.8 1E3.0 14.7***

Participated in Work
Experience 3,2 13.6 9.5***

Perti_cipated in Training
Or_Education 8.8 13.5 11.6***
Training 3.1 5.0 4;3**
Education 5.7 8.6 7.4**

Deregisteredb 54.8 34.0 42.3***
Due to Sanctioning 3.4 4.1 3.B

Placement Rate d
8.13 17.7 14.1***

lotat_Number of
Experimentals 857 1281 2138

SOURCE: Calculations from the Virginia Automated Client Information System
and from program activity data collected from case file records of a random
subsample of experimentals in Fairfax County.

NOTES:_ Performance irdicators are defined es evar assigned to a particular
component Or status.

(continued)



TABLE 3.2 (continued)

Performance indicatcrs are caLcuLated es a percentage of the toteL
parsons in the indicated research:group in aLl agencies but Fairfax. In FairfoX
County, performance indicators are calculated et a percentage of a random
subcample of 183 experimenteLe Whose case files were reviewed. The resuLts from
Fairfax County are weighted to equal the totaL nOmber of Fairfax experimentaLs
in the research sample.

ExperimentaLs are comprised Of both Job SearchWork Experience and
ALL ESP Services research groups.

aAssessment is defined for app1icant6 end redetermined WINmandatory
reCipientli as contact with an EmpLoymant Services Worker after random
assignment. For those recipients who were WIN.,Mendetbry before the start of the
reSeerth, assessment is defined as reassessment at the point Of rendbm
assignment.

b
Deregistiation if. defined as being deregitteted according to ESP

ptogram records or faiLing to receive AFDC payments et tiny tiMe during the nine
months following random assignment.

Sanctioning rates are defined as referraL fOr bandtions.

d- _

Program pLacement information is based bh eMpLOyment that is
reported to program staff. Program pLacement data WiLL nrit be used to measure
impacts.

A chisquere test was appLied_tO differences between welfere
Statuses. Statistical significance Levels are indicated as; * = 10 percent; **
5 percent; *** = 1 percent.



search activity compared to 37.2 percent of applicants. (Almost twice the

proportion of recipients participated in both individual and group job

search compared to applicants.) In work experience, recipients predominat-

ed, with a 13.6 percent level compared to just 3.2 percent of applicants.

The pattern was less pronounced in education and training' where 13.5

percent of recipients participated compared to 8.8 percent of the

applicants.

These participation patterns, as well as the higher apPlicant

deregistrations, are explained in part by program regulations specifying

that applicants could not participate in ESP services until their requesta

for aid had been approved; In fact, as discussed in Chapter 2, almost one-

third of the applicant experimentals had not received any welfare payments

within a year after random assignment; In this analysis, these individuals

were recorded as having been "deregistered." However, Appendix Table C.3

indicates that, even when participation rates were calculated on a base

excluding those who were not assessed -- e.g.; applicants whose grants were

not approved were not referred for assessment -- applicants still had lower

participation rates than recipients;

C. Participation and Continuinx Eligibility

Thus far in this chapter, participation has been defined as the per-

centage of enrollees who were ever assigned to a given activity; that is,

those who "ever particUated" during nine months; Several problems are

inherent in this definition; For one, this measurement makes no distinc=

tion between those who participated for a day and those who participated

for a much longer period, and therefore gives no indication of the duration

or intensity of participation
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A 8000nd problem is that these rates may understate the program 8

achievement8. "Ever participated" rates take a static view of participa=

tion, SUggeeting that all people remained eligible throughout the -study

period, bUt that many somehow avoided program participation. Actually, a

fairly large number of enrollees only remained in the program for a short

period Of tite; leaVing welfare or being deregistered from the program for

a number of reaeone (i.e.; remarriage; the birth of a child, more than 30

hours of employment). Staff often had no opportunity to work with these

enrollees during their short program tenure. Other enr011ees were employed

part-time and were still registered With the program because their low

incomes continued to qualify them for supplementary benefits. These

individuals were often judged to have satisfied program requirements

because they were working what was considered tO be an appropriate number

of hours;

When these findings (or reasons for nonparticipatiOn) are taken into

consideration, the extent of a program's ability to Serve the targeted

caseload is more evident; Figure 3.1 shows that by the ninth month after

random assignment; only 6.5 percent of the applicants and 11.4 percent of

the recipients had remained olr011ed throughOut the Study period; but had

failed to participate and did not have jobs. Thit 1.6 the gebup that the

program failed to reach. To state it another way; 93.5 perdent of the

applicant3 and 88;6 percent of the recipients had satisfied the pebgeath,6

requirement; either by participating or finding employMtnit, or had been

deregistered because they had left the program or were no longer eligible

for welfare. (See Appendix Table C.4 for additional data -01 enr011eee,
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FIGURE 3.1

VIRGINIA

_ AFDC 1k4LiCANTS ANO kECIPIENt8: PkbPAMi
EMPLOYENT0 AND WiLFO-E STATUS IN tHE NINTk

MONTH APTER RANtOM ASSIGNMENT

AFDC APPLICANTS

Non-Porticiponts

6;590

AFDC RECIPIENTS

SOURCE: See Table C:4;

_
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partiCipation, employment and welfare status at the ninth month after

random assignment.)

It is not surprising that more "continuousiy-enrolled" recipientS had

failed tO participate in job search. As seen in Chapter 2, the recipient

gt-OUp exhibited greater prior welfare dependency; staff may have found them

harder tb VOrk With. While 74 percent of all applicants had also

previously received welfare, on the whole they were more likely than the

recipients to have had recent employment. The important point is that,

among both applicants and recipients, the proportions of both groups who

had not participated or worked were very small, indicating that ESP had

succeeded in implementing the job search participation requirement.

It should be noted that, in addition to the initial job search

requirement, enrollees were expected to return to that activity as long as

they were unemployed and still registered with the program. Unfortunately,

the data do not exist to determine if this ongotng job search requirement

was in fact satisfied, as was the initial one, discussed above. Long-term

follow-up data cover only a portion of the necessary sample, and some of

the sample members were not continuously subject to this requirement

because they had left the program or welfare. However, the available data

show that at least 25 percent of the experimental sample participated two

or more times in job search within an 18=month follow-up period:6 so it is

clear that a reasonable level of ongoing participation in job search was

taking place.



III. Description of ESP Services

. Job Search

As indicated in Chapter 1, the model proposed by the State We lödel

agencies discretion, within broad guidelines, to detertine atite Of the

content and requirements of aII components, including job search. Appendik

Table C.5 shows the variety of job search activities that the agencies

offered, as Well as the different requirements. Group activities, as well

as individual search, were offered in some form in an of the urban

agencies and, fOr a periOd of one year, on a rotating basis in three rural

agencies.

Generallyt grOUp job search services were provided in the form of a

two=week wOrkahop,7 in which participants were helped o identify their

assets and Skills, to understand the basic qualities that employers seek in

employees, and to develop appropriate employment goals. Under the guidance

of staff and With the support of other participants -- workshop

enrollees learned hi:* to approach employers and to set up interviews, and

hou to present themselves positively during these appointments; Telephone

techniques were taught in all of the workshops, but during the period

covered by the evaluationt telephones were not available, or their use was

limited, in some agencies. NOt all particiPants therefore could call

employers under staff supervision, a common feetUre Of job seareh

workshops;

Individual job search, in contrast, was not as atruotured.8 Enrollees

were required to make a specific number of personal conteets with potential

employers and record the results on a form provided by the agency. ESP

staff prepared enrollees fOr their seareh during the 666666M-ea interview
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in which they received their assignment8. In Mott inttandet, there was no

further contact with the enrollees until the re668686Ment interview after

the search had been completed; Given the litited time Of the interviews,

many aspects of job-hunting could not be diacUtted; and ttaff tUddess in

guiding enrollees depended to a large degree on their preViOU6 knowledge of

the person. In some rural agencies; thiS uaa pOttible and proved helpful,

but, as a rule; enrollees in this compOnent rébeiVed far less assistance

than those participating in group services.

B. Mork Experience

This ESP component was structured in part to conform tO the OBRA CWEP

regUlatiOnt; work hours were calculated by dividing the welfare grant by

the Minimum wage. In contrast to what OBRA allowed, however, tesignmente

tO pUb]J or private nonprofit agencies were not ongoing, but limited tO 13

Weeks; although the state model specified that enrollees could be

reassigned to the activity; In fact, 23;7 percent of those attigned tO

work eXperience (66 people out of 278) were assigned more than OnCe.

In Virginia; as in five other states in the MDRC Work/Welfare

DemonttratiOn offering structured work experience; a survey was conducted

With a random sample of work experience participants and their supervisort.

The tOtal nUMber in Virginia was 47 of each; While a preliminary analysiS

of the firtt 25 WOrksite interviews was presented in the interim report;

this report examines responses from the total sample; In general, the

findingat tubtarized below; are similar to those found for the partial

sample.

Firtt, MOtt participants (38 of the 47 interviewed) believed that the

work requirement Was fair; more than half said they felt better about



receiving welfare now that they were working for it. Second, the jobs, for

many reasons) were not seen as "make-work." Almost all participants liked

them) with most believing that they had learned something by doing their

work; Almost 80 percent of both the participants and supervisors said that

their work was necessary to the agency) and all expressed the opinion that

the work was important;

Lastly, while the worksite jobs in Virginia required few skills and

supervisors indicated that most participants already possessed the ones

needed for their jobs, in almost all instances where participants lacked

them, the skills had subsequently been acquired. Appendix E describes the

worksite survey and findings in greater detail.

C. f&asttl&InthiEsinim

With one exception, local agencies did not have sufficient funds to

operate training

recommended in the

were interested in

community colleges,

service providers,

With Staff suggest

or education programs themselves.9 Generally) as

program design, they referred enrollees who needed and

such activities to community resources. These included

the public school system, training programs run by JTPA

and privately operated training facilities. Interviews

that Adult Basic Education classes and short-term skills

training programs offering clerical and hea] th-care instruction

popular with enrollees.

Problems did arise, however, in obtaining sufficient access

were

to these

services, especially ones that interested enrollees. Initially, the state

had intended that local agencies would develop new referral relationships

with the appropriate schools, institutions and JTPA-funded programs.



was hoped that a wide choice of activities would encourage ESP enrollees to

participate.

ESP staff in all agencies had little difficulty in making arrangements

for Aault Basic Education classes, GED preparation courses and vocational

hools and community colleges. They had established working relationships

With these service providers and had come to understand the entry

requirements. They also knew the specific people to whom enrollees should

be referred for help in registering for classes and; if necessary;

obtaining financial assistance for tuition payments.

For a number of reasons, working relationships were slower to develop

with personnel in the JTPA Service Delivery Areas (SDA) and the service

providers themselves, although staff in all agencies reported having made

progress in setting them up. TOO agencies, for instance, had come to an

agreement with the JTPA SDA on a teadking form for ESP referrals. However,

staff generally indicated that tUdh more remained to be accomplished,

primarily in the area of timely communication. Information was needed on

such issues as what courses were offered, how referrals were to be made,

and how enrollees' progress should be indhitored after referral. While JTPA

service providers frequently expected ESP WOrkera tO be inVolvpd in

attendance issues for their enrollees, ESP Staff indidated that they often

did not receive data about attendance quickly enough. Enralle68 Satetitea

established patterns that resulted in termination befaPe the ESP weiekee was

aware that a problem existed;

It is worth noting that JTPA replatsd ths CatprehenSiVe EMployment and

Training Act (CETA) system as the major publiolp;fundsd employMent and

training program for the disadvantaged at about the tams tits as ESP
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polaced the WIN Program in Virginia; Therefore, both ESP and JTPA staff

udee fading pressure and difficulties in implementing their new programs;

ThiS fadtt as well aS the time it usually takes for new relationships to

deVelbp, largely account for reports from ESP staff that fully satisfactory

VOrkihg relatiOnships were not always in place during the period covered by

this evaluation.

IV; ParticiDatiOn-Patte-OhS-fer-Subgrousls

Thus far, the analysis of participation has focused on the full sample

and the principal subSamples of applicants and recipients; This section

looks at the patterns for iMportant subgroups within both the full sample

and the applicant and recipient subgroups to see if some segments of the

targeted population participated at higher rates than others; Analysis of

these data, together with qualitative data from staff interviews, suggest

how registrants were as-signed to PSP components.

A. Participation- In-Urtam-and-Rural-AreaS

Data on the urban and rural areas presented in Chapter 1 laid the

foundation for the discussion in this chapter of the possible influence of

environmental factors in shaping the delivery of program services, parti-

cularly in the rui.al areas; Several such factors might affect participa-

tion levels; First, as noted previously, public transportAtibh WAS ribil=

existent in the rural areas (and sometimes limited ih the Urban eegioW

and the population was widely dispersed; Second, only some of the rural

agencies were able to offer group job search services, and trin only foe

part of the period covered by the study; Third, community t8(511POeS for

education and tralning were in more limited supply in the rural areas than
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urban areas, and worksites were not always in locationS that enr011ees

could conveniently reach.

Table 33 reveals that, as expected, applicants and recipienta in

these different environments exhibited different participation patterns,

although not always the ones anticipated; The environmental problems noted

above, as well as the analysis of enrollees, characteristics in Chapter 2

== ShOWing clear urban/rural differences in education and past employment

-- had suggested that urban participation levels might be higher than rural

ones. In contrast, Table 3.3 points out that rural women were often more

adtivé than their urban counterparts.

acith applicants and recipients participated in individual job search

at significantly higher rates in the rural areas, but participation in

group job search was understandably much lower in the rural areas, where

group services did not always exist. The higher overall rural rates in job

search activities (61 percent) COmpared to urban areas (48 percent) is the

most notable and somewhat surprising finding.

Work experience rates exhibited a different trend, although the

applicant rates were not as much different as low in both urban and rural

areas: 3.7 and 1.6, respectively. However, recipients in urban areas --

where public transportation was usuallY available -- were more than twice

as likely to be assigned to work eXperiande AS rural recipients.

In contrast; despite fever opportunitieS, tiueal applicants were twice

as likely as urban applicants to have participated in training (5.3 versus

2;5 percent), ani they were just as likely tsti haVe taken part in an

education program (6.4 versus 5.5 Perdento reapeCtiVely). As was the case

for the applicants, more recipienta in the rural versus urban areas took
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TABLE 3,3

VIRGINIA

ALL POC: PERFORMICE INBICATORS OF DPERIOTALS,

BY WELFARE STATUS MO AREA

(AUGUST 19Et3 SORER 1984 SAMPLE)

rf omance Indi ca tor

Appti cants !loci pi ants Total

Urban Rural Total Urban Rural Total Urban Rural Total

Amused° 59,8 73,4 62.8" 89,2 98,1 91,0" 77,5 07,9 79;7$$S

Ever Active 38,7 52,1 41,7" 67,6 76,3 69,4s" 56,1 66,3 50,3"

Participated in Job Smirch 34,7 46,3 37,2" 57,3 71,1 60,2" 40;3 60;0 51,0"
Individuat Job Search 25,9 44,1 29,9" 41,5 69,9 47,4" 35,3 59,3 40.4"
Group Job Search Activities 11,3 4,3 9,8" 21,8 3,0 18,0" 17,6 4,0 14;7"

Participated in Work Experience 3,7 1,6 3,2 154 6;4 13,6" 10,8 4,4 9,5"

Parti ci pa ted In Trai ni ng or

Educe ti on 8,0 11,7 8,8 13,7 12,8 13,5 11,5 12,3 11,6

Trai ni ng 2;5 5.3 3,1* 4,4 7,5 5,0s 3,6 6,6 4,3"
Educe ti on 5,5 6,4 5,7 9,5 5,3 8,6" 7,9 5,7 7A

Baregi stared 53;8 58;5 54,8 35,3 20,9 34,0* 42,6 41,2 42,3

Due to Sancti oni ng0 3,8 2,1 3,4 4,1 4,1 4,1 4,0 3,3 3,8

d
Placement Rata 6;7 16;0 17,3 19,2 17,7 13,1 17,8 14,0s

Total Number of Exparimentele 669 188 E57 1015 266 1281 1684 454 2138

SOURCE AND NOTES: See Table 3;2;
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part in training activities, again despite the limited supply and

transportation constraints; As discussed in Appendix D, staff in three -of

the rural ngencies were particularly successful in obtaining training

assignmento for their enrollees. In one instncet the ESP WOrker had a

longstanding working relationship with the local JTPA service provider; ih

another, the Worker was a mrmber of the Private Industry Council; It

should be notedt however, that such relationships were rare, and that

forging new linkages with JTPA training providers took considerable time --

time staff needed to implement other components for which they bore direct

responsibility.

The recipient pattern was quite different for education, where, in

contrast to applicants, recipients in the urban areas were almost twice as

likely to have participated in educational programs than rural recipients

(9.5 versus 5.3 1rcent). Seceral factors in the urban environments may

have influenced these levels -- enrollees there appeared to want to attend

schoolt particularly community colleges; Adult Basic Education; GED and

communitv college courses were available in a great many locations; and

enrollees (at least according to staff perceptions) seemed to realize the

need for a better education in an urban economy;

B. Partleioa-tion--Pa-t-terns for Other Subgroups

Tables 3.4 and 3.5 present participation data for other important

subgroups within the applicant and recipient categories. The general

pattern that emerges, at least for job searcht showed that the potentially

more difficult-to-employ among both groups -- those with the largest

faMilies, o/der wement those with greater prior welfare dependency and with

little recent employment -- were active in ESP to the same or to a
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TABU. 3,4

VIRGINIA

AFDC APPLICANTS1 NINHONTH FERMINANCE INDICATORS

FOR SELECTED PROOFS OF WERIPENTALS

(AUGUST 1983 - SEPTEN3ER 1984 SAHPLEJ

Performance Indicator

timber of Children

High School

Diplome or GED

Employed in Year

Prior to Rendom

Assignment AFDC Historyb Age

Onà Tio

Threi

or Hare No Yes No Yee

2 Years gore Than

Never or Less 2 Years

Younger 30 or

then 30 Older

67,4 58,40$ 50,8 64,1 52,3 59,9 70,7". 80,7 63,8
Assessed 63.5 60,4 68,6

Ever Active 42;0 40;2 44;4 44;5 39;0 42.3 41,2 34,4 44,4 43.8$ 42.0 41,2

Participated in_Jeb Seerch 36;3 36;4 41;9 40;2 34;4$ 37,4 37,2 28,0 39,4 40,40 35,9 37.8

Individual Job Seerch 29,5 28,7 33,8 32,8 27,*1$ 28.0 31,1 21,8 33,7 30,5$ 28.4 30,6

Group Job Search Activitiee 10.5 9.0 9,3 10.0 9.5 11.7 8,5 8,5 8,5 12,5* 10,4 9,3

Participsted in Work

Experience 3;5 4,1 1,2 2,4 4.0 2,9 3,4 3,9 2,1 3,7 2,9 3,4

Perticipeted in Training

or Education

Training

11,0

4;5

7,6

1;7

8,2

2;5

10,0

1,8

7,7

2,5

7,8 9,5

2,9 3,3

8,0

2,0

8,2

1,4

9,8

5,00

11,9

5,5

7,1"

1.0"
Education 6;5 5;8 3;7 6,2 5,2 4,9 6,2 6,0 6.8 4,8 6,4 5,3

Deregistered 50,3 58,0 60,3" 53,0 56,6 55,b 54,1 66,5 54,0 49,20* 51,7 56.6

Due to Sanctioning

e

2,5 5,1 3,0 1,6 5,10* 3,1 3,6 3,4 3.5 3,4 2,9 3,6

Placement Rate 7;8 0;4 10;6 6,9 10,5$ 8,2 9.1 6,5 7,9 10,7 9,1 8.4

Total Limber of Applicants 397 288 161 418 439 343 514 199 290 376 308 547

(continued]

,
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TAKE 34 (continued!

SVCS: CelCulati one from NOR Client Information Sheets, the Virginia Autrmated Client Information Systrm end from prograll
activity da ILetted free case file records of e rob subsemple of experimentate in Fairfax County;

NOTES; Performance indicators are defined as ever assigned to a particular component or status.

Ferformance indicative ere calculated as a percentage of the total persons in the_indicated research group in all
agencies but Fairfax. In Fairfax County, performance indicaton. are calculated es a percentage of a random subsemple of 1B3

experimentele whore case files were reviewed. The results from Fairfax County ere weighted to equal the totel radar of Fairfax
experimentate in the research Balm.

Experimentels are comprised of both Job Search-Work Experience end Alt ESP Services 4esearch groups.

a

Re rearm were considered employed during the year prior to random assignment if they had UI earnings for any of the
four prior quarters.

Calculations fru" WIC Llient Information Sheets.

c-
Agreement is &lined for applicants and redetermined le,I.Lmandatory recipients es contact with an Employment Services

worker after rob assignment. For thoea recipients who were WDI-mandatory before the start of the eeeeerch, assessment ie defined

as reesseement at the point of random assignment.

d--

Cieregtretion is defined es being deregietered according to ESP prograw records or felling to receive AFDC payments

et any time during the nine months following random assipent.

e-
4nctioning rates era defined as referral for nctione.

f-
Progrrm placrment information is based on omployment that is reported te progrim staff. Progran placement data will

not be used to measure impacts.

A chi-guare test was applied to differences between subgroups. Statistical significance levels are indicated as; =
10 percent; " z 5 percent; 0* 1 [anent.
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TABLE 3;5

VIRGINIA

AFDC RECIPIENTS1 NINE-MONTH FERFORMANCE_INDICATORS

FUR SELECTED SUOGRUJPS OF WERIMENTALS

(AUGUST 1993 SEPTEMER 1984 SAMPLE)

Pertermence InCicator

c

Amsted

Weber ci Children

^VINIMMI

..High Schoc

Diploma 0 GED

01.111.

Three
_

One Two or Note No Yes

90;3 92.1 92;8

Ever Active 66;3 71;3 74,40

Participated in Job Search 57;5 617 658*

Individuel Job Search 45,5 46,9 53,7*

1 Group Job Search Activitiee 170 19;5 18;9

1 9

Participated in Work

Experience

Participated in Training

or_Educetion

Training

Editien

Deregistered

Due to Sanctioning

Placement Rate

13.1 14;5 14;4

90;4 92;1

67;5 72;4*

60;7 59,3

47.8 46,7

17;8 19,5

12;4 15,7

120 16;6 12,3* 10;7 18,2***

5.2 4;8 5;4 3;6 _7;10*

6,9 11,9 6,90 7;1 11;1$*

38,1 4,4 29;4" 33;9 34;0

4.0 3,0 5,3 3.4 5,3

19.2 16.9 16,4 17,1 19;8

Total Number of

RediSiente 542 396 318 797 484

..4110MomMomm.

Employed in Year

Prior to Rendom

Aetignment AFDC Hietcryb Age

Nb Yee

2 Years Mori Than

Never or Lees 2 Years

Younger

than 30

30 .cr

Older

91,8 88,2* 72,6 91,7 91.6*** 88,7 92.2*

71,8 60,50* 51,3 66,1 71,20 67.3 70.4

61,8 54,3" 39,3 58,1 61;8** 55;0 62,700

49,3 44,2 33.2 46,3 485 401 51;0***

19,5 12,90 6,1 16,5 19;3 19;9 17,1

15,0 8,610 9.0 12,4 14,3 I 12;6 14,1

13,7 13,0 15.1 14,7 13;0 170 114°

5,1 4,8 1.0 5,0 4,9 5;5 4,9_

9,6 8,5 6,1 10,0 8,1 11.7 7-,0***,

31,5 42,90$ 54,6 46,7 29,70$ 34;5 33;7

4,8 1,8*$ 9,1 4.4 3,8 4;0 4;2

15;6 24,8*** 12,2 20,1 17,1 17,2 19,0

1002 279 33 329 917 424 IV

SOURCE ONO NOTES: See Table 3.4.
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Significantly greater extent than the more employable subgroupa.

Among applicants (see Table 3;4), there was a clear tendency fOr WOMen

With Characteristics that appeared to be barriers to employment tO haVe

participated in job search at least as much as, if not more than, th6Se Whb

appeared more employable. There were no differences among applicant

SUbgrOUp8 in Measures of participation in work experience, but the picture

was different for training and educational programs; For these activities,

subgroups With the greater barriers to employment had similar or lower

participation leVels thaii the morn employable ones, except for the

applicant group who had been dependent on welfare for two years or more in

the past; These women were significantly more likely to participate in

training than women with less prior welfare history.

Participation among recipient subgroups (as seen in Table 3;5)

followed the general applicant pattern: the less employable recipients

were more likely than% Or ea likely as, the more employable groups to be

active in job seareho but as was the case for applicants; this pattern was

less evident for work experience and education and training; In

particular, recipientS without a high school or GED diploma and those who

were 30 years or older were Significantly less likely to be enrolled in

education or training programs than those who had completed high school.

While these overall patterns suggeSt that Staff tried to encourage the

subgroups that potentially faced greater barriers tO Participate in program

activities as much as the more employable groups, Table8 3.4 and 3.5 show

that they were most successful in job search. Thia is not surprising

because ESP staff as a whole were convinced that job search was an

appropriate mandatory activity for almost all people on t4alfarie.

-'73=
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Staff had mixed views, however; about encouraging the most hard-to-

employ groups to take part in education and training; believing that many

had hot yet built up the confidence to handle these activities. In

addition, some enrollees lacked the edutatiOnal or skills backgrounds to

succeed in these courses or vocational prograrns, and the staff found that

some of these enrollees simply could not Meet the requirement of the

services to which they were referred. The mbre disadvantaged groups also

were more likely to fail to follow through on the referrals by ESP staff.

V. Participation-P.atterns-Over-jime

Figure 3.2 ShOs4S the cumulative participation rate fOr all ESP

enrollees, aa Well as the rates for enrollees randomly assigned in the

early and lateii months of the year-long sample enrollment period.

(Information on the participation patterns of early and later applicant and

recipient SUbgrou0s is presented in Table 3.6;) As seen in the figure,

women randomly assigned through March 1984 were tracked for a 15----isönth

follow-up period, while the group entering the sample from April throUgh

September 1984 had at least nine months of follow-up.

Two conclusions eterge from Figure 3.2 and Table 3;6; Fir8t; for the

total sample and bOth 6tibigiiciiip6') the participation rates continued to climb

through the ninth Mcinth after random assignment; This is because staff

initially deferred some enrollees from job search but reassessed theM

periodically; as their situations changed; the enrollees were atet1

assigned tO the COMponents to begin their search;

The other notable finding is the somewhat lower participation leVel Of

the later group of experimental , perhaps caused by the different
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FIGURE 3.2

VIRGINIA

ALL AFDC: CUMULATIVE PARTICIPATION RATES FOR

EXPERIMENTALS, BY PERIOD OF RANDOM ASSIGNMENT

(AUGUST 1983 SEPTEMBER 1984 SAMPLE)

Ever Participated (%)

70-

50

40

30

20

10

-August 1983

..:: September 1984

0

Month 1 Month 3 Month 6 Month 9

Month of Follow-Up

SOURCE: Calculations from the Virginia AttdMata Client Information System_and from program activity data

collected from case file records of a random stbsample Of experimentals in Fairfax County.

August 1983

March 1984

April September

1984

Month 12 Month 15
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TABLE 3;8

VIRGINIA

ALL AFDC: NINE-MONTH PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR EXPERIMENTALS

BY PERIOD OF RANDOM ASSIGNMENT

(AUGUST 1983-SEPTEM8ER 1984 SAMPLE]

Performance Indicator

Applicants Recipients

August 1983-

March 1984

April

September

1984 Totet

August 1983-

March 1984

APrIL

September

198e. Total

a

Aesessed 82,1 83,8 62,8 91.4 89.5 91.0

Eiiir ACtiVe 40,9 42,0 41.7 70,4 84.7 69.4

Participated in job

Search 3,4 39;9 37;2 61,6 53,6

Individual Job Seerch 28.9 31;3 29;9 485 42;6 47;4

Group Job Search Activities 8,6 11.5 9,8 18,7 15.0 18.0

Participated in Work

Experience 3.9 2.3 3,2 14,1 11.3 13,8

Participated in Training

Cr EducetiOn 10;7 6;0 8,8** 14.4 9.5 13,5*

Training 3.1 3;2 3;1 5;4 3;3 5;0

Education 7;6 2;9 5;7*** 9;1 6;2 8;6

b

Deregistered 55;5 53;8 54;8 33;6 35;7 34;0

Due to Sanctioning 4;2 2;3 3;4 4;4 2;8 4;1

Ptecement Rate 8;8 8;7 e;e 18.5 14,1 17,7

Total Number of

Experimentets 511 346 057 1055 226 1281

SOURCE AND MOTES: See Table 3,2,



composition of the two samples; As notrA in chapter 2, the agendie6 had

randomly assigned their existing recipient CaSeload8 by the end of March

1984. Recipients randomly assigned after that tibia Were thoSe who had just

been newly determined WINmandatOryt ueually bedaU66 their youngest child

had become school-age; Ms, the earlier groUP of Wohieh group

containing primarily the existing WIN=Mandatory taaeload but AlSo a mix of

other eligibles -- may be in fact more typical of the enrollee pool ih an

ongoing program than the later sample dominated by applicants and the nouly

determined mandatory recipients. The two groups had many different

background and demographic characteristics -- differences that could have

influenced their participation levels.

To determine if the behavior of applicants or recipients unduly

influenced these overall rates, the data in Table 3;6 were compiled tO

analyie their separate performance indicators in the early and later

periods during a uniform nine-month follow-up period. As seen in this

table, the applicants randomly assigned after March 1984 were as likely as

the earlier group to participate in job search and work experience,

although less likely to take part in education or ixaining programs; In

contrast, the later recipients were less likely than the early recipient

group tO participate in job search, as well as education and training;

ThUS, the letee recipients/ performance largely accounts for the overall

lover aCtivity leVels of the later group;



CHAPTER 4

ITORAM IMPACTS

I. Introduction

Two questions are basic to answer in determining the effects of any

program. First, what happened to those enrolled in the program? In other

words, given the outcomes of interest -- in this case, employment and

Welfare =- what were the average outcomes among enrollees? Second, what

would have happened to the enrollees if the program had not existed? The

first question is answered by examining the behavior of all program

enrollees, or the experimental group. The second is answered by following

the behailior of a control group which is similar in background and demogra-

phio Characteristics to the sxperimentaI group but not eligible for program

Services. The effects, or impacts, are the differences between the average

outcomes for the two groups.

ThiS chapter presents the results of the experimental design impIe-

tented to evaluate the Virginia Employment Services Program. Chapter 2

explained how sample members from the target population were assigned at

randot tO either the experimental or control group. Data were collected

that teati;red the employment rates and earnings, as well as welfare receipt

And payments, of the two groups to determine if ESP improved the employment

prospectS of members of the experimental group and reduced their welfare

receipt, Compared to those outcomes among controls.

Chapter 2 verified that measured differences between the two groups in

background and demographic characteristics were slight, and that the

average outcome6 foe Controls should reveal what would have happened to
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experimentals had program assistance not been available. This is extremely

important since, even without program services, many individuals find

employment on their own or leave the welfare rolls for othpr reasons in a

relatively Short period of time. Use of a control group allows non-

program-induced placements or normal welfare departures to be subtracted

from the levels of program-produced aChieVaMenta: i.e., highee levels of

employment or lower rates of welfare receipt.

Overall, this chapter will show that, for the full impact sample bf

3082 applicants and recipientsil there Were modest gains in dbproyment for

the experimental group in the short run; Cumulatively, over nine tiOntha,

or three quarters, experimentals were 3;3 percentage points more likely to

have been employed at some time than controls. While this increase was

statistically significant, a small earnings increase was not; velfaoe

payments to experimentals also went down by a statistically signifioant

amount during a one-year period, with the largest reductiOn Occurring in

the third quarter; However, the proportion receiving Welfare remained

unchanged by the program in this first year.

As noted in other chapters, the 1,285 sample m-tbers who were appli=

cants at random assignment and the 1,897 who were already recipients were

analyzed separately, as were other distinct subgroups; These subgroup

analyses show the importance of disaggregating the results for the full

sample. In the short term, employment impacts for the full sample came

almost entirely from the program's stronger gains for applicants, not

recipients; (Earnings impacts were not statistically significant for

either applicants or recipients) And, while the program produced short

term welfare savings for the recipient group, the savings were not

-79-
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sustained in the longer run;

Particularly among applicants, longer-term program effects for 4h

early group, followed for six quarters, continued the story of the fUll

sample's short-term gains. The two additional quarters of follow-up showed

continued employment impacts that were statistically significant in the

fourth, fifth and sixth quarters, as well as modest but significant welfare

savinga over the 18 months. Welfare savings for recipients, on the other

hand, declined markedly in the fourth and fifth quarters, and employmmIt

gains remained minimal.

II. -A eIvsls Issues-and Data Sources

A. -Rece_ii3t- of Program Services

Chapter 3 described the st-Irvices available to the 2,138 experimentals

in the research sample. It also made clear that not everyone aesigned to

the experimental group actually participated in ESP, although everyone

assigned to experimental status was included in the calculation of average

outcomes. Table 3.2 shows that 58.3 percent of all exPerimentals

including 41.7 percent of applicant experimentaIs and 69.4 percent of

recipient experimehtals -- were counted as having participated in a program

component. To the extent that nonparticipants were not affected by the

program, the inclusion of these experimentaIs may have diluted the impactS

attributable to participating experimentaIs.2

Very few of the 1,044 controls were served by the Employment Services

Program; by design, none were supposed to be. However, on their own, sub-

stantial numbers of controls did enter and receive education and training

services, many of the same types of services to which experimentals were

-8o-
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referred by ESP staff; Although it was recognized (Chapter 3) that these

employment and training services were available to all residents of the

community meeting the various eligibility reqvIrements -- and that any-one

could enroll -- the number of controls doing so Wag not expected tO be

large. However, according to a special study involving a small subsatple

of controlsi 15 percent of control recipients and 9 percent of control

applicants did take part in training and education activities without

referral assistance from ESP siaii.3 (See Table 4.1.) These levels were

only 3.3 and 2.6 percentage points below the participation rates of

expez'iMentals. Thus, the expected experimental-control differential in

education and training did not materialize, partly because of the lack

additional resourcea for agencies to provide such services, as well as

their inability to forge diffidult linkageS quitkly with outside education

and training providers.

A- important finding ia that ESP was thus not able to substantially

increase the receipt Of education and training resources for the targeted

population beyond that which they would have found on their own, and that

the program effects discussed in this impact analysis could not have

resulted from education and training services alone. While these services

may well be effective for welfare groups and lead to promising outcomes,

this study cannot address this issue.

B. Caseload 1111-nover-Verebt_It0Abt

A look at the average characteriscics of the full sample reveals itl

potential employment barriers. (See Table 2.3.) Approximately 60 percent

had spent more than two year3 on welfare in the past. Some 63 Percent had

not been employed duPing the preVious year, and mord than half had not
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TAILE 4.1

VIRGINIA

ERRISTAI.-DONTRCL DIFFERDICES IN RECEIPT OF ECUCATION MD TRAINING ACTIVITIES

BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY AND WELFARE STAIUS

Type of Activity

Full Sample Applicants _ Red pi Onto

Experimentals ContrOt6 Differ-On-de Eipérimentals Controls Difference Experimentslo Witrole Difference.1mOnwsur..0%

a

JTPA Activity 5,5 4,8 +0,7 4.8 5,2 0,4 5,9 4.6 +1,3

Public Sthool or

kammi ? /liege

ULIPEE 6,1 7,9 -1,8 6,1 4,1 +2,0 6,1 10,4 4,3

Unspe cl f led

Education or

Trot ni ng Activi ty 4,2 0,0 +4,2 1,0 0,0 +1.0 6,3 0,0 +6,3

Any Educlti on or

Trot fling 15,8 12.7 +3,1 11;9 9,3 +2,6 18,3 15,0 +3;3M...00,=.,

KUM NOR teltUlett one from VACIS end Fairfax activity data, survey of local public school B end community colleges, and data Tram JTPA
i of ormati on systems,

NOTES; Theee data are not regreseion &di ueted.

0

The JTPA subsemple was 1500 experimantels end controls, randomly &elected frail the full sample,

b

The public school and community college aubsemple wee 360 experimental') and controls with equal nmbers of randomly selected
cliente firth each of eight office areas,

Unspecified educati on or training activity used the fuLL iple of 31e2 experimentele and controls, This category counted
pertictcati on that wee recorded on the VACIS end Fairfax tracking systems end not accoUnted for by either of the above two categories, (In
Fel rtex Calintyi thst estimations were calculated for a subsemple of 183 experimentals Whosi Cate files were reviewed. The results frail Fel rfex
County were weighted to equal the total ruder of Fairfax experimentate in the research Sample)

133
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received high school diplomas or GED certificates. On the other hand,

about 40 percent of the full sample consisted of new applicants or re=

applicants for welfare. More than half of this group had held a job at

some time in the year prior to this current welfare application: (See

Table 2.4.)

It is thus important to realize that dependency is not a permanent or

even a long-term situation for many families. Within a short period of

time, substantial nuMbers of welfare recipients find employment or leave

the welfare rolls for other reasons. This pattern is exemplified by the

typical behaviOr of controls: the applicants and recipients who were not

eligible for the ESP array of services.

Three points Stand out in an examination of control behavior. First,

almost one-third of the contr.-01 applicants never received welfare during

'the year after enrollment, many of them because their welfare applications

were denied. Second; over this one-year period, the proportion of appli-

cants who did receive welfare declined froM 61.3 percent to 40.1 percent,

and that of recipients frOm 97.6 percent to 73.3 percent.4 Thus, even in

the absence Of the program, a substantial number of both applicants and

recipients were never on or had left the rolls. Third, while some propor-

tion of any Welfare population will find jobs without the assistance of

program services, not all people leave welfare because they have found

jobs; During the foiUtth quarter, 29.5 percent of control applicants were

employed and not on welfare. HOwever, a siMilar proportion (28.6 Perdent)

were not receiving welfare but did not have jObs. The rest were still

receiving welfare, and a small proportion (abciut 10 percent) were holding a

job from which the income WAS So lot/ that they Still qualified for

433=
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benefits. (See AppendiX Table F.1.)

The control recipient story ia quite different. For example, recipi-

ents were much lees likely than applicants to be off welfare and/or

employed. Only 12.3 percent were beth Off welfare and employed; 13.0

percent were off welfare but not holding a job. Almost three-quarters were

still on welfare one year after random assignmen . (see Table F.1.)

C. Combined Experimental Groups

It should be restated here that, as discussed in cbaptee 2, the

research design was developed to evaluate not only the full array of ESP

services but also a specific sequence of job Seareh f011owed by wnek

experience. The intended difference between the sequences was to be the

availability of training and education for the All ESP SerVices group. AS

noted in Chapter 3, hoWever, the difference between the two experimental

groups, participation in education or training programs was small; there

was, consequently, no reason to expect that the impacts for the two program

sequences would differ substantially; The conclusion reached in cbapteti 3

was that, except in a few local agencies, both experimental groups received

fairly similar program services, and any differences were not large enough

justify separate evaluation of each sequence. (In fact, impacts were

estimated according to the original design and, with one exception, there

were no statistically significant differences between the two experimental

groups.)5

D. Grganization of Data Sources

Chapter 2 pointed out that the basic data sources for the impact ana-

lysis are records data: state and county AFDC welfare records of benefits

paid to recipients, and earnings data that employers report to the state
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Unemployment Insurance system, While AFDC records are kept on a Monthly

basis, UI data are recorded on a calendar quarter basis: that iht ih

three-month periods beginning in January, April, July and October.

Thus, calendar quarters are the point of reference in the discussion

of employment and earnings, but for AFDC receipt and payment levels) the

first quarter of follow-up begins in the month of random assignment. Thus,

except where indicated, the quarters covered by the two sets of data do not

exactly correspond.6

III. Mgkrej-ktMLinit-LTRU__-Ikaml_e

Table 4.2 presents the short-term impacts7 of ESP on the full sample

of applicants and recipients. Major outcomes examined are employment

rates, average earnings, the proportion receiving welfare, and the level of

welfare payments. One point is important to note before considering the

following sections. Follow-up is nine months for employment and earnings;

one year for welfare outcomes, in accordance with the data organization

mentioned above. In addition, because the first quarter of employment can

include job activity and earnings changes prior to a person's entry into

the sample, first-quarter employment and earnings impacts are not consider-

ed true follOw-up impacts. Impact 4uarters for these two measures are

quarters two, three and four, and cumLA.tive impacts are based only on

quarters two through four.

Overall, the ESP program produced a modest 3.3 percentage point

increase in the proportiOn of experimentals employed at any time during the

second, third or fourth quartert. Thit imnatt wet ttatittidally tignifi-

85-
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TABLE 4;2

VIRGINIA

ALL AFDC: IMPACTS OF THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PROGRAM
(AUGUST 1983 SEPTEMBER 1984 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Outcome and FottoaUp Period
I

1 Experimentals Controls Oifference

Ever Employed, Quarters 2 4 Ma 43.8 40.5 + 3.3*

Average Number of QuartersaWith
Employment, Quarters 2 4 0.94 0.85 + 0.08**

Ever_EmpLoyed (%)

Quarter of Random Assignment 27;2 25.7 + 1;5
Quarter 2 28;3 26.4 + 1.8
Quarter 3 31;2 27.9 + 3.3**
Quartee 4 34.4 90.5 4- 39**

Average Total Earnings, Quarters 2 ($)a 1119.05 1038.16 +80.89

Average Total Earnings ($)
Quarter of Random AssiGnment 221;29 224.22 2.93
Quarter 2 284;71 284;64 + 0.06
Quarter 3 380;65 346.14 +34.51
Quarter 4 453;70 407;38 +46;32

Ever Received Any AFDC Payments
Quarters 1 4 (%) 86;0 86;1 0;1

Average Number of Months Receiving
AFDC Psyment, Quarters 1 4 7;75 7.90 0.14

Ever Received Any AFDC Payments ( )

Quarter of Random Assignment 82;13 82;9 0-2.
Quarter 2 78;3. 76;4 0;0
Quarter 3 65;9 67;5 1;6
Quarter 4 59;7 59;8 0;1

Average Total AFDC Payments
Received, Quarters 1 4 ($) 1923;213 2006;87

Average AFDC Payments Received ($!
Quarter of Random Assignment 542;23 551;47 9;24
Quarter 2 522;52 546;71 24;19*
Quarter 3 447;95 478;31 30;36**
Quarter 4 410;58 430;38 19;80

Sample Size 2138 1044

(continued)

.436_ _
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TABLE 4.2 (continued)

SOURCE: MDRC calculations from Commonwealth of Virginia Unemployment Insurance
earnings records, welfare records from the Virginia Automated Client Information
System, and Fairfax County AFDC case files.

-NOTES: These data include zero values for sample members not employed_and for
sample members not_receiving welfare. These data ere regressionadjusted using
ordinary Least squares, controlling for prerandom essignMent cheracteristics_of
sample members. Due to rounding, there may be some discrepancies in calculating sums
and differences.

The quarter of random_assignment refers to the calendar quarter during
which an individual entered the sample for employment and earnings date. For AFDC
payments, the quarter of random assignment refers to the three months beginning with
the onth of random assignmenti

a Quarter 1i the quarter of random assignment, may contain some earnings
from the period prior to random assignment and is therefore excluded from measures of
tOtal fottowup for employment and earnings.

A two-_-taited ttest was applied to differences between experimental and
control groups. Statistical significance Levels are indicated as: * = 10 percent; **
= 5 percent; *** = 1 percent.



cant; 8 When the data are examined quarter by quarter, the impacts can be

seen to increase slightly, reaching statistioal Signifidande in the third

and fourth quarters; In quarter three, the experimental employment rate

was 3;3 percentage points higher than the rate for controls, 27.9 percent.

In quarter four; the experimental rate had risen to 34.4 percentt the

impact of the program had risen to 3.9 percentage points, which representa

a 12;8 percent gain over the control mean of 30.5 percent. There were no

statistically significant earnings differences

although average earnings for experimentals rose

$1,038 by $81 during the follow-up period;

There were also no significant changes in the proportion of expeti=

mentals receiving AFDC income, either cumulatively or by quarter; Over the

four quarters, 86;0 percent of experimentals versus 86;1 percent of

controls ever received welfare payments. This suggests that the program

did not deter individuals from continuing with their welfare applications;

or from receiving benefits;

In contrast, cumulative welfare payments to experimentals ($1,923.28)

between the two

above the control

groups,

mean of

averaged about $84 less than cumulative payments to controls ($2 006.87).

Reductions were statistically significant in quarters two and three, with

Welfare savings of $24 and $30 respectively; This trend toward increased

savings was reversed in quarter four, where the difference of only $20 vas

not statistically significant.

Generally, however, it can be concluded that the small gains in

employment for experimentals were accompanied by modest reductions in

welfare grants, although in the short term, the program did not succeed in

redUcing the caseload.
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IV. Impacts Along Apulients

As noted previously; impacts were analyzed separately for the tUb

important subgroups of the full sample -- people who were either new

applidahts for welfare (or re-appIyirz for aid); and those who were

recipients; whether already mandatory or newly determined mandatory

(USUally be-Cause their youngest child had become school-age) when they were

randomly aSSigned. (See Appendix Tables F.7 and F.8.) Differences in

demographic and background characteristics of the two groups and their

somewhat different participation rates in the various ESP components had

suggested that separate Analysis could reveal much about the effectiveness

Of the ESP strategy foe different groups of the welfare population;

particularly foe the eXiSting longer-term recipient caseload. This group

has not been StUdied in other programs as yet evaluated in the MDRC

demonstration.

ThiS andly6i6 of 1,285 applicants and 1897 recipients focuses first

on the impacts or eadb group during the short-term and then follows the

trend6 through an iidditiOhal two quarters using the early portion of either

the full applicaot oe recipient sample: those persons who were randomly

assigned betVeen August 1983 and the end of March 1984. The early sample

is described in micre detail below; in Seotion B.

A. 2tbklzigdiplaj&Ailligt

Table 4.3 ebOVS thati abong applicant experimentals; employment had

increased tO a greater degree than for the full saMPle of dkperitentalS:

Cumulatively; 59.5 percent of the eXperimentals were employed over the

nine=month follow-Alp period Compared to 54.1 percent of dont:it:0.S; foe a
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TABLE 4.3

VIRGINIA

AFDC APPLICANTS: IMPACTS OF THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PROGRAM
(AUGUST 1983 SEPTEMBER 1984 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Outcome and FOLlomUp Period

Ever EaplOyed, Quarters 2 4 (%)8

Average Number of Quarters With
Empteyment, Quarters 2 48

Ever_Emptoyed_ (%)
Quarter of Random Assignment
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4

ExperiMentals Controls Difference

Average Totat Earnings, Quarters 2-4 ($)8

Average Total Earnings ($)
Quarter of,Random Assignment
Quarter 2
Uuvrter 3
Quarter 4

Ever Received Any_AFOC Payments,
Quarters 1 4 (%)

Average NUMbet of Months Receiving
AFDC Payments, Quarters 1 = 4

Ever Received Any AFDC Payments (%)
Quarter of Random Assignment
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4

59;5

1,32

45;7
41;3
440
46;8

1631;87

383;13
423;22
561;89
646;76

69;3

4.98

61;8
5136
44;7
37.8

54.1 +5;4*

1.17 +0.15"

471
39;3
37;8
38;6

1504;57

443;34
452;59
492;70
558;28

+127.30

50.20
29.37
+69.19

+87.47

68.2 +0.1

5.10

81;3
56;2
45;7
40;2

Average Totat AFDC Payments
Received, Quarters 1 4 ($)

Average AFDC Payments Received ($)
Quarter of RandoM Assignment
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4

1202.46 1277;68

315.78
388.74
274.81
242.02

314;51
384;69
307;77
270;70

0.14

+0;4
+2;4
1;0
2;4

75;22

+ 1;28
14;85
32;88
28.68

Sample Size 857 428

SOURCE AND NOTES: See Tabte 4.2.
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statistically significant 5;4 percentage point impact; The average number

of quarters experimentals were employed increased by almost 13 percent,

from 1.17 to 1.32 months; Quarter by quarter, experimental employment rose

from a level close to that of controls in the first two quarters so that,

by quarter four, 46.8 percent of experimentals were employed versus 39;6

percent Of controls, for a statistically significant impact of 72

percentage points. (See Figure 4.1i)

Earnings reflected the almost equal experimental-control employment

ratea in the first two quarters, with experimentals initially earning

somewhat less than controls. Impacts went from negative to positive,

turning upward and increasing: the cumulative nine-month impact;of $127;30

was an 8.5 percent increase relative to the control mean of $1 504.57. The

highest gain was registered in quarter four, but none of the earnings

differences were statistically SignifiCant, perhaps because this measure

varies to a greater degree person by person than other outcome measures'

thus taking it diffiCult tti detedt differences that are meaningful -- that

is, statistically Significant -- and not due to chance.

ESP did not result in statistiCally significant reductions in the

proportions Of appliCants receiving welfare during the one-year follow-up

nor in significantly lower levels of welfare benefits. More than two-

thirds of both experimentals and controls received some AFDC payments

during this time, with both groups spending on average about two-f1fth6 of

the year on welfare. Controls received about $1)260 in welfare payments

over the 12 months, and welfare savings for experimentals averaged only

$75. Nevertheless, While none of the differences was statiatically
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FIGURE 4.1

VIRGINIA

AFDC APPLICANTS: TRENDS IN QUARTERLY EMPLOYMENT
RATES AND AVERAGE AFDC PAYMENTS

(AUGUST 1983 SEPTEMBER 1984 IMPACT SAMPLE)
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-zignificant, welfare reductions were somewhat larger during the last

quarters of follow-uP. (See Figure 4.1.)

B. Composition of the,Farlv SamPle

Of the 3,182 members in the full sample, 2,301 were randomly assigned

before April 1984 and thus made up an early sample for whom six quarters of

follow-up data were collected; Within this sample, 744 were applicants; the

rest (11557) recipients. Composition of this early sample differed froth

the later one because, as discussed in Chapter 3, the local agencies had

enrolled their existing recipient caseloads into the sample first, along

with any current applicants and newly determined mandatory recipients.

Thus, while the applicant portion of the early sample is representative of

the later applicant sample, the characteristics of the early recipient

sample should be quite different from those of the later recipient sample;

Later recipients were more frequently those newly determined mandatory, not

ones drawn from the existing caseload.

The imporcance of the longer follow-up should be noted again. Because

the Employment Services Program was to be a multi-component sequence of

services, it could take some time for sample members who participated in

more than one component to do so. Reassessment after each component could

further deliiy the process. in addition, educational programs and training

courses are not short-term activities, and, even though this evaluation

cannot address their relative effectiveness, the extended follow-up allows

the maximum amount of study.

C. 1.40pRer-Term4DOlicaPt-Ibeacts

AS thoWh in Table 4.4 and Figure 4.2i employment increased among early

applicant experimentals over the longer-term (i.e., 18 months or six
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TABLE 4;4

VIRGINIA

AFDC APPLICANTS: LONGER-TERM IMPACTS OF THE EMPLOYMENT SERV/CES PROGRAM
(AUGUST 1983 - MARCH 1884 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Outcome end Follow-Up_Esri_oA___ EXperimentele Controls Differ.mnce

Ever Employed* Quarters 2 - 6 (%)
a

66.7 62,8 +3;9
AVerage Number of_QuartersOith
Employment; Quarters 2 - 6 2.21 1.83 +0.28*
EVer Employed (%)
Quarter of Random Assignment 43;5 44.6 -1.1Quarter 2 37.3 08.5 -1.3Quarter 3 44.5 3667 +5;91Quarter 4 47.7 40;8 +6.9*Quarter 5 46.1 37.5Quarter B 44;9

Average flit:a Eernings, Quarters 28 ( s)8 2884.80 2463.49 +401.49
Average-Total_Earninge ($)
Quarter of Random Aseignment 356.69 428.20 - 70;52Quartet 2 366.015 400;05 - 11.97Quarter 3 535;22 482;31 + 52;91Quarter 4 630.38 540.65 + 68.73Quarter 5 640.20 535.38 +104.81Quartet 6 681.10_ 525.10 +166.01**

Ever Recelved_Any_AFOC Payments*
Quarters 1 - 8 (%) 72.2 75.1 -2.9

AVerege Number of Months Receiving
AFDC Payments* Quarters 1 - 6 6.86 7.74 -0.77

Ever Received Any AFDC Payments (%)
QUirter of Random Assignment 63;1 64.7 71.6Quarter 2 60.1 61.5 -1.3Quarter 3 47.7 5010 -2;3Quarter 4 08.4 43.2 -3.9Quarter 5 27;3 42;0 -4.6Quarter f 32;4 40.6

Average Total AFDC Payments
ReteiVed* Quarters 1 - 6 (1) 1677.03 1806;59 -231.56*

Average AFDC Payments Received (S)
Quarter of Random Assignment 315.10 324.00 - 7;86Quarter 2 376.25 406;88 -30.63Quarter 3 263.01 327.32 -44.31Quarter 4 25044 297.07 -46;64*Quarter 5 241.51 276;26 -36;75poietdi. 6 202;_6_0___ 275;06 -65.36**

Sample Size 492 C5i

SOURCE AND NOTES: See Table 4.2.
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FIGURE 4 ; 2

VIRGINIA

AFDC APPLICANTS: TRENDS IN QUARTERLY EMPLOYMENT
RATES AND AVERAGE AFDC PAYMENTS

(AUGUST 1983 - MARCH 1984 IMPACT SAMPLE)
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quarters of follow-up), basically following the four-quarter trend (Table

4.3). /n the last three quarters of the six-quarter follow-up, employment

impacts were 6.9, 8.6 and 7.5 percentage points, respectively, with each of

these impacts statistically significant. Essentially, employment rates for

bOth applicant experimental ard control groups had taken similar paths over

the 18-month period. From a low in quarter two, the rates of both groups,

especially the experimentalsi increased in quarters three and four, and

then dropped lOwer in the last two quarters. As Table 44 shows, the

experimentals stayed ahead of controls after quarter two. At a not stat-

istically significant 3.9 percentage points, the cumulative impact was

similar to that for the full sample, but lower than the significant 5.4

percentage point gain of the full applicant sample.

Quarter-by-quarter earnings impacts closely paralleled employment

impacts, with the difference negative in the second cuarter but then

turning positive and continuing to increase slightly. The earnings gain in

the sixth quarter was $166.01, a statistically significant amount that was

32 percent higher than the control group mean of $525.

Also, in the 18-month period, the program reduced the cumulative

amount of welfare benerits paid to applicants by a statistically signi-

ficant $231;56, a 12 percent difference from the control mean of $1,908.59.

The impacts were fairly similar quarter by quarter (except for quarter one)

until the sixth quarter, when the statistically significant reduction of

$65.36 represented a change of 24 percent from the control group mean Of

$275.06. The difference in the proportion receiving welfare both cumula-

tively and by quarter remained relatively unchanged by the program until

the sixth quarter. At that point, the 8;4 percentage point difference in
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the percentage of people receiving any payments was statistically

significant and showed that, for the first time, ESP had had an effeCt on

the size of the caseload;

V. Imaots Among Reciplents

This section presents impacts for the 1,897 sample members who were

recipients when they were randomly assigned -- both those who were already

mandatory as well as those newly determined mandatory during the period of

random assignment. Short-term impacts over four quarters are presented

fiegt in Table 4.5, while Table 4.6 and a discussion of longer-term impacts

for the early sample of recipients follows.

A; Short-Term-ReCiPient-IbMaCtA

As seen in Table 4.5$ the program produced a small employment gain for

recipient experiMentals1 amounting to 2.2 percentage points; This gain,

based on a control group mean of 31.1 percent, was not statistically

significant. Quarter by quarter, the size of the impact declined from a

statistically significant 3.4 percentage points in the quarter of random

assignment to a nonsignificant 1.8 point difference at the end of the

follow-up. (See Figure 4.3.) The fitst-quarter gain in this case is worth

noting; While quarter one is not usually considered a true impact quarter

for employment -- and should not be so construed for the applicant sample

there was so little prior employment among recipients that the fieat

quarter may in fact reflect an immediate program impaCt =-; one that

deteriorated rapidly;

While the absolute average earnings of both experimentals and controls

improved over the form-quarter period, there were no statistically signifi=
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TABLE 4.5

VIRGINIA

APDC RECIPIENTS: IMPACTS OF THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PROGRAM
(AUGUST 1983 - SEPTEMBER 1984 IMPACT SAMPLE]

Outcome and Fottow-U0 Peeitid
i

Ezperimentals Controls Difference

Ever Employed, Qu8rt:U.6 2 - 4 Ma 33.4 31.1 +2;2

Average Number of Quertere-With
Employment, Quarters 2 - 40 0.68 0.62 +0;06

Ever Employed (%)

Quarter of Random Assignment 14.7 11,3
Quarter 2 19.7 17.4 +2.3
Quarter.3 22.8 20.9 +1.9
Quarter 4 26.0 24.2 +1;8

....

Average Total Earnings, Quarters 2-4 ($)a 776.12 713.82 +62.30

Average Total Earnings_($)
Quarter of Random Assignment 103.66 77.51 +26.15
Quarter 2 191.82 1613.41 +23.41
Quarter 3 260.58 241.86 +18;72
Quarter 4 323,72 303.55 +20.18

Ever Received Any AFDC Payments,
Quarters 1 - 4 (%) 97.2 97.8 -0.0

Average Number of Months Receiving
AFDC Payments, Quarters 1 - 4 9.64 9.81 -0.18

Ever Received Any AFDC Payments ( ]

Quarter of Random Assignment 96,9 97,6 -3.7
Quarter 2 88.2 90.3 -2.1
Quarter 3 80.1 82.4 -2;3
Quarter 4 . 74.4 73.2 +1.2

Average Total AFDC Payments
Received, Quarters 1 - 4 ($) 2407.80 2508.79 -100.99**

Average AFDC Payment:: Received ($)
Quarter of Random Assignment 695.30 712.83 17.53
Quarter 2 625.18 658.36 -33.180*
Quarter 3 563,95 596.32 -32.37**
Quarter 4 523.36 541.28 -17.92

Sample Size 1281 616

(continued)
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TABLE 4.5 (continued)

SOURCE: MDRC calculations from Commonwealth of Virginia Unemployment Insurance
earnings recordt, Welfere records from the Virginia AutoMeted Client InformationSystem, and Fairfax County AFDC case files.

NOTES: These data include zero values fee sample members not employed and forsample members hOt reteiving welfare. These data are regression-adjusted using
ordinary_teast squares, controlling for pre-random assignment characteristics ofsample members; Due to rounding, there may be some ditcrepancies in calculating sumsand differences;

The qUerter of random assignment reftra te the calendar quarter duringwhich an individual entered the sample for employment and earnings data. For AFDC
payments, the quarter of random assignment refers to the three months beginning withthe month of random assignment.

Becauso of underreporting or immediate termination of welfare benefits,the percentage of reCipient6 receiving AFDC payments in the qUerter of random
assignment does not equal 100.

a-
Quarter 1, the _quarter of random assignment, may centain some earnings

from the period prior te rend-am issinent and is therefore eXCLUded from measures of
total follow-up for OMplOyMent and

A twe-teiled t-test was appLied to differences beteeen experimental andcontrol groups; Statittidól significance levels are indicated as: * 10 percent; **
= 5 percent; *** = 1 percent.



TABLE 4.6

VIRGINIA

AFDC RECIPIENTS! LONGER-TERM IMPACTS OF THE EMPLOYMENT_SERVICES PROGRAM
(AUGUST 1883 - MARCH 1984 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Outcome end Follow-Up Period I Experim_entats _ColilTDIA3 Difference

Ever Employed, Quarters 2 - 6 (%j

Average Number of Quarters8With
Employment, Quarters 2 - 6

Ever Employed_ (%)
Quarter bf Random Aesignment
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4
Quarter 5
Quarter 6

40;9 37.2

1;20 1;08

14.3 10.7
18;9 15;8
22.5 18.8
25.8 23.4
26.8 26.2
_25-5_ 22.3.

+3.6

+0.12

+3.6"
+3.1
+2.5
+2.5
+0;5
+3;4

Average Total Earnings, Quarters 2-6 ($)
a

1486;79 1310.22 +176.56

Average Total Earnings ($)
Quarter of Random Assignment _99;55 70;13 +29.42
Quarter 2 137;40 152.51 +34.89
Quarter 3 262.84 225.07 +37;77
Quarter 4 320;09 284.33 +35.76
Quarter 5 361;33 341.89 +19.44
Quarter 5 355;14 306.43 +48.70

Ever Rcceived Any AFDC Payments,
Quarters 1 - 6 (X) 97.5 97;8 -0;3

Average Humber of Months Receiving
AFOC Payents, Quarters 1 - 6 13.49 13;56 -0.07

Ever Received_An _ AFOC Payments (%)
Quarter of Random Assignment 97.1 97., -0.5
Quarter 2 89;7 91;0 -2.3
Quarter 3 80.4 82.8 -E.3
Quarter 4 74;4 72.8 +1.5
Quarter 5 69.5 66.3 +3.2
Quarter 6 66.0 64.1 +2.0

Average_Totat AFOr Payments_ 3319;45 3401.80 -82.35
Receivedi Quarters 1 - 6 ($)

Average AFDC Payments Received ($)
Quarter _of Random Assignment 681;16 705.68 -14.52
Quarter 2 621.67 650.23 -28.56*
QUarter 3 560.18 599;38 -29.20*
Quarter 4 519.61 530;06 -10.45
Quarter 5 476;81 470.58 4, 6.23
Quarter 5 450.03 455.88 - 5.85

Sample Size
_ A550 507

SOURCE AND NOTES: Sae Table 4.5.
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FIGURE 4.3

VIRGINIA

AFDC RECIPIENTSi TRENDS IN QUARTERLY EMPLOYMENT
RATES AND AVERAGE AFDC PAYMENTS

(AUGUST 1983 - SEPTEMBER 1984 IMPACT SAMPLE)
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cant impacts for experimentals in any quarter. The cumulative earnings

impact over quarters two through four was $62.30, a difference that was

alSo net Statiatically signifidaht.

In contrast, recipients were paid lower benefits over the short term,

with significant welfare savings over one year of $100.99. Quarter by

quarter, however, the data show that most of the savings came in the second

and third quarters. By the fourth quarter, the experimental-control

difference had dropped tO the hot significant level of quarter one. Thus,

welfare savings that recipients realized in the short run did not seem to

endure. The proportion receiVing Welfare remained essentially the same for

both groups.

Lonaer -Term ReciOient-IMOaets

Table 4.6 shows the impacts for the 1,557 recipients who were randomlY

assigned before April 1984, a group drawn primarily from the exiSting

recipient caseloads of the agencies. Like the full sample, the early

recipient sample experienced immediate employment gains in quarters on-:i and

two, although these declined until quarter six, when the impact again

reached the over 3 percentage point level of the fieet two quarters. (See

Figure 4.4.) Only the first quarter impact was statistically signifidant,

however;

The cumulative employment impact of 3.6 percentage pointa Wea net

significant for recipients, nor was the cumUlative earnings impact. The

cumulative earnings advantage for experimentals was in excess of $175 --

more than 13 percent of the average for cOntrelS (at aboUt $1,300).

However, none of the earnings impactS -- either qL.Tterly or cumulative --

was statistically significant.
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FIGURE 4 . 4

VIRGINIA

AFDC RECIPIENT% TRENDS IN QUARTERLY EMPLOYMENT
RATES AND AVERAGE AFDC PAYMENTS

(AUGUST 1983 = MARCH 1984 IMPACT SAMPLE)
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In line with these early small employment and earnings gains, welfare

payments for experimentals declined in the second and third quarters, with

the impacts in those quarters statistically significant; By quarters five

and six, however, there were no longer any impacts at all; This pattern

mirrors that of the full recipient sample, except that the early recipi-

ents' quarterly welfare savings were somewhat smaller. The proportion

receiving welfare in this early sample did not change significantly;

In light of these findings, it seems reasonable to conclude that ESP

exerted little enduring influence on the employment and welfare behavior of

recipients, particularly those who had been on the caseload for some time;

Early favorable signs of reduced welfare dependency did not hold up over

the longer term. Given the stronger findings for the applicant sample,

bOth in the short- and longer-term, the program's significant impacts on

the full sample appear to stem almost exclusively from the larger impacts

on applicants. However, it will be important to examine other subgroups of

the full sample, as well as the benefit-cost analysis in Chapter 5, which

takes a broader view of the subgroup findings,

VI. Ilrban-ahd-Rurel-IMOdete

Some 2)507 sample members, or 78.8 percent of the total sample came

from one of the four agencies in the urban areas of northern Virginia. In

contrast, 675, or 21.2 percent of the full sample, were randomly assigned

from one of the seven agencies located in the predominantly rural counties

of southwestern and south central Virginia. Because local labor market

conditions varied, as did state payment standards and sample members'

demographic and background characteristics, the urban and rural samples
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were examined separately over the short term to see if ESP worked

differently in different environments.

Tables 4.7 and 4.8 show the results of separate impact estimates for

the two samples. Table 4.7 shows that employment impacts for the urban

sample were somewhat larger than those for the total sample. The cumu-

lative employment impact for urban experimentals was a statistically

significant 3.8 percentage points, with quarterly employment gains

increasing from 3.3 percentage points in the second quarter to a signi-

ficant 4;5 percentage point gain in the last quarter,

rate of 31;9 percent for controls;

Welfare savings were also statistically significant in quarters two

through four and for the four quarters cumUlatively. Over the one-year

periodi urban experimentals, compared to urban contrOls, received $111 less

in welfare payments; going down from a control average of $2085.71. Thia

may reflect the earnings impacts ih the last two quarters; which were,

however, not statistically significant.

It appears that ESP was not as effective

although, because of the small sample sizes; it

on a base employment

in the rural agencies,

was difficult to assess

results; Table 4.8 reveals no statistically significant impacts on any

outcome measures and no clear trendS. When the sample was further Sub=

divided into rural applicants and rural recipients (as seen in Table 4.9

and 4.10), not surprisingly, only one of the impacts was significantly

different from zero;

In contrast; there were notable impacts for the urban applicants in

employment (Table 4.9); While there was no significant cumulative impact;

the employment effects rose significantly in quarters three and four to
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TABLE 4.7

VIRGINIA

URBAN APPLICANTS AND RECIPIENTS: IMPACTS OF THE
EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PROGRAM

(AUGUST 1883 - SEPTEMBER 1884 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Outcome and Foltoa-Up Period Experimentals Controls Difference

Ever Emptoyed, Quarters 2 - 4 46.8 43.0 +3.8

Average Number of Quarters With
8

Employment, Quarters 2 - 4 1.00 0.88 +0;12**

Ever Employed (%)

Quarter of Random Assignment 28;3 27.5 +1.8
Quarter 2- 30;5 27.2 +3.3*
Quarter 3 33;3 29.4 +4.0**
Quarter 4 36;4 31.9 +4.5**

Average Total Earnings, Quarters 2-4 ($)12 118E1.88 1088.81 +100.07

Average Total Earnings ($)
Quarter of Random Assignment 236.22 241.71 - 5.48
Quarter 2 307.25 307.08 + 0.17
Quarter 3 405.64 356.70 +48.85
Quarter 4 476;88 426.04 +50.85

Ever Received Any AFDC Payments, 85.2 86.2 -1.0
Quarters 1 - 4 (%)

Average Number of Months Receiving
AFDC Payments, Quarters 1 - 4 7.67 7.88 -0.21

Ever_Received Any AFDC Payments (%)
Quarter'of Random Assignment 82.0 82.6 -0.5
Quarter 2 75.7 76.4 -0.6
Quarter 3 65.5 67.5 -2.1
Quarter 4 50.0 60.0 -1.0

Average Total AFDC Payments
Received, Quarters 1 - 4 ($) 1874;71 2085.71 -111.00**

Average AFDC Payments Received ($)
Quarter of Random Assignment 558;10 572.48 -14.40
Quarter 2 536;15 668;86 -32.81**
Quarter 3 460.08 487;52 -37.44**
Quarter 4 420.40 446.74 -26.35*

Sample Site 1684 823

SOURCE AND NOTES: See Table 4.2.
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TABLE 4.8

VIRGINIA

AURAL APPLICANTS ANO RECIPIENTS: IMPACTS OF THE
EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PROGRAM

(AUGUST 1883 - SEPTEMBER 1884 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Outcome end Follow-Up Period Experimental:3 Controls Difference

Ever Employed, Quarters 2 - 4 (%) a
32.8 31.5 +1;4

Average Number of Quarters-With
Employment, Quarters 2 - 4

a
0.71 0.71 -0.00

Ever Employed (%)

Quarter of Random Assignment 19.7 18.7 +1.0
Quarter 2 20.4 22.9 -2.5
Quarter 3 23.4 22.5 +0.9
Quarter 4 _ 26.5 25.3 +1.6

Average Total Earnings, Quarters 2-4 Ma 850.25 858.35 - 8.10

Average Total Earnings ($)
Quarter of Random Assignment 167.28 156.20 +11.08
Quarter 2 200.36 202.59 2.23
Quarter 3 286.30 310.23 -23.84
Quarter 4 363.60 345.53 +18.06

Ever Received Any AFDC Payments, 88.8 86.0 +2.8
Quarters 1 - 4 (%)

Average Number of.Months_Receiving
AFOC Payments', Quarters 1 - 4 8.09 7.95 +0.14

Ever Received_Any AFDC Payments (X)
Quarter of Random Assignment 85.3 84.5 +0.7
Quarter 2 78.5 76.3 +2.2
Quarter 3 67.6 67.1 +0.5
Quarter 4 62.4 58.6 +3.8

Average Total AFDC Payments_
Received, Quarters 1 - 4 ($) 1733.31 1711.66 +21.65

Average AFDC Payments Received (a)
Quarter of Random Assignment 481.94 476.15 + 5.78
Quarter 2 471.91 464.08 + 7.83
Quarter 3 404.11 404.44 - 0.33
Quarter 4 375.35 366;98 + 8;37

Sample Size 454 221

SOURCE ANO NOTES: See Table 4.2.
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176LE 4.9

VIFEINIA

UFBAN PND RURAL API:LICANTS; IMPACTS OF ME EMR.OYMENT SERVICES 410GRAM
()MUST 1983 - SEPTEMER 1984 IMPACT SAMFLE)

_Outcome end Fall-cm-Up Quarter

Urban Applicants Rural Appl twnts
Experimental s Conrols Difference _Experiments s Controls Di fferenc

Ever EMpllyede Quarters
2 - 4 f%)

Averaw Nunber of Quarters
With impLoyment, QuIrters
2 - 4

Ever Employed (%)
Quarter of Rrndorn Assignment
Quirter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4

62;1

1;38

57,1 +4.9

1.22 +0.15*

49.1 49.8 -0.7
43.8 41;6 +2.2
45.7 39.3
48.0 41__.3

50.2 42.1 +8.1

1.13 0.96 +0.17

33.9 36.0 -2.2
32,6 29.6 +3.0
37.4 32.9 +4.5
42;6 33;3 +9.3

Average Total Earntngsi
Quarters 2 - 4 ($) 1712.16 1565.79 +146.39

Average Total Earnings ($)
Quarter of Random Msignment 416;82 473;69 - 56.86
Wiener. 2 45:3.58 496.16 - 42.58
Quarter 3 593.53 495.69 + 97.84
Quartar_4_ 665.07 573.94 + 91;13

Ever Recaived Any AFDC
Payinents, Quarters 1 - 4 (%)

Average Nunber cf Months
Receiving AFDC Payments,
Quarters 1 - 4

Ever Received Any AFDC
Payment (%)

Quarter of Random Assignment
Quarter 2
Merter 3
Quarter 4

Average Total AFDC Payments
Received, Quarters 1 - 4 ($)

Average AFDC Payments
Receiv ed

Querter of Random Assignment
Clarinet F.,.

Quarter 3
Quer ter

67.4 68.7 -1.3

4.90 5.04 -0.13

60.1 5u.8 +0.4
57,6 56;2 +1;4
44;6 46;0 -1.4
38.0 39.9 -1__.9

1347.14 1262;2E1 +84;86

312.53 316,37 - 3.83
315.33 281;50 +33.83
450.65 47.04 -27.39
581.16 502.74 +76.42

75;8

5;14

1234;11 1335.37 -101.26 1076,±'"::

319;32 324;74 - 5.42 299.47
376,63 403.70 - 27.07 340.22,
286.48 323,97 - .S7.49 231.3:

_251_.56_ 282_,-.96 - 31.26 205;01

Sample Size

71;9 +3.9

5;41 -0;27

67,7 -0.1
V.6 +5.3
A 9 ..8 -1.0
,r;&_.0_ -5;1

1081 .32 - 5.31

222.48 +16.99
321.00 +19.23
24954 -18;23
2PP;91 =23.29

669 341 788 87

SCLIRCE: MEIRC calculations frau Caumormealth of Virginia Unanployment 1.- .l* .

recfbrda frau the Virginia Automated Client Information System, and FairfeA DAtmty

NOTES: Theee data_ include zero values for rumple embers not employed S; fw.
receiving Wet fare. These da ta are reGressi on-adj usted usi ng ordi nary leact twe e7.
pre-random (mei patient Mara cteri sti cs of rumple members. Due to rounding, be ric.;
n cal culeti ng sups and differences.
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TABLE 4 .0 co nti nued)

l'he quarter of random assigroient Wert tb bib calendar quarter during_whith an individualentered the sample for employment end earnings cUts. For AR)C payments/ the quarter of random etaigmentrefers to the three months beginning with the month of Ninth= assi gment.

Regressions were run_on separate subsamptes of (6) Urben Applicants (b) rural applicants (c) urbanapplicants (0 rural recipients;
a-
Quarter 1, the quarter of randan assignmenti may contain some earnings from the period prior toeimdca assignment and is therefore excluded from measUres Of total follGa-up for anployment and earnings;
A two-taited tteSt Wet applied to experimental-control differences; StatistiCal eignificanceLevels are indicated eel * = 10 percent; 0* = 5 percent; *** = 1 percent.
Differences between area impacts ware not significant et the 10 percent level using a two-tailedt-test.



TABLE 4.10

VIRGINIA

URBAN MID RJRAL RECIPIENTS: IMPACTS_OF ThE EMELGYMENT_SERVICES EROGRAM
(AUGUST 1883 - SEPTEMBER 1884 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Outoome_endFeticivAlveluarter

Urban Recipients_ Rural ROCi pi entt.

Experimental a Control_s Di f feremExperimental s Controls Oi fference

Ever BnpLoyed, EL.nrters
2 .;- 4 (%)

Average timber of Quarters
With imployment, Quarters
2 - 4

Ever W3Loy ed_(%)
Mortar Of Random Assignment
Quarter 2
GuePter 3
evertor 4_

36.6 33.1 +3;4

0.75 0.65 +0.10*

4 6 . 0 12.4 +35*
21.6 11.3 +4.3**
25.1 22.4 +2.7
28;7 25;2 +3.5

21.2 23;6 -2.4

0.42 0.53 -0;11

10.0 _7.1 +2;8
12.1 17;8 -5;7
13;8 15.2 -1.4
15.9 19.9 -3.9_.......-

Averave Total EarnAngs,
Q,..terters 2 - 4 (1)

Average Tntsl Earnings (F)
Quarts., r.17 iiar:ku Assiprzcent
Quante 2
fawner 3
mid net. 4

846.20 751.85 +94.35

114.75 82:73 +32.01
209.41 176.22 +33.19
283.36 255;08 +28.28
353.43 320.55 +32.87

499.55 595.13 -95.59

61.18 58;06 + 2;13
121;78 146.02 -24.24
168.92 203.68 -34.78
208.84 295.42 -36.58

87.2 98.3 - 1;1

8;52 8.82 = 0.29

86;8 98.1 - 1.3
97.9 80.2 - 2.3
79.5 82.3 - 2.8
73.1 73.7 - 0.6

87.5 96.1 +1.4

10.08 8.78 +0.30

87.5 86.1 +1.4
89.5 90.3 -0.9
82.9 82.5 +0;3
78;6 71;1 +8.5*

Ever Received Any AMC
Payments, Quarters 1 - 4 (%3

Average Nunber of Months
Receiving AR)C Payments,
Quarters 1 - 4

Ever Received Any AR)C
Payment (%)

Quarter of f%ndom Assignment
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
1.4 MI r t a r 4

Average Total AKIC Payments
Received, Quarters 1 - 4 ($)

Average AFDC Paymantt
Received ($)

Quarter of Random Assignment
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Cheirtor 4

2469.10 2603.40 -134.30**

718.13 742.17 - 24.04*
642.62 683.06 - 40.45**
575;68 617;81 - 42.13**
532.67 560.35 - 27.68

2189.29 2137.92 +51;37

608.26 605;15 + 4;11
563;20 560;51 + 2.66
524.44 508.58 +15.85
492 39 463.67 +28.72

Sample Size 1015 482 266 134

SCURCE: MDRC calculations from Commorwealth of Virginia Unemployment Insurance earnings records,
welfare records from the Virginia Automated Client Information Syaten, end Rtirfax Wunty AFDC case files.

NOTESt _Thetia date indlude zero vatir,s for sample members not employed and for sample members not
receiving welfare. These data are regressi oar:14j usted using ordi nary least sti wires, wntrol ling for
pre-randon assigment characteristics of sanple manbers. Due to rounding, there mey be sane discrepancies
in CaltUlating suns end differences.
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TifILE 4.10 (conti hued)

lUcause of uiderreporting or immediate termi ration of welfare benefits, the percentage of
recipients receiving AFDC payments in the quarter of random assigment does not equal 100.

The quarter of random assignment refers to the calendar quarter during which an individual.
entered the sample for employment and earnings data. _For AFDC payments, the quarter of random assignment
refers to the three months beginning with the month of random assignment.

Regressions were run on separate subsamplea of (a) urban applicants (b) rural applicants
(c) urban recipients (d) rural recipients.

a
Quarter 1, tha quarter of random assignment, may contain some earnings from the period prior to

random assignment and is therefore excluded from measures of total follow-up for employment and earnings.

A two-tailed t-test was applied_to experimental-control differences. Statisti cat significance
Levels ere indicated as: * = 10 percent; ** = 5 percent; *** = 1 percent.

Differences between eras impacts were not significant at the 10 percent level using a
tavo-tailed t-test.
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become 6;4 and 6;8 percentage points higher for urban 3xperimentals than

for urban controls. There were, however, no other statistically

significant impacts.

Table 4.10 shows the impacts for urban and rural sample members who

were recipients at random assignment. Of the total of 1,897 recipients,

only 400 came from the rural agencies. Given this small sample, none of

the differences between rural experimentals and controls were statistically

significant with the exception of a significant increase in the proportion

or experimentaIs receiving w lfare in the fourth quarter.

For urban recipient experimentals, the story was somewhat different,

but not as positive as for urban applicants. There were early significant

employment impacts of 3.5 and 4.3 percentege points in the first and second

quarters. These dipped in the third quarter- but the gain came back in the

fourth quarter, although it was not statistically significant at that

point. Small earnings gains were ai.s not. nignificant.

Weliqre savings were more pronounced for the urban recipients.

Because of the program, urban recipient experimentals received $134.30 less

in welfare payments over 12 months than their urban control counterparts.

The impacts were for the most part statistically significant and

concentrated mostly in the second and third quarters.

Firially, it ia interesting to look at the absolute levels of employ-

ment and welfare payments to see some of the consequences of payment

standards and labor market conditions in the two different areas. For

example, 57.1 percent of urban applicant controls but only 42 percent of

rural applicant controls worked at some point during quarters two through

four. On average, urban applicants received considerab.Ly more in welfare

=012=
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payments over the course of a year than rural applicants.9

VII. Other

Tablea 4.11 and 1.12, da well as Figures 4.5 through 4.8, show impacts

derived by subdiVidiAg the full sample according to certain characteristics

usually denoting level Of employability: prior eMployment, length of prior

welfare receipt, educational level and nUmber of Children. Behavior of the

control group shows that, those with fewer barriers tO employment (juch 66

those with recent prior work experience) did better in the labor Market.

Those with a high school diploma had higher employment rates than thöSe

without; However, the impacts, particularly ft:A' applicants, reveal hOU

these relationships could change, given some program assistande. In thia

study, those groups considered less employable gonerally had more favorable

impacts fror program services than those more employable, as diteU6Sed

below; For example; those without high school degrees made bigger gains

than those with diplomas; It should be noted, hoWeVer, that, for bOth

applicants and recipients, absolute levels Of emplOyment Were alvays higher

for the more employable persons, even though the harder=toemploy

individuals sometimes gained more from the program.

A; Prior Mork Experience

The program had relatively large and statistically significant

employment impacts for applicants without prior employment, but not for

those with prior employment (or for recipients in either group). The

advantage for applicant experimentals without prior employment over appli-

cant controls in that situation was 8.2 percentage points, an impact that

was statistically significant. Welfare savings for the group without prior

-113-
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TABLE 4.11

VIRGINIA

AFDC APR.ICANTS: IMPACTS DEME EMPLOYMBiT SERVICES FRCGRAM,
BY SB_ECTED SUBGRCLIPS

(ALGUST 1983 - SEPTEMER 1984 IMPACT SAMR.E)

Characteri sti c

Percent
of

Sample

Eapioyed Ouri ng
Quarters 2-4 (%)

Average AFOC Fryments Received
Dicing Quarters 1-4 IC

Experimental s _Contrtl_a__Di fferente Experi mental a Controls Difference
Employed During Year
Pri or to aindoin
Assi gnment

Yes 57.2 70;5 67.3 +3.2 1188.95 i 208.61 - 19.66
No 42.8 421;7 36.5 +8.2* 1220,91 1369.13 -148.22

High School Diploma b .

Yes 51.0 657 61.0 +4.6 1130.97 1170.1/ - 30.20
No 49.0 53.0 48.9 +6.1 126?.4? 1389.34 -121.88

Length of Pri or Wel fare
Hi story

Never on AFDC 26.3 58.3 58.2 + D.2 934.76 99.55 -44.80Two rebre or Less 31.5 62.7 52.3 +10.4" 1147;: 4 1202.25 -61;21More Than Two Years

timber of Own Childrenc
42.2 57.9 52.5 + 5.4 1417;d0 11.47 -83.66

Ono 49.7 58.4 54.5 +3.9 1029.18 1236.11 -175;93**
More Than One 50.3 60.5 .6 4-6.9** 1380.83 1332;51 + 48;32

Aga at Random Assi grinent
YoWngfer then 35 60.5 82.6 57.6 +5.0 1212.43 1324.31 -112.3835 or Older 39.5 ,534__ 47_;5_ +5;9 1180.13 1201.27 - 21.14

Sample Size 12E5 857 428 857 428

SOURCE: MDRC calculations from Ca:mom:3BM of Virginia UnenplOyment Inturance earnings records,
welfare remrds Dm the Virginia Autanated Client Information System, and Fairfax County AFDC case files.

NOTES: These data include zero_values for sample menbers not employed and for Gavle Blabbers notreceiving welfare. These :kite are regression-acUustad using ordinary least squares, controlling for
pre-randan esti grment characteri sti cs of sample members. One eat of treatment-subgroup interactions was
enteted 'tilt° the regression at a time, rather than all simultaneously,. Due to rounding, there may be some
discrepancies in calculating suns and differences.

a
Firoons were considered employed during the year prior to random assigrnnent if they hed UI

earnings for any of the four prior quarters.

The "yes" category includes individuals Witt, a General EquiValency Diplane.
c-
Differenti els for family size were calculated from a linear interaction term. Esti 'totes areMann only for one or more than one uhild. A fey individuals reporting zero for nunber of children were

classified in the more than one child category.

A 1mo-tailed t-tast was applied to impacts within each subgroup_ category. Statistical
signit ,cance levels era indicated as: * = 10 percent; ** = 5 percent; ** = 1 peremnt.

Differences between subgroup impacts were not significant at the 10 peroant level using a
two-tai L ed t- test.
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TABLE 4.12

VIRGINIA

AFDC RECIPIENTS; IMPACTS OF THE EMR.OYMBIT SERVICES MCGRAM,
BY SIIECTED SUBGROJFS

I./MUST 1983 - SEPTERIER 1984 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Characteri sti c

Percent
of

Sempta

Employ ed Duri ng
Quarters 2-4 f%1_

Average AFDC Payments Received
During_Ctimrters 1-4 ($)

Experimentets_ Controls Di fference Experimental s Controls Difference
Emptoyed During Year
Prior to Random
Assi gnment

Yes 22.9 64.7 59.9 +4.8 2063.72 2248.47 -184.75*
No

b
77.1 24.0 22.6 +1.4 2510.41 25E14.90 - 74.49

High 8&e.ol. Di plane
Y.se 38.7 40.3 41.6 -1.3 2395.34 2329.29 + 66.05
Nr; 61.3 29.0 24.5 +4.5 2414.32 2624.87 --210.55***

Length of Pri or Wel fare
Hi story

Never on AFDC _2.6 25.5 34.9 -9.3*** 1816.20 2243.52 -427.32Tiro rears or Less 25.7 40.8 39.7 +1.1 2161.12 2140.73 + 20 .39More Than Two Years 71.7 31.0 27.9 +3.0 2517.32 2650.14 -132.82**
Nunber of Own Childrenc

One 57.9 33.8 32.0 +1.9 1E27.07 2370.52 -543.46***More Than One 42.1 32.9 30.7 +2.2 2823.35 2621.94 +201.42***
Aga at Random Assignment

YoUnger than 35 55.6 37.1 35.4 +1.8 2397.80 2506.83 -108.0335 or Older 44.4 27.3 _24.5 +2.8 2422.91 2513.10 -= 90.19

Sarnpte Siili 1897 1281 616 1281 616

SOURCE: MORC calculations from Canmonitealth of Virginia Unemployment Insurance ea rni ngs records, wet fare
records feta! the Virginia Automated Client Informat-,n System, and Fairfax County AFDC case fites;

NOTES: These data includa_zero valueo for sample members not emptoyed end for Semple Manbera hotreceiving welfare. These date are regressiorr-edjusted using ordinary Least squares, controlling for
pre-rendom assi gnment Characteri sti cs of sample members. One set of treatment-subgroup i nteracti ons wasentered into the regreseion at a time, rather than all simuttaneousty. Due to rounding, there tray be sanedi screpenci es i n cal cut ati ng suns end differences.

Because of underreporting or immediate termination of welfare benefits, the percentage of
060 pi ants receiving AFDC payments in the quarter of random assignment does not equal 100.

Persons were considered employed during the year prior to random assignment if they had UIearnings for any of The four prior quarters.

The "yes" category includes individuals with a General al uivaLency Diploma;

i'hfferentiale ref' family size were calculated from a linear interaction term. Estimates areMoen only for Ore or more than one child. A fox individuals reporting zero for nunber of children wore
Clatisified in the more than one child category.

A two-teited t-test was apptied to impacts within sea subOroup category. Statistical
aignifitence lintels are indicated as; * = 10 percent; ** = 5 percent; *** = 1 percent.

Differences between subgroup impacts were not Lignifi cant at the 10 percent level using etwo-tei Led t-test.
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t,-spii4ment came t $148 compared to only $20 for their more employable

counterparts. These savings, however, were not statistically significant.

(See Figures 4.5 and 4.6.)

B. Prior Welfare _Dependencsr

Program impacts were stronger for applicants Who had some prior

welfare receipt; Among applicants w o had previously had their own case,

the welfare savings ranged from $61 to $84. While these amounts were mit

significant; they were somewhat larger than the impacts for applicants who

had not hen on welfare before ($45). Time on welfare also inflUended

employment impacts; which were higher for those on welfare previously. At

a statistically significant level of 10.4 percentage points, the employment

impact for applicants receiving welfare for two years or less far exceeded

that for applicants who had never had their own case (0.2 percentage

points),

C. Education Level

Among control , a high school diploma or equivalency certificate was

associated with greater subsequent employment and 1ow2r welfare payments.

However, program-induced employment and welfare impacts were concentrated

instead among both applicants and recipients without high school degrees.

As indicated in Table 4.12, recipient experimentals without such degrees

recel.:1 lower welfare payments than controls, a $211 amount that was

StatiStically significant compared to an increase in average welfare

payments of $66 for those with diplomas. While payment impacts were not

significant for applicant experimentals (eee Table 4.11)i the welfare

saving6 of $122 among those without diplomas were four times larger than

the savings from those with diplomas. (See Figures 4.7 and 4.8.)
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D. Numberof Children

A large family is usually seen as a potential employment barrier, but

both applicant and recipient subgroups overcame this barrier as a result of

program services. Among applicants, the employment impact was a statistic-

ally Significant 6.9 percentage points (Compared to a nonsignficant 3 9

points for women with only one child). AMong recipients, iMpacts were not

statistically significant for either large or small fainilieS, but the

employment gain was slightly larger for recipients with more than ond

child.

In contrast, welfare payment r-eductionS Seethed tO be Concentrated

among both applicants and recipients with one child. For recipients, the

reductions were statistical:1/ significant at $543, a level 23 percent down

from the control mean of $2,371. For applicants with one child, the

reductions were ai3o significant; at $179, average payments were down 15

percent from the control group average of $1,208. For both applicants and

recipients with more than one child, impacts were in the direction of

somewhat greater welfare receipt for experimentals.

VIII. impacts_DuriDg_th @, Base per od for rolections

The main focus of this chapter has been the program's impacts for the

full impact sample over four quarters after random assignment, as well as

the iMpacts for the early enrollees in the fun sample, followed over six

follow-up quarters; Since the six-quarter impacts consistently carry on

the story begun in the short term, it is plausible to expect that the

program impacts found at the end of this follow-up may continue or even

increase beyond that point. These future progr are important,
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because they are used to compare t program's benefits to its costs over

time -- the purpose of the I.Alowing chapter. A longer-term focus of five

years is used and considered necessary since most costs of the program are

incurred in the short-run, when experimentals are still active in the

program, while benefits may accrue over a longer perf.od of time as peopll,

continue to work and reduce their uSe of welfare and Other transfer

programs.

As will be seen in Chapter 5, future program effects are estimated by

extending, or extrapolating, the impacts observed aceing the leSt tWd

quarters of followup, using a number a assumptions about the direction

and rats at which these impacts will change. The last two follow-up

quarters are used as the base period for these projections because, in

comparison to earlier impacts, they are more likely to provide a more

accurate indication of future patterns.

For all sample members, the projection base period covers the months

of January through June 1985 for earnings data, and April through September

1985 for AFDC welfare payments data. Since sample members entered the

study on different dates these base periods represent different lengths of

follow-up relative to a person's date of random assignment. For example,

for sample members randomly assigned during August September 1983, the

base period for earnings is their seventh and eighi follow-up quarters.

For those randomly assigned during July through September 1984, the base

period is their third and fourth follow-up quaoters.

Table 4.13 summarizes the impacts during the base period; Although

these impacts are not statistically significant, there is a fairly

consistent pattern of earnings gains and welfare payment reductions. The

.122;;;
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TABLE 4.13

VIRGINIA

ALL AFDC! IMPACTS ON EARNINGS AND AFDC PAYMENTS
_

IN PROJECTION BASE PERIOD
eBY

PERIOD OF RANDOM ASSIGNMENT

(AUGUST 1983 SEPTEMBER 1984 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Period of Random Assignment

August 7 October January April Jel
Outcomes for Last Two Septembee December March June September
Followup Quarters 1983 1983 1984 1884 1984

'M....mMIMaI1IMIMIMM...ILII..iIWmm

Average Earningn ($) 148;16 190,25* 197.22 8770 11985

Average AFDC

Payments ($) 84.74 29.1U 36,80 41.46 9;95........pwoma
Sample Size 377 1118 806 509 373

FULL

SeMple

165,57

35.07

3182

SOURCE: MORC calculations from Commonwealth of Virginia welfare und Unemployment Ineurante
earninge records.

NOTES:
t

projection Base Period refers to the test two quartera o AFOC payments end Unemployment
Insurance earnings date available for each individual. This rotors to Quarters 7 end B for earnings
end 8 and 9 for AFDC payments for.those randomly aseigned between Auguet and'September 1983; Quarters
8 end 7 for earnings and 7 and 8 for_AFOC paymente for those randomly e,Aigned between October end
December 1983; Quarters 5 and 6 for earnings- and 6 and 7 for AFDC payments for those randomty_eseigned
between January end March 1984; Quarters 4 ond 5 for earnings and 5 and 6 for AFDC payments for those
randomly assigned between April e-d Juno 1984; end Quarters 3 end 4 for earnings and 4 end 5 for AFDC
payments tor those randomly assigned between July end September 1994,

These date include zero values for sample members not employed end for sample members not
receiving welfare. These date are regression-aUjusted using ordinary least squares, controlling for
prerandom assignment characteristics of sample members-.

A twoteiled t-test wee applied to differences between experimental and control groups.
Statistical significance levels ere indicated ee: * = 10 percent; ** = 5 percent; *** = 1 percent,
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estimates of future effacts computed in Chapter 5 will be most strongly

influenced by the base period effects for persons randomly assigne

October to December 1983 and January to March 1984, since these groups

together include 60 percent of the research sample. For these two groups,

earnings gains were close to $200 during the base period while welfare

payments were reduced by $29 to $37 respectively; (See Appendix Tables F;5

and F.6 for base period impacts for applicants and recipients separately;)

Chapter 5 will discuss In detail the assumptions used abollt the

continuation of f,Ature effects so that, for each sample member, a total of

five years of data exists, consisting both of data collected during the

study period and estimate8 of future benefits, using base period impacts;

-124-
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CHAPTER 5

BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS

I. IntroduetiOn and _Suumlary of FindlpAs

This chapter weighs the economic benefits and costs of ESP to present

an overall assessment of the value of the program; It draws on the find-

ings of previous chapters and also utilizes data gathered specifically for

the benefit-cost analysis. Applying techniques developed in other evalu-

tions of social programsil the benefit-cost laiysis assenses ESP from

several distinct viewpoints, particularly that of the people toward whom it

was directed -- AFDC applicants and recipients ,- and of the government

budget. Thus, within the constraints of the available data, the analysis

examiAes whether or not the program achieved its central objectives of

improving the economic _andfng of people dependent on welfare and reducing

the burden of welfare o;, the government. The analysis also considers the

effects of the program on society in general and on taxpayers. (As

eXplaito later, the effect on taxpayers is similar but not identical to

that cr., the government budget.)

This analysis estimates benefits and costs over a five-year period;

althoUgh most costs were incurred when enrollees were still In the program,

benefits may accrue over a longer time as people formerly dependent on

welfare continue to work and pay taxes. Therefore, the analysis estimates

6ff-6-eta and costs after data collection, using alternative assumptions

about the way in which effects calculated for the observation period Might

change after it ended. (SeetiOn III.E &Plains the procedure by which
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effects were extrapolated beyond the observation period.)

Over the five-year period (including both observed and extrapolated

estimates), ESP enrollees, and applicants in particular, were better off as

a result of the program because their increased earnings exceeded their

increased tax payments as well as their losses in welfare and in payments

frOm Other transfer programs. The government budget also benefited. OVer

the same five-year period, the eStimated increase in tax revenues and

savings from welfare and other programS exceeded the costs of ESP services

for applicants. For recipients, budget savings and program costs were

-about equal;

II; '"ile Analytic Approach

In dett.mining th benefit and costs of ESP, the analysis estimates

the value of the progam's effects on key outcomes, and the cost of the

resources used in prodtcing those effects; The main outcome va.ables for

which MDRC cilected data include the earnings and AFDC payment: discussed

in the impact analysis in Chapter 4, and Unemployment Insurance benefits.

In addition, the benefit-cost analysis considers a variety of outcomes not

dirctly measured but for which values could be imputed: the fringe

benefits of regular jobs, tax payments, Medicnid Food F Imps, transfer

program administrative costs, and the value of output produced by enrollees

in ESP work experience jobs. The analysis weighs experiromtal-control

differences in these outcomes against costs which include: the expense of

operating ESP; expenditures for support services such as child care and

transportation; and the costs incurred by JTPA agencies, prblic schools and

community colleges which provided education and training services used by

-126-
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membe..s of the experimental and con'rol groups.

The analysis examinas differences between experimentals and controls

in order to address the question: What are the average benefits and costs

of rsP per experimental above and beyond what would have happened in the

r' of the program? It is important to emphasize that these estimates

ar. --:eraged both over members of the experimental group who participated

in program activities and those who did not. One reason for incluoing

nonparticipants is that ESP's mandatory participation requirement may have

influenced the behavior of this group -- for example, by deterring some

welfare applicants from pursuing their applications, or by encouraging some

reczpients to leave the rolls to avoid the requirement. Moreover, I me

costs are associated with nonparticipants, including those of enforcing the

mandatory participation requirement, as well as of program reporting and

administration required for thes activities;

The period for which dnta were gathered (referred to as the observa-

tion period) varies by data source and date of random assignment for each

sample member. Random assignment began in August 1983 and extended until

Sember 1984 (nee Table 2;1), and dat-, collection for some variables

-d through November 1985.2 The period of observation ranges from

quarters for earnings data for the last enrollees randomly assigned

to over two and a half years for some of '..he participation data for the

earliest enrollees. Benefits and costs accruing after the end of the

observation period (e;g., June 1985 for earnings data and September 1985

for AFDC data) up to a point five years from the date of random assignment

have been estimated for each sample member on the basis of observed data

-127-
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and a series of assumptions. All benefits and costs have been valued

1984 dollars.

While the available data permit estimation of a wide array of benefits

and costs, some potentially useful information was not included in this

study, such as General Relief payments as well as the earnings or other

income of family members of individuals in the research sample. Moreover)

as explained more fully later in the Chapter, potential intangible effects

of ESP, such as changes in participants' self-esteem or in the quality of

their family Iife, could not be determined. InterpretatiOns Of the

benefit-cost analysis presented below should recognize the scope of the

analysis;

Economic Value of Program Effects

A. Increased Earniras and Fringe Benefits

As seen in Chapter 11, ESP yielded ar 'ease in the level of earnings

(f experimentaIs over the coal (It is important to underscore that

this calculation is based on ail experimentals -- those who became employed

and those who did not;) Table 5;1 shows these earnings gaits during the

observation period; The experimental-control difference was $250 ftr the

full researcn sample, with the gain amonn applicants ($343) exceeding the

gain among recipients ($199); The table also presents the valuN of fringe

benefits: $45 for the full sample, with applicants again receiviig a higher

amount thrn recipients ($62 versus $36); (Fringe benefits were estimated

to be 18 percent of earnings, a rate based on national employment compensa-

tion data for the types of Iow-wage jobs held by most experimentaIs

contro1s.)3
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TAB LE 5 .1

VIRGINIA

ESTIMATED EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL DIFFERENCES IN EARNINGS,
FRINGE BENEFITS, AND TAXES PER EXPERIMENTAL

DURING THE OBSERVATION PERIOD, BY WELFARE STATUS

Component of Analysis Full Sample Applizonts R

Earnings $250 saim $189

Fringe Benefits 45 52 36

Taxes

Federal Income Tax 15 15 16

State .[nzome Tax 3 2

Soriel Security Tex 17 23 13

State Sales and Excise Taxes 1 2 1

Total Taxes 35 43 32

SOURCE: MDRC calculetions from Unemployment_Insurence records end from
published dat. on tex rates and employee fringe benefits;

NOTES: Tha results are based on a sample of 2138 expertmentals and 1044
controls (1285 applicants, 1897 recipien1:0, end ere expressed in 1884 dollars.
The differences mre regressionadjusted using ordinary least squares,
contro.ling for prerandom assignment characteristics of sample members.



The estimates in Table 5.1 present : a. inelt/ie those

that occurred beyond the follow-up period common to :.11 3ample mecilbevs

that is, beyond the fourth quarter of follow-up -- fc, individuals on whom

such data were available. 4 Consequently, these estimates differ from the

earnings impacts for the full sample presented in Cncpter 4, which instead

cover the follow-up shared by all sample members. Data for the entire

follow-up period were used in the benefit-cost analysis in order to

minimize the length of time over which observed effects had to be extra-

polated to cover a five-year period.

Careful interpretation of the earnings effects presented in this

thapter requires attention to the issue of statistical significance; As

noted in Chapter 24; employment impcs were sometimes statistically signi=

Vic-ant, particularly near the end of follow-up for applicants and the full

sample, but the corresponding earnings gains were rot and ;:herefore are

subject to some uncertainty; (That these earnings gains were not stat-

istically significant is due in large part to the wide variance typical of

earnings in any population) However, the impact analysis did reveal a

pattern of stable, and in some cases increasing, earnings gains over time,

suggestlng that the meastu-ed earnings gains were not simply due to chance;

Increased Tax Payments

Experimentals' earnings gains resulted in increased tax payments,

including federal and state income taxes, Social Security payroll taxes,

and state sai.es and excise taxes; Using the relevant tax rates, this

evaluation imputed these taxes from earnings (total earnings in the case of

payroll and sales taxes, and earnings over a base amount for income taxes),

other income (for sales taxes), marital status, and number of dependents;

-130-
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ne estimation of federal taxes 1.1c1Aed a deduction for the Earned Income

Tax Credit, and the computation of sales taxes toOk account of average

consumption patterns; The results in Table 5.1 show that the total taxes

paid by experimentals during the observation period increased by $35 per

experimental, or 14 percent of total earnings.5

C. M.Ireased Output An Mork Experience Jolla

ESP participants who took part in the program's work experience compo-

nent not only gained job experience, but also provided services in various

cleriCal, maintenance and food service positions; The benefit-cost

analysis includes the value of these services since the community-at-large

benefits from the increase in services.

The value of the work performed in these jobs was estimated by det-?r-

mining the compensation that employers would have had to pay for other

workers to provid:1 the same services.; The first step in this estimation

was to determine the relativc productivity of partants eompared to that

of regular workers in comparable jobs. Evaluations by partiTipants, supe -

visors gathered for the worksite survey provided 9 'ratio comnaring the

output Of partiCipants with that of regular workers.7 For es..11 rarticipant

evaluated, this productivity ratio was multiplied by the average hourly

wage rate (marked up for fringe benefits) of regular workers to yield an

estimate or the value of tha p?rticipant's oz)tput per hour of work. 8 The

average hourly value of output was then mUltiplied by the average Y,ength of

5tay in work experience job5 (available from program records) to obtain the

average value nf participants, mork.

Supervisors j..Idged that the prodtuA:t7ity of work :Eperience parti-

cirants was 98 perce7 tht. of regular workc7s in similar types 1,f jobs.



As indicated in Chapter 3, ESP enrollees who entered work experience

positions spent an average of 194 hours in those jobs. Following the

approach explained above, the average value of output was determined to

$826 per work experience participant and $104 per experimental. The

of output was considerably higher for recipients ($145) than for applicants

($41), reflecting differences in the proporti :. applicant and recipient

experimentals assigned to work experience.9

Reduced Dependence on Transfo, Programs

As shown In Chapter 4, exprimentaIs became less dependent on AFDC

Income as a result of ESP. To a lesser extent, the program also affected

their use of Medicaid, Food Stamps, and Unemployment Insurance, although

not always in the same way.

For the benefit-cost analysis, experimental-control differences in the

receipt of AFDC and Unemployment Insurance were estimat:.d from AFDC and UI

records during the entire observation period (in contrast to the follow-up

period common to all sample members used in the analysis of AFDC impacts).

Differences in other transfer payments were not directly measured but were

estimated from a variety of sources. Differences in Food Stamps were

imputed on the basis of household income (including earnings, AFDC and UI),

taking into consideration the earnings disregard as well as medical

%ieductions -- all of wh_n are used to determine eligibility for Food

Stamps and the amount of permitted benefits." Difference: in Medicaid use

were imputed i.om observed difference's in AFDC receipt and the rules

covering Medtcaid elgibility. A person who is on AFDC 1.7 automatically

entitled to receivo Medicaid, and remains eligible for a s; Med period

..)f time after leavinA the rolls. 11 ThUS, the average change in the value
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of Medicaid was determined by multiplying the experimental-control

differeno,: in the months of statutory Medicaid eligibility by thP avervze

monthly ,-c_Lcaid payments to AFDC recipients in Virginia during 1984.12

:2 presents the results; Overall, the program prolqoed a net

reduz:tior of $34 in the average value of transfer payments receivel by

experimentals compared to controls: About 96 percent of this reduction was

due to the decrease in AFDC payments. 15 To a small extent, losses in AFDC

were offset by increases in Food Stamps, which rose by $4 per experimental

for the full sample.

The reduction in trannfer payments brought about a smell d .-:;ease ($15

per experimental) in the overall cost administering those payments.

Changes in administrative costs were estimated in several steps. First,

for AFDC and Medicaid, the experimental-control differences in months on

AFDC anc months eligible for Medicaid were determined from AFDC resords.

"hese u.. ferences were then multiplied by the pertinent average monthly

Amiastrative cost per AFDC adult recipienci or former recipiert in the

case of Medicaid (since eligibility for Medicaid is not lost immediately

after leaving the welfare rolls). 14 For Food Stamps and UI, the change in

administrative costs was Obtained by multiplying the average experimental-

control difference in transfer payments by an estimated average cost per

dollar of trail,fer. 15

E. FUture_EffeetS and Total_Results

The effects disc..ssed thus far pertain only to the perifw oi observa-

tion. Yet, program effects may endure beyond that point; In order to

account for the full effects of the program, it is therefor': necesslry to

project beyond tht end of the observation perlod.

=133= 188



TABLE 52

VIRG-NIA

ESTIMATED EXPERIMENTAL - CONTROL DIFFERENCES IN TRANSFER PAYMENTS
AND ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS PER EXPERIMENTAL

DURING THE OBSERVATION PERIOD, BY WELFARE STATUS

Type of Payment or Cost Fult Sampte ApWcants Recipients

Transfer Payments

AFDC

Medicaid

Food Stempt

Unemptoyment
Compensation

Totlt Jrans!'z.:

Palments

Transfer Admirs-7.1ve Costs

AFDC

Medicaid

Food Stamps

Unemployment
Compensation

Total Transfe,
Administrative Costs

5-129 $-145

6 -21

4 11

- 3

-134 -150

-13 -24

- 1 - 2

1 2

5-128

oe

2

- 9

-139

08

0

-13 -23 - 6

a

SBURCE: MORE catcutations from AFDC and Unemployment Insurance earnings end
payments record/34 cnd from pubtished and unpubliahed data on administrative
costs for AFO.:, Medicaid, Food Stamps end Unemployment Insurance.

NOTES: Th's results ere based on_e_sempte of 2138 r.xperimentals end 1044
controls (1285 applicants, t887 recipients', and are iixpressed in 1884 dollars.
The differences are regression-adjusted using ordinary least squares,
controlling for ve-random assignment characteristics of sample members;

a_
Estimated value Less then $C50.
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Using a number of assumptions, the analysis extrapolates outcomes for

each sample member so that the combination of observed and extrapolated

values covers a fiva-year timespan beginning at the point of random

assignment. Five years was chosen as the timespan since it is approxi-

mately the average length of time AFDC applicants remain on the rolls

nationallY; 16 therefore, in the absence of ESP, the P.V.e? '"'" experimental

would leave the welfare rolls in about this ; of Extrapolation

over a longer time peribd than required for thio five-year timespan would

invOlve more speculation. Because the amount of observed data on sample

members varies according to the date they entered the research sample, the

length of extrapolation reqUired tO 68timate results over five years also

varies by sample memNer. For example, about two years of earnings data

(which were collected through June 1985) are available on persons entering

the sample 4n August 1983; leaving about three years for extrapolatiOn. In

contrast, about one year of data were gathered for those entering in July

1984, requiring extrapolation over four years.

Extrapolation of program effeLits requires deciding on the base period

from which extrapolation is made; making assumptions abbUt the rate at

which experimental-control difference:: deoay over time, and chboaing o

appropriate discount rate. The most recent availAble data ou

effects were considered most appropriate for prediPting fUtUre e e-t,

Therefore, the base period selected for ext...Apoletion was the last two

quarters of follow-up available for each sample member; Section VIII of

Chapter 4 has already shown the experimental-control differences

earnings and AFDC payments that occurred during this period. For the

benefit-cost analysis, program effects during this base period were also

-135- 190



estimated for fringe benefits, tax payments, non-AFDC transfers, and

transfer program administrative coats, using the same procedures ueed to

measure or impute values for the obaervation period.17

The decay rate is the rate at which the base per71.od estimate 18

assumed to change over time. Because of thia atudy'a tively ah-ort

follow-up, it is difficult to predict long-term trends from the available

data. Different assumptions hnve therefore been used to compute a range of

estimates; One assumption is that the magnitude of the experimental-

control difference observed dnring the base period will continue unchanged

during the extr:polation period. This assumption is supported by the

finding that the overall employment and welfare impacts for the early

sample followed over the longer term were sustained or increased in the

final follow-up mcnths. Moreover, similar trends have been observed in

other studies of employment programs for welfare recipients." Yet, other

studies suggest that impacts do decline with time; For example, a national

study of the WIN Program founu thst earnings effects decayed at a rate of

22 percent annually for female sample members.19 On this basis, an annual

decay rate of 22 percent was applied as an alternative assumption. (A more

extreme assumption -- that there are no futun2e effects -- is considered in

Section V of this chapter in assessing the sensitivity of the overall

resulta to different assumptions.)

The effect of inflation on the value of future program effects was

avoided by making all projections in 1984 dollars from a base period that

falls within that year. However, all extrapolated result2 were discounted

tO their 1984 dollar values to adjust for the value of foregone investment.

(A benefit received later in the follow-up period is worth less than the
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same benefit received earlier due to the lost opportunity to invest;) A

real discount rate that is- a rate adjUsted for inflation -- of 5

percent per year was used in this analysi s.20

Table 5;3 presents; for the full research sample; the observed; extra-

polated and total estimates of program effects covering the five-year time

period; (Appendix Tables G;1 and G.2 ShOV eStiMetea for applicants and

recipients separately;) The column of the table headed Common Follow-up

shows the effects estimated for the portion of the follow-up periOd avail-

able fDr all sample members (quarters two through four for earnings; and

one through four for AFDC payments); Since the impact analysis in Chapter

4 focuses on this period; these estimates for earnings and AFDC payments

are the same ones reported in Table 4;2; The column headed Additional

Follow-up provides estimates of program effects during the subsequent

quarters of follow-up for those sample members who enrolled in the study

early enough to have more than the follow-up available for all sample

members; (However; these effects are averaged over all experimentals.) The

values in the two columns under the observation period SUM tO the total

observed values presented in Tables 5;1 and 5.2.

The column in Table 5;3 headed Extrapolation Period presents a range

of values with the first number calculated assuming a 22 percent annual

decay rate and the second assuming no decrease or increase in prograt

effects during this period; The final column; which is simply the sum of

the other columns; indicates the estimated program effects at five years

after random assignment; Again; the range of results presented reflects

the alternative decay assumptions;

As seen in Table 5;3, the extrapolated estimates are much larger than
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TABLE 5.3

VIRGINIA

EXPERIMENTAL_7 CONTROL DIFFERENCES IN PROGRAM EFFECTS
PER EXPERIMENTAL DURING THE OBSERVATION PERIOD,

EXTRAPOLAT/ON PERIOD, AND AT FIVE YEARS AFTER RANDOM ASSICNMENT

ESTIMATES FOR THE FULL SAMPLE

Outcome Vatieble

Obiervetion Period

Extrapolation
-cParied

Five Year
Teti!.

Common
Follow-up

e
AdditiOneL
Follow-up

Earnin a $61 $169

_

$749 to $1090 $999 to $1340

Fringe Benefits 15 30 135 te 196 180 to 241

Tax Payments 11 24 114 to 166 149 to 201

AFDC Payments -84 -45 -116 to -230 -290 to -3i59

Other Transfer
Paymente

e
19 -24 -95 to -135 -100 to -140

Transfer Progrfm
Administration - 5 - 8 -37 to -53 -50 to -66

SOURCE: MDRC calculi:tit:no from Unemployment Insurance earnings and payments
records; AFDC payments records; end publiehed end unpubliehed date on tax rates,
employee fringe benefits, end administrative costs fin* AFDC, Medicaid, Food Stamps
and Unemployment Insurance.

NOTES: The ref:Cate are based on a sample of 2136 experimentets and 1044
controls (1285 appticante, 1687 recipients),_end are eSpressed in 1984 dollars; Tht
differences ere regression-adjusted uSing_ordinery isegt squares, controlling for
pre-rendom assignment characteristics of sample maMberd.

a--
The COMMen follow-up period covers quarters 2 through 4 for earnings,

fringe benefiis and tax paytents, and quarters 1 through 4 for AFDC payments,
Medicaid, Food Stamps, Unemployment Insurance payments and administrative costs.

b-
The additional follow-up period covers ell the eireilebte fellee-up

quarters after quarter 4, The number of ddltional foltow-up quarters depend& Oh
each sample memberle dete of random assignment.

0
Estimates reflect alternative aesumptidhe abdut the change in impacts

after :feta collecton ended. The first number of each range esSUMee thet prOgrem
effects decline 1:4_22 percent per year during the extrepoOttion period; the teCend
number assumes no decay or increase,

d
The five year totals are the sum Of the ettiMated effects during the

observation and extrapolation periods,

s-
InclUdee Medidaid, Food Stomps and Unemployment Insurance;

Includes administrative costs for AFDC, Medicaid, Food Stamps end
Unemployment Insurance,
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the observation period values for all outcomes and accOunt for a larger

proportion of the estimated five-year effects. For eXampl6, the extra-

polated estimates for earnings account for 75 percent or mote Of the

fiVeyear totals, while the extrapolated values for AFDC paymenta account

foe 40 percent or more of the five-year totals; As will be seen in Section

V Of this chapter, the extrapolated effects are critical to the overall

benefit-cost results; (Section V also discusses the conclusions reached

when eXtrapolated effects are not included in the benefit-cost analysis.)

Table 5.3 also shows how the program's estimated effects over five

years Vary according to the different assumptions about decay. For

exaMple, the exPeriMental=control difference in earnings after five years

is estimated at $999 668uMing a 22 percent annual decay rate, and at $1,340

assuming no decay ot increase. The change in AFDC payments over the same

period of time ranges ftOM $-=290 te $-359. Given the uncertainty about the

true value of program effeets After the observation period, both sets of

estimates will be u8ed in ASSeaaing the net results of ESP in Section V.

IV; Costs

Experimentalcontvol differentet in Cotta were estimated for several

types of expenditures inoluding: ESP operating cO8ts, payments for support

services such as child care and transportatitin, and the operating costs of

education and training providers. These Coats were estimated separately

for applicants and recipients as well as for the sample as a whole.

Average costs were calculated per experimental as in the case of program

effects; All estimates exclude expenditUre8 made only for research

purposes (such as for randeal a8SignMent And Special data C011ection), since
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these t'ltivities did not contribute to program impacts.

A. ESP OneratinK_Costs

Program operating costs were derived from a variety of data sources,

including state and local ESP and DSS fiscal records (primarily coveririg

from January through December 1984 )i21 VACIS, and case file retOrd8 Of

several subsamples drawn from the main research sample; (See Chapter 2 for

more detail on these data sources.) In addition, in order to determine the

cost of program components, interviews with program staff investigated how

they apportioned their time over the program functions for which they were

---responsible. 22

ThiS time study considered six program components: initial assessment,

reassessment, individual job search group job search, work experience, and

education and training. However, staff members could not determine the

time spent on separate activities precisely. Distinguishing the cost of

reassessment interviews from the cost of other activities was particularly

difficult due to the broad range of concerns addressed during reassessment;

For example, staff would typically use these sessions to review a parti-

tipant's experience in individual job search, and to discuss assignments to

work experience positions or education and training options. Reassessment

interviews were also used to provide counseling that might not be specific

to any particular program activity. Thus, the costs reported separately

for job search, work experience, and education and training actually refer

to the costs of these components above and beyond the resources spent rn

them during reassessment interviews.

The cost of each component was estimated in several steps. The first

step was to determine the "unit doSt," that is, the average cost of provid-
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ing the activity to one individual.2 (In calculating this unit cost, ESP

enrollees not in the reaearch sample were considered; As explained in

Chapter 2, not all ESP enrollees on welfare entered the research sample;

Moreover, some agencies enrolled recipients of General Relief and Food

Stamps into ESP.)

The next step was to multiply the average unit cost of a component by

the experimental-control difference in the percentage of persons assigned

to it. (As explained in previous chapters, a few controls mistakenly

received ESP services, and a substantial number enrolled in education or

training programs in the community.) These assignment ratea were estimated

from the same data used in the participation analysis in Chapter 3;

however, in estimating costs over a five-year timespan, the benefit-cost

analysis used all follow-up data available for the early enrolleet (that is

data from beyond the nine-month period common to all sample members used in

Chapter 3). Moreover, the assignment rates were regressiom=adjusted

eXperithental-control differences, in part to assure consistency With the

approrAch to estimating program effects 24

Thia eValuation understates the true costs of serving experimentala tO

the extent that the estimated assignment rates do not capture assignment of

individualt Vrhib entered program activities after data collection ended.

These assignment rates are more likely to have been underestimated foe

later enrollees since they had a shorter follow-up period than earlier

enrollees. (See Figure 3.2 in Chapter 3.) As a partial correction for

thiS problet, aabignmelA rates for later enrollees were extrapolated based

On tht ekperiences of the earlier group. 25 However, since most individuala

who became active in the program did so early in their program tenure, the
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extrapolated results increased the estimated participation rates only

slightly.

Table 5.4 preaenta the estimates of ESP operating costs. The estimated

overall cost per eXpetitental, Which is the sum of the cost of each

component, is $388 for the full Sample. The higher estimate for recipients

($479) than applicants ($251) tefledta the fact that a greater proportion

of recipients than applicants partidipated in each program component.

Assessment and reassessment functions tbigethr aCCOUnt for over half of

these operating costs; Individual and group job searCh adtiVitiea that

took place outside of reassessment interVieWS together COmPrise about

fifth of operating expenses, and work experience actiVitieS amount to

somewhat less than a fifth; About 5 percent was spent on referring

participants to education and training programs in the comMunity, tot' th0

most part to pay for the time ESP staff spent assigning partidipantS to

educational and training services, and monitoring their prOgreSS. (Only

the Chesapeake agency, which operated an on.--aite GED program, provided

education or training itself%)

B. Support Services

To enhance opportunities to take part in ESP activitie8 Ou to ease the

transition to employment, ESP staff offered financial aaaiatanbe foe

various support services, such as child care and transportation. Title XX

funds covered over 90 percent of these expenditures, while ESP fuhd8 paid

for the remainder. The estimated value of these expenditures was deter=

mined primarily from DSS payment records for a represintative subsatple Of

applicants and recipients;26

For members of the research sample who actually received assistance
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TA8LS 5.4

VIRGINIA

ESTIMATED NET LJSTS OF ESP PEP EXPERIMENTAL,
BY WELFARE STATUS

Cost Variable

ESP Operating Costse

Assessment

Reassessment

FULL Semple

Individual
Job Search

102

35

Group Job Search 49

Work Experience 68

Education and Training 21

Total
388

Support Services

Child Care 11

Transportation 12

Other
1

Total
24

CettUnity Education
end Training Services 18

Total Costs
430

Applicants Recipients

$88 $129

73 121

24 43

32 61

27 95

7 30

251 479

10 12

8 15

2

20 27

18 42

253 548

SOURCE: MORC calculations from VACIS and other program activity date; JTPAinformation systems data and fiscaL records; attendance and fiscal data fromLocal public schools and COMMUiiity colleges; ESP and DepertMeht of SocialSerVidet fiscal records; and MDRC St:Ay of ESP staff time (aloof:tie-1i.

NOTES: The retultt tor operating costs ere bated bh a sample of 2138experimentals end 1044 controlt (128F applicants, 1897 recipients).
Experinentalcontrot differences ill the participation rates on whiCh these costsare based were regressionadjusted using ordinary_least squares, controlling forprerandom assignment cheradteristics_of sample membett. (In Pairfex County .cost estimations were based on Cate file dote for a subsemple Of 183
experimentals,,weighted_to equal the totel_nUmber of Fairfax experimentelb inthe research sample.) Ttle results fmr support servitet end community educationend_training are based on representetive_eubsemples of eXperimentals andcontrole. All costs are expressed in 1984 collars.

a

Because the proportion of staff time spent on reassessment oftenoverlapped_with time spent Oh other activities, the distinctions in costsbetween ESP activities ere not precite.
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for child care; ale average value of payments during the observation period

was $563 for experimentals, and $429 for controls; (Controls eould receive

these and other support services without being enrolled in ESP.) However;

sinee only a small proportion of the sample received this child care assis=.

tance, the average coSt per experimental was o nlY $11 above the $10 mean

for controls; (See Table 5.4.) FOr all support services, the difference

in cost between experimentals and controls was $24, adding 6 per3ent to the

net operating cost of the program.

C. Education and Trainink Costs

As noted in prior chapterS, ESP Staff referred experimentals to educa-

tion and training programs in the community. Moreover, both experimentals

and controls could enroll in such programs on their own initiative. The

types of programs used included those sponsored by JTPA; community college

courses; public school classes on GED preparation; adult basic education,

and English as a second language; and programs offered by proprietary

vocational and technical sehool8.

To estimate the extent tO which members of the research sample entered

these services; a special study was conducted with a representative sub-

sample of experimentals and controls. As shown in Chapter 4 (see Table

4.1)i this study found that a roughly similar proportion of experimentals

and controls (16 percent and 13 percent respectively) entered education and

training programs during the observation period.27 However, the experi-

mental-control difference may be somewhat overstated because VACIS and the

Fairfax activity records provided assignment data for experimentals only.

Since the actual unit costs of the specifid education and training

services used by the research sample could not be obtained, rough

-144-
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approximations (in 1984 dollars) were computed from statewide data. The

datiMeted unit costs were $1,462 per participant in programs sponsored by

JTPA; $114 per student in GED and other public school courses; and $858 per

student in community college programs;28 Determination of the coate Of

edUbatiOn and training services that were only recorded in VACIS and the

Fairfax activity records was more difficult since the particular kinds of

services involVed were not specified; However, interviews with Ea staff

suggest that these were mostly public school and community college courses;

Therefore, a unit cost fOr education and training services identified

VACIS and Fairfax records was computed by taking the average of the unit

costs for the public schools and community colleigei

of $486 per person assigned.

The next step in estimating the average net cost f education and

training per experimental was to multiply these unit costs by the differ-

ence in the percentages of experimentals and dOntrbia entering the relevant

activity; These estimates for different type6 of programs were then summed

to produce an overall estimate of $18 per experimental) as ahOWn in Table

5.14. (This low value reflects the fact that thOS 86rVibé8 Wer6 not WidelY

used by lhe research sample, and that the eXpetitentalbontrol differenee

in use was small;) For applicants, the estimate of a net Odat Of $18 pet,

experimental means that the average cost per applicant control was higher

than the average cost per applicant experimental, Which ia due to the

greater use of some education and training services by applicant -controls.

For recipients, in contrast, the estimated cost of these aotivities was

higher for experimentals than controls, by an average Of 4;42 pet experiment=

aI. Given uncertainty about the aocuracy of the information on Which these

Yielding an estimate
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eStimates are based, these estimates are not precise.29

When these costs for education and training programs nct operated by

ESP at,e added to ESP operating costs and expenditures for support services,

thr resUlting eStimate of the cost of serving experimentals above the

costs of serving controls -- is $430 per experimental ($253 for applicant8

and $548 for reCipients).

While it is necessary to estimate costs on a per experimental basis ==

to permit comparison with program effects measured in this way it is

important to remember that nbt All experimentaIs received substantial

amounts of provam services. Indeed, if only the enrollees active in the

program at some time are considered, the average cost per person would be

higher. ESP operating costs were re-eStimated for the experimentaIs who

were ever assigned to the prograM's activities. (The costs of support

services and community education And training services are not included.)

For the fun sample, the average gross cost per person increased to

approximately $603. For applicant8 it rose to $536 while for recipients

it increased to $629.

V. Distribution of Results

This section considers the benefits and costs of the program from

several perspectives, first that of the welfare sample -- the AFDC appli-

cants and recipients included in this study. FOr this group, the benefits

generated by ESP include increased earnings and fringe benefits from employ-

ment as well as increased support services (e.g., child care and transporta-

tion). However, these gains are offset by an increase in taxes owed on

earned income, and a reduction in transfer payments. Table 5.5 presents
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TABLE 5.5

VIRGINIA

FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE WELFARE SAMPLE

ESTIMATED BENEFITS AND LOSSES PER EXPERIMENTAL
AFTER FIVE YEARS, BY WELFARE STATUS

Component of Analysis Full Sample

Benefits

Increased Earnings

Increased Fringe Benefits

Increased Support Services

Losses

Increased Tex Payments

Reduced AFDC Payments

Reduction in Other Transfers

Net Gain or Lossa

4999 to 41340

180 to 241

24

149 to 201

290 tO 359

100 tO 140

664 to 905

Applicants RecipientS

41363 to 81840 $806 to 41075

246 to 331 145 to 194

20 27

180 to 244 133 to 178

338 to 422 278 to 342

153 to 215 82 to 113

958 to 1310 465 to 663

SOURCE: MDRC calculations from VACIS and other program activity date; JTPA
information systems date and fiscat_records; attendance and fiscal date from
local public schools and community cottages; MDRC MorkSite survey; Unemployment
Insurance earnings ono payments records; AFDC payments records; ESP and
Department of Social Services fiscal recorde; MDRC study of ESP staff time
allocation; end published and unpubLished_date on tax rates, employee fringe
benefits and administrative costs for AFDC. Medidaid, Food Stamps, and
Unemployment Insurance.

NOTES: Costs were est1mated_for_the_same fiVe yodo period es benefits
although most costs were incurred in the first year after random essignmert.

Results ere expressed in 1984 dollars. The_fuLl sample includes
2138 experimental:3 end 1044 controls (1285 applicantt, 1887 recipients).

For benefits estimates reflect alternatiVe besUMptions about the
change in impacts after data collection ended; The firet nUmber of each range
assumes that prOgram effects decline by 22 percent per ytitio during the extra
polation period; the second number assumes no decay Or inCrease.

a.--
Ole net gain or toss is the sUm of ell benefitt and losses.
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the benefits and losses estimated for the five-year time period and on the

bottOm line shows the overall results of adding them together. (The esti-

mates are calculated on a base that included nonparticipants as well as

participants.) Experimentals enjoyed a net gain as their increased

earnings clearly outweighed their increased taxes and reduced transfer

payments; For the full sample, estimates of this gain range in value from

$664 to $905 per experimental over five years, depending on which

assumption about the rate of decay in program effects is used. (The lower

value reflects an annual decay rate of 22 percent during the extrapolation

period; the higher value assumes no decrease or increase.) The net gain is

larger for applicants than recipients ($958 to $1310 and $485 td $663

respectively), although applicants lose more in taxes and transfer pay-

ments. These greater losses are outweighed by applicants' increased

earnings and fringe benefits;

The government budgetary perspective is of critical concern to policy-

makers interested in budget savings. According to this perspectiVe,

increased tax paymeuts, reduced transfer payments, and reductions in the

costs of administering transfer payments constitute benefita.30

contrast, government dollars are expended to operate ESP, as well as for

support services and education and training programs in the community.

Table 5.6 presents these gains and losses and shows that, for the fUll

sample, ESP resulted in savings for the government budget ranging from $159

tti $336 per experimentaL Most of these savings are due to the effects of

the program on applicants a net gain from the budgetary perspective of

$506 to $746 per applicant. For recipients, estimates ranged from a net

loss of $29 per experimental to a net gain of $119, depending on
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TABLE 5.6

VIRGINIA

FROM THE GOVERNMENT BUDGET AND TAXPAYER PERSPECTIVES

ESTIMATED BENEFITS AND LOSSES PER EXPERIMENTAL
AFTER FIVE YEARSi BY WELFARE STATUS

Component Of Adelyeit Futl Sampte Appticants ReCipientd

Benefits

Increased Tax Payments $149 to $201 $160 to $244 $133 to $176

Reduced AFDC Payments 290 to 359 338 to 422 278 to 342

RedUctiOn In Other Transfers 100 to 140 153 to 215 62 tb 113

Reduced Transfer Prograoi
Administration 50 to 66 BB to 116 26 to 34

Losses

ESP Dperating Costs -366 -251 -479

Support Service Costs -24 -20 -27

Community Education and
Training COStti -16 18 -42

Net Gain or Loss from the
Budget Perspective s

159 tO 36 506 to 746 -29 to 119

In-Program Output (Benefit) 104 41 145

Nat Gain or Loss from the
bTaxpayer Perspective 263 to 440 547 tb 767 116 tO 264

SOURCE: Set Teble 5.5.

NOTES: Costs were eetioeted for the same five year period as benefits
flthough most costS ware incurred in the_firstyear after random assignment-.
Results are expressed in 1984 dollars._ The fUll SOMPle inctudes 2136 experi-
mantels end 1044 controls (1265 applicentsi 1897 recipients). For benefits
other_ than in-program outputi estimates reftect atternative assumptions about
the Change in impacts after data collection ended; The first number Of each
range assumes that program effects decline by 22 percent per year_during the
extrapolation periedt the second number assumes no decay or increase;

a
The nut gain or_leed free the budget perspective is the sum of

all benefits and tossosi excluding the ValUe of in-program output.

b
The net gain or toes from tho taxpayer perspective is obtained by .

adding the value of in-program output to the net gain tir lOse from the budget
perspective.
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assumptions about decay; Given this range of estimates and the various

decisions made in calculating them, these results are probably best

interpreted to mean that, for recipients; the government budget essentially

"breaks even" after five years.

The effect of ESP on the government budget is quite close to its

effect on taxpayers.31 The two perspectives are not identical since

taxpayers benefit not only from the net savings to the government budget,

but also from the value of output produced by ESP participants in work

experience assignments. Taxpayers benefit from the services performed by

participants assigned to work experience without having to pay for them;

Adding the value of services performed in work experience to the estimated

budget savings yields the overall gain to taxpayers: $263 to $440 per

experimental, with a positive value for recipients as well as for appli-

cants. (See Table 5.6.)

A final perspective considered here is that of society at large, which

includes both the welfare sample participating in this study and taxpayers.

From the perspective of society as a whole, program effects that are a gain

to one of these groups but an equivalent loss to the other group yield no

het benefits; they are simply transfers between groups. For example; the

reduction in AFDC payments is a loss to the welfare sample that is offset

by equal savings for taxpayers. In contrast, the reduction in the admin-

istrative costs of the AFDC program is a net benefit to society as a whole

since taxpayers save money and the welfare sample is not directly affected.

Similarly, increased earnings of the welfare sample are not fully offset by

losses to taxpayers.32 (See Appendix Table G.3 for further detail on the

diatribution of specific categories of benefits and costs.) For the full
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sampl the total benefits to society were estimated at $1,333 tO $1,7510

while estimated costs totaled $406 yielding a net societal gain of $927 to

$1,345 per experimental after five years. The estimated net gain for

applicants ($1-505 to $2,097) exceeded the net gain for recipients ($601 to

$927)i

The overall gain or loss generated by ESP from each of the four

perspectives discussed above can be compared in Table 5;7 for applicants,

recipients and the full research sample. From almost all of these

perpectives, the economic benefits of the program exceeded the losses it

generated. The one exception is for recipients from the government budget

perspectiVe. For that group, whether or not ESP resulted in net budgetary

savings depends on assumptions about the decay rate.

As noted throughout this chapter, the results of the benefit-cost

evaluation of ESP were calculated assuming that program effects continued

to occur after the observation period -- either unchanged or at a decay

rate Of 22 percent. Because the extrapolated effects constituted a major

share of the total effects estimated for the five-year time period (see

Section III.E), it is useful to consider how the overall benefit-cost

results would change if program effects are assumed to be zero after the

end of data collection. Such an assumption would yield lower-bound

estimates of the program's results.

To test the sensitivity of the benefit-cost results to this assump-

tion, all benefits and losses were re-estimated without including the

extrapolated effects. The overall resUltst Which are presented in Appendix

Table G.4, reveal that the welfare sample gains from the Program still
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TABLE 5.7

VIRGINIA

ESTIMATED NET GAIN OR LOSS PER EXPERIMENTAL AFTER FIVE YEARS,
BY WELFARE STATUS AND PERSPECTIVE

Welfare Status

Perspective

Welfare
Sample Budget Taxpayer Society

Full Sample 654 to 905 159 to 336 263 te 440 927 to 1345

Applicants 958 to 1310 506 to 746 547 to 787 1506 tti 2097

Recipients 485 to 663 29 to 119 116 to 264 Bpi tO 927

SOURCE: MDRC calculations from VACIS and other program activity data; JTPA
information systems data end fiscal records; attendence_and fiscal_datt from local
,ublic schools end community cottegesi MDRC morksite survey;_Unemployment Insurance
ternings and payments records; AFDC payments_records; ESP and Department of Social
iervices fiscal records; MDRC study of ESP staff time attocetion end published_and
inpublished data on tax rates, employee fringe benefits, and administrative costs fo
1F0C, Medicaid, Food Stamps, and Unemployment Insurance.

NOTES: Within each perspective, positive numbers indicate gains to that group
Aid negative numbers indicate losses.

Results ere expressed in 1984 dollars. The full sample includes 2138
xperimentals and 1044 controls (1285 applicants, 1897 recipients].

Estimates reflect alternative assumptions about the change in program
ffects after data collection ended. The first number of each rangl assumes that
rogram effects decline by 22 percent per year during the extrapolation period; the
econd number assumes no decay or increase.
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exceed its losses. In contrast, for the government budget, the losses

outweigh the benefits. From the taxpayer and societal perspectives, a net

gain vas eStitated for applicants while a net loss was estimated for

recipientS. Ovo,all, these findings support the conclusion that ESP is

beneficial for applicants and recipients. Flowever; the program cannot be

viewed as cost-effective for the government budget or taxpayers unless

future program effects are conSidered and are assumed rift tO deday

substantially;

This benefit-cost analysis has not taken int0 account SeVeral

important factors worth underscoring. The higher employtent rate of

experimentals could resu/t in some displacement of other workerS) yet thiS

evaluation assumed no displacement occurred. The analysis alSO did not

assess such an intangible benefit as potential enhancement Of Self==e8teet

as a result of working; In addition; the evaluation did not oonSider the

implications of welfare mothers spending more time working and less tite

with their children; Nor did it take account of the degree tO Which

society values working over receiving welfare; The factors not weighed in

this analysis should be considered in interpreting its results.



APPENDIX A
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TABLE A.1

VIRGINIA

DISTRIBUTION OF APPLICANTS AND RECIPIENTS
NOT RANDOMLY ASSIGNED. BY REASON FOR EXCLUSION FROM RANOOM ASSIGNMENT

(AUGUST 1983-SEPTEMBER 1984 SAMPLE)

ApplicantsReason
and Racipiente

Currently Active in ESPa

CUrrently Scheduled to gegin
Selected ESP Components

Print. Partidipation
c

ESP COM-On-lints
Selected

In Putt-Time NMI-ESP EdUcstion or
Training

Mandatory Registrant With Child Less Than
Six Years Otd

Volunteer

_ e
Male

Total Number Not Randomly Assigned

4.3

6.9

3,9

14.0

59:5

8.7

2.7

2995

SOURCE: Calculations from MORC Client Information Sheets.

NOTES: Some individuals were excluded frOi) rendlim assignment
f0r MOOS than one ;reason.

e-
ReCipients were screened for current partidipation in

ESP componentli: grtidp job search, work exPerience, training ehd
aduCation. IndiVi0Uele Who were currently participating in indiVidual
job search were cOneidered eligible for random assignment.

b

Recipiente whe_were_scheduled Within thirty days to
begin ESP work experience edUCtition or training were nOt eligible for
random assignment.

C

Recipients who_participated in ESP work experiencei
edUCatiOn or training were not eligible for random assignment.

Single parents who have children Under six years of age
on their case pre WIN-mandstory when they are out of the home for ore
than crimf 00 infrequent periods.

e-
Some males were inadvertently randliM14 diiiigned to the

reseetCh grOupi. For this analysis. they were considered to be pert
of the non-reeeardh group.
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TABLE A.2

VIRGINIA

SELE...E0 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ESP ENROLLEES
AT THE TIME OF RANDOM ASSIGNMENT; BY RESEARCH SAMPLE GROUP

(AUGUST 1983 - SEPTEMBER 1684 SAMPLE)

Characteristic

AFDC Statue (%)
Applicant
Recipient

Average Age (Years)

Ethnicity(%)
White; Non-Hispanic
BLeck. Non-Hispanic
Hispanic
Other

Oogree Received (%)
Nona
General Equivalency Diploma
High School Diploma

Prior AFDC Dependency (%)
Never_on AFDC_
Two Yeart or Lass
More Than Two Years

Hekd Job at Any Time During Four
Quarter:. Prioritto Random
Assignment (%)

Average Earningt During Four Quarters
Prior to Random Assignment ($)

Research Sample
Non:Research

Semple

40.4
59.6

33;6

32.8
64.0
9.2
2.0

56.3
8.1

35.5

12.1
28.1
5E1.e

23.5""P
76.5"*"

27.6rn

25.0"
72.2""
0.8
2.0

45;2."
8.1

10.2"
34.6""
55.0".

36.7 38.0

1167;56 741.55

TOtal SaMple 3184 2786

SOURCE: Calculations free MDRC Client Information Sheets and UI earnings
records from the Commonwealth of Vi..ginie.

NOTES:
rounding;

Distributions ay not add exactly to 100.0 percent because Of

Calculated frOm Unemployment Insurance earnings records from the
Commonwealth of Virginia.

b
For ielected characteristics; sample sizes may very up to 38

sample points due to missing dets.

Differences between sample groups are_statistically significant
using a two-toiled t-test or chi-square test at the following Levels: = 10
pereenl; ' 5 percent; = 1 percent.
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TABLE A.3

VIRGINIA

SELECTE0 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESEARCH SAMPLE

AT THE TIME OF RANDOM ASSIGNMENT, BY RESEARCH GROUP

(AUGUST 1983 - SEPTEMER 1984 SAMPLE)

Charecterietit Controls

Job Search-

Work Experience ALL ESP Services Total

Staffers Status (5) 41.1 39.0 41.1 40;4
AppLicant 58.9 61.0 58;9 59;6
Recipient

Average Age (Years) 33.3 33.9 33.7 33.6

Ethnicity (5)

White, Non-HiSpanic 32.0 32.9 33.6 32;8
BLeck, Non-Hispanic 64,3 64.0 63.7 64;0
Hispanic 1;3 1.2 1.0 1;2
Other 2;4 1.9 1.7 20

Degree Received (5)

None 55.1 57.4 56.5 56,3
Genera BquiveLency Oiploma 77 7 9. 8.8 8i1
High SchooL DipLame 372 34.6 34.7 35.5

Prior AFDC Dependency (5)

Neyerion AFDC 12.7 12.4 11.3 12.1
Two Years or Less 27;8 28.3 28.1 28.1
More Than Two Years 59;5 59.4 60.6 59.8

HeLd_Job at Any Time During Fbur

Quarters Prior tb Random

A6signment-6 (5)8 38.1 33.8 38.3 36,70

Average Earnings Ouring Four_lagarters

Prior to Random Assignment ($)
: 1237;86 992.71 1271,67 1167,56**

TotaL Sample
b

1046 1061 1077 3184
_

SOURCE: CalcuLetion6 frOM MDRC Client Information Sheets end UI earnings records from the ConnorweaLth
of Virginia;

NOTES: DistributiOne Lay not add exactly to 100.0 percent because of rounding.

a-
Calciileted from Unemployment Insurance earnings records from the CommonweaLth of Virginia.

For Detected charecteristics, sample sizes may very up to 18 sample points due to missing data.

Differences across research groups are statistically significant using a twa-tailed t-test or
chi-square test at the fOLLOaing levels: * 10 percent; ** = 5 percent; *** = 1 percent.
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TABLE A.4

VIRGINIA

_SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF APPLICANTS
AT THE TIME OF RANDOM ASSIGNMENTi BY PERIOD OF RANDOM ASSIGNMENT

(AUGUST 1883 - SEPTEMBER 1984 SAMPLE)

CharacteriStid

Local Agency (%)
Fairfax
Newport News
Hampton_
Chesapeake
Rural Agencies

Average 'Age (Years)

Ethnicity (%)
White, Non-Hispanic
Btacki Non-Hispenit
Hispanic
Other

Degree Received (%)
None

_

General Equivalency Diplome
High School Diploma

Prior AFDC Dependency (X)
Never On AFDC_
Two Years ht. Leta
Mora than TWO Yetet

Held Job at Any Time
During Four Quarters Prior

-ato Random Ansigrment (%)

Average Earnings During
Four Quarter Prior_toi
Rando0 Ageignmant ($)

August 1983-
March 1984

27.7
32.6
15.7
3.5

20.5

32.8

41.2
55.7
1.5
1.6

50.7
8.3

41.0

23.3
32.7
44.0

56.2

April-7September 1884

27.1
20.8***
13.1

16.4***
22;5

33.2

42.3
54.0
1.5
2.2

47.0
8.5
44;5

30.1***
29.9
39.9

58.6

1887.31 2685.40***

Sample Sizeb 745 542
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Table A.4 (continued)

SOURCE: Calculations from the MDRC Client Information Sheete and UI
earninge records from the Commonwealth of Virginia.

NOTES:
rounding.

Distributions may not add exactly to 100.0 percent because of

Celd6leted from Unemployment Insurance earnings records from the
Commonwealth of Virginia.

b-
For Selected characteristics, sample sizes may vary up to S

sample points due to misting dote.

Differences between periods of random assignment are
statistically signifiCant Uting a two-tailed t-test or chi-square test at the
following levels: * = 10 perdent; ** = S percent; *.* = 1 percent.



TABLE A.5

VIRGINIA

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF RECIPIENTS
AT THE TIME OF RANDOM ASSIGNMENT, BY P.:RIOD UF RANDOM ASSIGNMENT

(AUGUST 1983 SEPTEMBER 1984 SAMPLE)

Characteristic
August 1983
March 1284 AprilSeptember 1984

Local Agency (%)
Fairfax
Newport News
Hampton
Chesapeake
Rural Agencies

Average Age (YearS)

Ethnicity_(%),_
White, NonHispenic
Black. NenHispanic
Hispanic
Other

Degree Received (X)
Nond 61.3 61.1
General Equivalency Diplome 8.3 6.8
High School Diplome 30.5 32.0

14.4
28.8
14.6
20.9
21;3

34,2

28.0
70.0
1.9
0;1

29.1***
20.6***
18.2
120***
20.0

33.1**

21.6**
71.0
1.2
6.2

Prior AFDC Dependency (%)
Never on AFDC_
Two Years or Less
More than Tao Years

Held Job at Any Time
During Four Uuertars Prier
to Raadom Assignment (%)a

Average Earnings During
Four_Querter Prier to

e
Random AeLignment ($)

Sample Sizeb

1.5
26.9
71.6

22.8

427.29

_7.4***
20 4**
72.2

23.2

310;63

1557 340

161=
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TABLE A.5 [continued)

SOURCE: Calculations from MORC Client Information Sheets and UI earnings
records from the COmmonwealth Of Virginia.

NOTES:
rounding.

a

Distributions may not add exactly to 100.0 percent because of

Colcuittbd from Unemployment Insurance earnings records from the
Commonwealth of Virginiao

b-
Fur Select I characteristics, sample sizes may vary up to B

sample points due to miss ig data.

Differences between periods of random assignment ere
statistically significant using a twotailed ttest or chisquare test at the
following levele: * = 10 perdent; ** = 5 percent; *** = i percent.
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TABLE A.8

VIRGINIA

NINTHLY UNENFLOYIENT RATES, BY LOCAL AGENCY

IAUUST 19al-JUE 1985

I

Oben AgencI ea
I
Rural Agenci ee

Month Fei rf ex

Noon
tioNS Hscipton

Chen-

peake Henry Grayson Galax Carrol l

Re rti he-

vil le

Pi ttey t-

vani a Campbet t V i rgi n e

Auguat 1983 2;6 4;3 4,6 . 5;1 5,2 8.3 5.8 5.8 6.1 6,7 4;2 5;2

September 2;5 4;4 4;8 4;9 4;6 6,3 5,4 5,6 5,2 5,6 44 4;8

October 2;7 5;0 5;8 4;8 4.8 7,8 5,0 6,1 4,6 7,2 4,9 5;0

Nov Reber 2;7 5;1 5;6 4;7 6;6 7;7 5.2 5,3 5,2 8,5 7,2 5;2

December 2;6 4;8 5;1 4;7 6 -.8 7;9 4;9 5;7 8,4 7.8 5 .7 5,3

January 1984 2;8 5;3 5;6 5;1 8;3 9;9 5,7 0;7 8.2 9,7 7,0 62
February 2;5 4;9 5;5 4;7 8;6 9;1 4;5 7;6 6,8 11,1 7,1 5;7

March 2;5 5;1 514 4;4 5;2 8;9 4;5 6,2 5,9 7.0 5,4 5,4

April 2,4 4;7 5;0 4;6 5;4 7;7 4;5 6;2 5.0 6,5 5,4 5,0

Nay 2,6 4;6 4;4 4;0 7;2 8;2 4;1 5;5 5,4 .6,1 4.4 4,8

June 2;9 4;6 4;8 4;6 4;7 8;5 4;5 5;5 4,0 6,2 4,2 4,9

July 2,8 48 50 5;2 6;6 9;1 6;8 0;3 4;3 9,3 5.3 5,2
August 2;5 4;4 4;6 4;3 5;6 8;0 4;9 4,9 419 5.8 33 4,4

j eptember 2,5 4;4 4;7 4;2 5;4 8;0 5,0 8,2 3,8 5,3 5.0 4,4

October 2;7 5;0 4;9 4;5 7;1 8;7 6;7 6;2 7,1 8,8 6.6 4.8

November 2,5 46 4;5 4;0 8;9 7;7 3;6 8;1 0,4 9,6 7.6 4,8

December 2;7 4;8 4;6 3;8 7;0 8;3 4;2 9,8 6.9 9,4 6,5 5,0

January 1905 3;2 5.3 5;5 4;4 9;0 10;8 6;5 11,4 7,2 9,9 7,2 5,9

February 2.6 5;2 5;5 4;8 10;0 13;0 8;5 14.4 8.2 11,5 9.4 5.8

143 rch 2,5 4;5 5;0 4;2 8;7 11;9 5.9 14.0 7.0 9.8 7.3 5,3

Apri l 2,5 3;8 4;3 4;5 6;5 120 5;1 9;1 6.0 7.9 5,7 4,8

May 3;1 3;9 4;7 4,9 6;4 15;1 6,1 10.2 6,2 8.1 6,1 5,1

June 3;5 5.0 5;1 5.3 5.8 12;7 7;8 9.6 5 6 8,7 8.7 5;4

Average 2,7 4.7 5,0 4;6 6;6 9;3 5;3 7;8 60 8,1 6;0 5,1

SCURCE: Cal culati ons from the V 1 rgi ni a Employment Commi ssi on; Labor Fore0 Estimates.

NOTES; Unemployment rates are not seasonally add usted,
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APPENDIX B

QUALITY 0ONTROL

I.

AS paet of the effort to maintain high quality in the data recorded in

the Client InfOrMation Sheets (CIS), MDRC trained DSS staff in administer-

ing the questionnaire and during site visits monitored interviews in which

the questionnaire was administered. MDRC checked the quality of the data

by contrasting self-repoPted information on priOr emploYment and AFDC

receipt in the CIS with UI records and VACIS; comparing the distribution of

answers to those given in other programs included in MDRCIS DeMOnatration

of State Work/Welfare Initiatives; searching for and excluding impossible

answers (such as having more than 20 Children under age 18); and identify-

ing whether any DSS office provided a large share of incorrect answers or

missing data; As indicated in Chapter 2, this quality control check showed

the CIS data to be at least as accurate in Virginia 66 in any of the other

states included in MDRC's DemonstratiOn.

For 30 people (about one percent of the sample), data were missing for

one or more of the CIS variables used in the process, impact or bene-

fit-cost analyses. Data were missing for only one or two of the variables

for about half of this group, and for all of the Variables for the

remainder;

All available demographic data were used to ekabine patternb Of

participation; For the analysis of impacts and benefit8 and doStS, miSSing

CIS data were imputed according tO the following procedure. Subgroupa of
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the research sample were formed using data that t4ere aVailable for every

member of the research sample: research grOup, AFDC StatUS (applicant or

recipient), DSS office, and prior work hiatbry (eVer employed or never

employed during the year prior to random assigntent). TheSe variables

could be combined in 132 ways and the researchers fit all reaeardh members

for whom data were missing into these subgroups. For each StbgrOup, the

researchers ascertained the answer most frequently given to each of the

questions on the CIS for which data were missing and substitUted theSe

modal values for the missing data. This procedure was used for 811 meMbers

of the research sample who lacked data -- except for the t14o caada MiSaing

Sodial Security numbers, who therefore also lacked earnings data. (SCCial

SeCUrity numbers were used to reference earnings data from th0 COMpUteriied

files in the state Unemployment Insurance system.) Therefore, the

regression equations for the impact and benefit-cost analyse8 both u66 a

sample Of 3,182.

II. AFDC-PaVitibnta

In order to test the accuracy of payments data in VACIS and on the

record fOrms sent by staff members in Fairfax County, MDRC COndUeted

quality control check of payment records for a subsample of 157 member8 of

the research sample from the four urban agencies who at some point receiVed

welfare benefits while Working. MDRC had gathered these data for

previous study (Goldman et al., 1985a). Although this subsample was not

representative of the entire research sample, it was appropriate to use in

testing the accuracy of the payments records in VACIS and in t e Fairfax

County reporting system.
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For the members of this subsample, the researchers compared the value

of payments obtained from VACIS or the Fairfax County forms to the

corresponding value of AFDC payments contained in the case fileS. The

comoined total of case months examined was 1;413. MDRC found that the data

in VACIS failed to match payments data in the case files for slightly Over

10 percent of the cases. The mean absolute difference between

corresponding payments was about $14. When positive and negative values

were used and the values of payments from the case file subtracted from the

computerized analysis file, the resulting mean difference was 41.88,

indiCating that the payments data in the analysis file slightly

underestimated the actual value of registrants' welfare grants;

Differences among research groups were not significant As indicated in

Chapter 2, these results were consistent with those from similar quality

control checks pelformed for other state information systems used in MDEC

StUdie8 Of state work/welfare initiatives. Therefore, the researchers

decided to use the payments data in the analysis file without further

modification. An examination of the distribution of the values of monthly

payments in the analysis file did not turn up any payments so large as to

be unlikely.

III. -01-Earn4ngs-and Behefita

Quality control checks of data in MDRC's analysis file drawn from

viegihiate UI SyStem revealed a close fit. MDRC compared the value of each

quarter of earnings and each month of benefits in the two data sources for

a randoMly selected subsample of 50 regiStrants who were recorded on MDRC's

analyeie file 68 having earned money during the third quarter of 1984, a6
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Well as for a second group of 25 people who were listed as never having

worked during that quarter or any previous quarter up to and inclUding the

quarter of random assignment. The data quality test found a disorepanoy in

the earnings data for only one member of the subsample and discrepandica in

the UI benefits data for two others. Given this low error rate; the data

in the analysis file were used without modificatim,

As an additional Check on the quality of the data, MDRC examined the

distribution of earninga and UI benefits for all members in the research

sample to identify clearly iMPOSSible data for quarterly earnings or

monthly benefit$. Since no imPoSaible value was found, the earnings and

benefits data Were uaed Without Modification.

In contrast td the information on AFDC payments and program

participation, the UI earnings and benefit data originated from a single

statewide centrali2ed data base and therefore were not subject to

systematic interagency variationa related to different methods

recordkeeping.
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TABLE C.1

VIRGINIA

ALL AFDC: NINE-MONTH FERFORNANCE INDICATORS FOR

EXPERIMENTAL% BY LOCAL AGENCY AND RESEARCH GROUP

(AUGUST 1983-8EFTEMBER 1984 SAMPLE(

I

Fairfax Newport News Hampton Chesapeake Rust Agencies

Performance Indicator

I

Job

Search-

Work

Experi-

once

ALL

_ESP

Services

Job

Search-

Work

Experi-

once

I

Atl

ESP

Services

Job

Search-

Work

Experi-

once

I

ALL

ESP

Servicee

Job

Search-

Work

Experi-

erica

ALL

ESP _

Services

Job

Search-

Work

Experi-

ance

ALL

ESP

SerVideS

As.eseda 90.1 78.1*** 62.1 63.8 76.3 65.4* 93.3 09.4 88,9 86.9

Ever Active 67;1 51;00* 42;0 44.9 57.1 6O.9** 67.5 68.8 69.3 63.3

Participated in Job Search 58.4 46.6** 34;8 36;1 44;9 56.70 60.1 66.9 65.3 56;3*
Individual_Job Search 55.8 45;50 10;2 10;2 36.5 53.0*** 46.0 53.8 64;4 54;1**
Group Job Search 2.6 5.7 27.6 31.0 9.6 6.1 25.8 24.4 2.7 5.2

Participated in Work

Experience 17.8 2;30** 9;2 370 23.1 9.80* 17.8 13.1 6.2 2.6

Participated in Training or

Education 3.9 11;4*** 11.9 17;0 8.3 14.6 11.0 113 98 14.8
Training 2.2 4.4 2.7 _4.4 3.8 3.0 4.3 4;4 4;9 8;3
Education 1.7 7.0** 9.6 12.6 4.5 11.6** 6;7 6.9 4.9 6;6

b
Deregistered 46.3 64;5*** 15;7 16;0 22.4 29.3 46.6 41.3 28.8 34;1
Due to Sanctioning

c

7.8 8.0 1.4 0;31/ 3.8 2.4 4.9 5.0 2.2 4,4

Placement Rate
d

1;7 0.0
e

9;9 8;5 179 19.5 30.1 33.8 16.4 19.2

Total Number of

Experimentels 224 230 283 294 155 164 163 160 225 229

(continued)



VOLE CO (continued!

SCUM Calculations fro the Virginia Autaeated Client Information System and from program activity data collected from case

file record° of a random subsemple of experimentals in Fei lax County,

NOTES; Performenci indicators ere defined as ever assigned to a particular component or status;

Performance indicators are calculated es a percentage of the total persons in the indicated research group in Kt
agencies but Fei rfix, In Fairfex County, performance indicators are calculated as a percentage of a random subsempte of 183

experimentits whose case files were revimed.

Assement le defined for applicants end redetermined WM-mandatory recipi ante 08 contect with an Employment Services

Worker OW random assignment. For those recipiente who were WIN-mandatory before the start of the reseerchi monument is

defined es reuesesatent at the point of random assignment.

b

Deregistration is defined ea bthg deregistered according to ESP program records or foiling to receive RC payments

at any time during the nine monthe fàLIowin9 random assignment.

Sanctioning rates ere defined as referral for sanctions.

(I)

Progrea placement information is based on employment that is reported to program staff. Program placement data will

not be used to measure impacts,

a

Chisquare test inappropriate due to las expected cell frEquenci es,

A chisquare test was applied to differences between research groups within Local agencies, StatUcal significance
levels were calculated as; =10 percent; 0 = 5 percent; end *** =1 percent.
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TABLE C.2

VIRGINIA

AFDC APPLICANTS AND RECIPIENTS: DISTRIBUTION OF EXPERIMENTALS
IN PROGRAM ACTIVITIES, BY WELFARE STATUS

(AUGUST 1983

Activity

Never Active

Job Search Only

Post Job Search Services

Work EXperiende Only

Education and Training Only

Job Seareh and Work
Experiente

Job Search and Education
end Training

Work Experience and
Education and Training

Job Search, Work Experience,
end Education and Training

Total Number of Experimentets

SEPTEMBER 19E14 SAMPLE)

Applicants Recipients Total

58.3 30.6 41.7

30;13 43.2 37.9

11.7 26.2 20.4

0.4 3;6 2.3

4.1 5;3 4.8

2,5 9.1 6.4

4.4 7.2 6.1

0.0 0.3 0;2

0.4 0.7 0.6

857 12E31 2138

SOURCE: Calculations from the vit.-gime Automated Client Information
Syetem and from program activity data collected from cese file records of a
rendeM subsample of experimentats in Foitfek County.

NOTES: Performance indicators are defined ee ever ass gned to a
perticular component.

Experimentats are comprised 0f beth JOb SeerchWork
Experience end All ESP Services research groups.

Tests of statistical significance between applicsnts and
recpients were not examined.
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TABLE C; 3

VIRGINIA

NINEMONTH PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR ASSESSED EXPERIMENTALS0
BY WELFARE STATUS

(AUGUST 1993 SEPTEMBER 1884 SAMPLE)

Performance mndicator

Ever Active

Participated in Job Search
Individual Job Search
Group Job Search
Adtivities

Participated in Work
Experience

Participated in Training
or_Education
Trainihg
EdUcation

Daregistereda
DUO to Sanctioning

PleCadc

Total Number of
Assessed EXperimentals

Applicants Recipients

59.1 66.1
47.4 52;1

Total

73.0***

63.9***
506*

18.5**

11.B***

14.6
5.3

9.3

4.3

17.7***

_ SOURCE: Calculations from the Virginia Automated Client Informetien Systemand from program activity date collected from case file records of a randomsubsampte of experimentets in Fairfax CoUnty.

NOTES: Performance indicators rAre defined es ever assigned to 8 perticularcomponent or status.
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TABLE C.3 (continued)

Performance indicators_bre calculated so a percentage Of the totalpartiOns in the indicated_research grOOp in all agencies but Feirfeic, In FairfaxCOOfitYi performance indicators tire Calculated as a percentage Of_e randomtUbdemple of 183 experimentatO WhOtio Case files were reviewed; The reoults fromFairfax County ere weighted tO eqUal the total number of Fairfax eXperimentelein the research sample.

a
Deregistration_is defined titi being deregistared according_tb ESP

prOgreM_records or failing to receiVe AFDC payments at any time during the nineonthe fellowing random assignment;

b-
Sanctioning rates are defined ad referral (Or sanctions;

c-
Program placement information it based on employment that it repOrtedto program staff. Program placement data will not be used to measure iMpeCts.

A Chisquare teat was applied to d'fferences between welfare statutes.Statistical tighificance levels are indicated ad: * = 10 percent; ** = 5percent; *** = 1 percent,



TABLE C.4

VIRGINIA

ALL AFOCDISTRIBUTION OF EXPERIMENTALS BY PROGRAM.
WELFARE. AND EMPLOYMENT STATUS IN THE NINTH MONTH AFTER RANDOM ASSIGNMENT

(AUGUST 1983-SEPTEMBER 1884 SAMPLE)

APPLICANTS

Status Participant Non-Participant Tbtal

On Welfare 23.3 14;0 37.3

Deregistered 4.7 83 100
Employed 2.3 1.4 3;7
Not Employed 2.4 3.9 63

Registered 18.6 8.7 27;3
Employed 5.3 2.2 7;5
Not Employed 13.3 6.5 19;8

Off Welfare (Deregistered) 18.3 44.4 62;7
Employed 11.4 24.9 36;3
Not Employed 6.9 19.5 26;4

Total 41.3 58.4 100;0

Total Number of
Applicants 357 506 857

RECIPIENTS

Statue Participant Non-Participant Total

On Welfare 55.0 19.5 i'4;5

Deregistered 10.1 6.3 16;4
Employed 1.7 0.8 2;6
Not Employed 8.4 5.4 13.8

Registered 44 9._ 13.2 58;1
Employed 7.3 1.8 9.1
Not Employed 37.6 11.4 49.0

Off Welfare (DeregiStert.d1 14.3 11.1 25;4
Employed 7.6 4.5 12.1
Not Emptwied 67 6.6 13.3

Total 68.3 30;6 100.0

Total Number of
Recipients 887 383 1280

(continued)
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TABLE C.4 (continued)

ALL AFDC

Status Participant NonParticipant Total

On Welfare 42.3 17.4 59.7

Deregistered 7.9 5.9 13.8
Employed 1.9 1.1 3.0
Not Employed 6.0 4.8 lo;EI

Registered 34.4 11.5 45.9
Employed 6.5 2.0 8.5
Not Employed 27.9 9.5 37.4

Off Welfare (Deregistered) 15;9 24.5 40.4
Employed 9;1 12.7 21.8
Not Employed 6.8 11;8 18.6

Total 58;2 41.9 100.0

Total Number
of Experimentals 1246 893 2139

__

SOURCE: Calculations from the Virginia AUteffitited Client Information System end
from prograM activity data collected from case file records of a random subsample of
experimentals in Fairfax County.

NOTES: Participation is defined as ever, assigned to any component.

Unlike other tables, individUelt_Whb Were off welfare by tht ninth
month after random essignment were considered to be deregistered. In other tables,
deregistered is defined as being deregistered adderding to ESP program records or
failing to receive AFDC payments at any time (luting the nine months following random
deaignment.

Due to the weighting of the Feirfak SaMple, sample sizes may not match
these of other tables.

For enrollees randomly essigned_dUtinti Odteber 1983, January, April.,
or July 1984, employment statu$ in the ninth month is defined as ever employed during
quarter_3 (the second followup quarter). For the_rett_Of the sample, employment
stetus is define4 as ever employed during quarter 4. This procedure was followed
because the ninth month following random essitinment falls witnin_the third quarter
for the first group and during the fourth quarter for the rest Of the sample.

Tests of statistical significance between participants and
nonparticipants were not examined.
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TABLE Ci5

VIRGINIA

TYPES OF JOB SEARCH ASSISTANCE ANO REQUIREMENTS, BY AGENCY

Agency

Fiirfk

Newport News

Hampton

Chesapeake

Henry

Requirement

Number of
Type of Job Search Aiiiitence Provided Duration Employer Contacts

Grayson

Golex

Carroll

Martinsville

SroYO_JOb Search Workshops; Followed by
_ Individual Job Smith

Individual Job SearCh

Group_Orientetion_Sessione; Followed by
_ Individual Job Search

Individual Job SairCh

Group Job Search Workshops

Ongoing Support Groups

GroUp Job Seerch_Workshope

Individual Job Search

Group_Job Search Workshopi

Individual Job Search

Individual Job Search

Group Job Search Workshops (During a

OneYear Period)

Individual Job Search

Individual Job Search

Individual Job Search

Individual Job Search

Group_Job_Seerch Workshops [During e

One-Yeer Period)

2 Weeks; 2 Weeks

2 Weeks
N/A1 8

8

3 Half-Deyel4 Weeks N/A; 12
4 Weeks 12

2 Weeki H/A
N/A N/A

2 Weeks

4 Weeks

2 Weeks

4 Weeks

4 Weeks

2 Weekt

4 Weeks

4 Weekt

4 Weeks

4 Weekt

2 Weeks

8

10

12

12

26

N/A

0

16

12

16

N/A

Pittsylvenie Individual Job Search __ 4 Wiika 12
Group deb Search Workshops [During a

Ohe-Year Period) 2 Weeks N/A

Campbell Individual JOb_Search _ 4 Weeks 12

SOURCE; Interiiews with program staff.

N/A indicates not applicable due to the type of service provided or to the indeterminate
nature of the requirement.
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APPENDIX D

ANALYSIS OF PARTICIPATION BY LOCAL-AGENCY

This Appendix expands the discussion of pattern8 of peogesis partici-

pation in Chapter 3 by examining variation among ldeal agencie6. As

indidated in Chapter 1, the ESP model established guideline8 Within WhiCh

local agencies were allowed considerable leeway in implementing the

program.

I. Assessment for Assignment to _Program Components

Sinde ESP Worl:ers assessed enrollees before assigning them to compon-

ents, the aSSeSSment process affected participation rates. In fact, the

percentage of enr011ees assessed at the different agencies varied frOt 63

Percent (at Netonet NeWS) to 100 percent (at Grayson). At every agency

except Netonet News, over three-quarters of the experimentals were

assessed.

The propOrtion of experimentals at each agency who were applicants at

the time of random assignment could in part account for different assess

ment rates sincp applicants whose requests for welfare were not approved

did not have to participate in or be assessed for ESP. As shown in Table

2;3, the prbpdrtion of applicants varied considerably across agencies;

Difficulty ih keeping track of enrollees who did not attend assessment

interviews also influenced assessment rates. Some enrollees broke

sticheShiVe appointments, yet provided excuses considered reasonable and

said they intended to adhere to program requirements. The pace at which
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different agencies scheduled the on-board caseload for assessment

interviews also might aceount for variation in assessment rates across

agencies.

The distinctly loWer assessment rate found for experimentaIs in

Newport News (63 percent) may be due to the accelerated schedule for

assessing the on-board recipient caseload of that agency. (The agency in

Newport News did not differ markedly from the others included in the

evaluation according to the other factor8 discussed above.)

staff in Newport News decided to assess the entire on-board caseload in the

Since the

first few months after random assignment began in August 1983, workers were

faced with scheduling a large number of enrollees in a Short tite -- and

might have found it particularly hard to keep track of enrollee8 WhO miSSed

appointments; In addition, during this period, new workers were being

hired and taking over responsibility for enrollees frbt Other Staff

members, thus raising the additional issue of possible COnfuSion about the

staff person responsible for tracking thoSe Who failed to keep their

appointments;

This Appendix refers to figures in Table D.1 Which presente partici-

pation rates calculated for all experimentals. However, Since the program

did not serve those who were not assessed, rates were also caldulated foe

thoae experimentaIs who were assessed within nine months after random

assignment. Overall, 73 percent of the experimentals assessed Were active

in ESP. For most agencies, these recalcalated rates do not repreSént

SUbStantial changes from the figures presented in Table D.1. Since the

agendy in Newport News assessed a smaller proportion of experitental8 than

any of the other agencies, Table D.2 does provide a more accurate view of
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VOLE 0,1

VIRGINIA

ALL AFDC: NINEIENTH FERFORONCE INDICATORS FOR DVERDENTALS, BY LOCAL leiCY

[AUGUST 1963 - MEER 1984 SANDLE)

Urben Agenciee . Rural Agencies

Nal
Perfortance Indicator Fel rfax

Neepor t

Note Hatptcn

Chose-

peeke Henri_ Greven Gelex

I

Carroll

Martina-

villa

Pi ttlyt-

mil COMpbell

A Reda 84,0 63;0 80;9 913 713,0 100,0 86,4 89,8 70,3 97;9 79;1 79,7***

Ever Active 59,0 49.4 69-.1 68-.1 69.5 544 63,6 52,5 55,2 E0,6 53;0 58,9m

Participated in Job Seerch 52,4 35;4 50;9 83,5 66;1 78,9 59,1 49,2 51;7 77;1 42,6 51,0***
Individual Job Seerch 50,6 10;2 45;0 49;8 61,0 76,9 59,1 49,2 41-A 76,4 42;6 40,4***
Group Job Search Activities 4,2 29,3 7,8 25,1 11,9 0,0 0,0 0,0 17,2 4;2 0,0 14,7***

Pirticipated in Work

Eipiri once 10,0 6,0 18;3 15,5 0,0 11;5 18,2 5,1 3,4 2,8 4;3 9,5***

Participated in Training

or_EdSbeti on 7;7 14,5 11;6 11;1 11;9 23,1 22,7 11,9 10,3 11,1 10,4 11;6*
TOSI hi ng 3,3 3,6 3;4 4,3 8;5 11,5 18,2 5,1 6,9 5,6 43 4,3**
Edicitibn

b

Deregi atered

4,4

5,5

11,1

28;1

8,1

41;9

6;8

51,7

3;4

45,8

11,5

411.2

4,5

59,1

6,9

49,2

3,4

69,0

5,6

29,9

8,1

37,4

7,4**

52,3***
Due to Sarctioning 7;9 0,9 3;1 5;0 5 ,1 11,5 13,6 1,7 10,3 1,4 0;0 3;8

Placetent Rate
d

0,9 9,2 19,9 31,9 29,9 30,9 31,8 11,9 10,3 19,4 9,6 14,1k,

Total Nuvber of Experitentele 454 507 320 323 59 26 22 59. 26 144 115 2138

(conti nuodi



TABLE 0.1 (continued)

SOURCE; Calculations from the Virginia Wanted Client Information Syette end frce progrme activity data collected from 0388 file

records of a random subeample of experimental!! in Fairfax County.

NOTES! Performance indicators are defined as ever aseigned to a particular component or status.

Petfoemence indicatora ere celctilited as a percentege .of the total prune in the indicated research group in att agencies

but Fairfax, In Feirfax County, performance indicators ere calculated as a percentage of a random eubsample of 1E0 experimentets who ceee

filer; were reviewed, The results from Fairfax County are weighted to squat the total number of Fairfax experimentite in the research

seepte.

Aeaseasent it defined for WU-cents end redeterained WIN-mandetory recipients es contact with an Employment Berlins Worker

after random assignment. For those recipients who were WIN-mandatory before the start of the research, mesement is defined as

remanent at the point of random assignment,

b

Oaregistration is defined as being deregistered according to ESP program records or failing to receive AFOC payments at any

time during the nine months following random assignment,

c

Sanctioning Wee ere eefined ea referral for sanctions.

d

Program placement information ic based on employment that ie reported to progree eteff. Program placement date wilt not be

used to measure impute;

e

Chl-tquare test inappropriate due to tow expected celt frequencies,

_A chi-equere test wee applied to differences among local agencies. Statistical significance levels are indicated as = 10

percent; " = 5 percents "' = 1 percent,
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TLED;2

VIRGIN IA

NINEMN111 PERFORCE ND! DAMPS FOR ASSESSED IDARDENTALS; BY LOCAL IC EY

AtIGUST 19EB - SEPTERI ER 1984 SAMPLE)

Pert ortence Indi ce tor

Urban Agenci es Rural Agenci es

Fel rfex

Newport

Nue Hampton

Chase-

peeke Henry Greyeon Gelex CarrolL

Martins-

vi le

Pi ttey

vani a Campbe l Total

Ever Acti ve 70.2 68.9 77,6 74;6 89;1 84;6 73;7 58;5 89;5 82;3 67;0 73;0***

Partici peted in Job Search 62,4 56;2 824 89.5 6.8 78,9 68.4 54,7 852 70.7 5318 63,9***

Indi v iduet :lob Search 60,2 16,2 55;2 54,6 78.3 76;9 68.4 54,7 52.2 78.0 53 .8 50,6***

Group Jcb Search Acti viti es 5,0 46;5 97 27.5 15,2 0;0 0.0 0;0 21.7 4;3 0;0

Participated in Mork

Experience 11,9 9,5 19;7 16,9 0; 0 11;5 21;1 5;7 4;3 2;8 5;5 11;8*"

Perti ci pe ted In Traini ng

or Educe ti on 9,2 23.0 14,3 12.2 15.2 23,1 26,3 13;2 13,0 11,3 13,2 14.6***

Trai ni ng 4,0 5.7 4,2 4.7 10,9 11,5 21,1 5.7 8;7 5.7 5.5 53*
Educe ti on 5,2 17.6 104 7,5 4,3 114 5,3 7.5 4.3 5.7 7,7 9,3***

De regi stored
b

48;9 28;9 34;0 50;5 32;6 46 ;2 57;9 411 65;2 29;1 33.0 39,9"*
Due to sancti ori ng 7.1 1.4 3.9 5,4 6,5 11,5 15.8 1,9 13,0 1.4 ILO 4,3

Placement Rate 1,0 14,6 22,8 34,9 37;0 30,8 36.8 13.2 13;0 19,9 12.1 17 ,7*"

Total Nadler of

Assessed Indi vibe s 381 370 259 2Z 19 141 91 1704
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TARE 0,2 (contlnuid)

RACE: Calculation(' frm tha Virginia Autaseted Client Information Syeen end frcvn progrm activity data collected from cam fita
rocorde of a random eubsample of experimenter; in Fairfax County.

NOTES; Perfortince indicators ere defined ee ever eeeigned to a particular component or etatue,

Performance indicator') are calculeted am a percentage of the total pereone in the indicated research group in alt agencies
but Fairfax, In Fairfax County, performance indicators ere calculated ea a percentage of a random sato* of 183 experimentals whose case
film were reviewed. The results filo Fairfax COunty are weighted to equal the total ramber of Fairfax, experimentals in the research
sample.

e

Deregletration le defined ee being deregistered according to ESP progren records or felling to receive AFDC wenn; at any
time during the nine menthe retying random assignment,

Sanctioning retie are defined ee referral for unction''.

Progrm placement information is beeed on employment that is reported to progren staff, Program placement date will not be
used to measure impacte,

Chi-muare Oat inappropriate due to toe expected cell frequenclee,

A Chi-muera teat was applied to differences emong local agencies, Statistical significance levels ere indicated es = 0

percent; " = 5 percent; m:1 percent,
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assignment patterns in Newport News.

II. Participation in Program Components

A. _Jo_b_Search

As was found in the interim report, roughly sitilat peowitidha of

experimentals from the 11 agencies participated in job aearch duting the

longer f011ow-up period. (See Table M.) Interviews with staff auggeatad

that at all of the agencies, staff considered participation in some form of

jOb search to be mandatory. Across agencies, individual job search was

used more than group activities. Because of its flexibility and minimal

requirements, individual job search was considered a reasonable assignment

for all registrants without medical or mental health barriers to participa-

tion. Registrants who were working part-time were also sometimes excused.

With the exception of the three-day group orientation that preceded

individual job search in Newport News; group job search activities took the

fort of workshops. Assignment to workshops was generally not mandatory;

enrollee8 who did not wish to participate were often assigned to individual

job search.

In Contrast to the early implementation period covered in the interim

repOrt, three of the agencies serving rural areas were able to provide

group job :march services during the final year of the evaluation. From

July 1984 through June 1985, the agency in Martinsville operated job search

workshops under a JTPA contract for a consortium of six local agencies,

including two others included in this evaluation, PittsyIvania and Henry.

These workshops lasted for two weeks; the first week was devoted to

inStructiOn, While portions of the second provided practice in telephoning

=188=
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employers; (See Chapter 3 for a description of the content of the job

search services offered through workshops.) The Site of the workshops

rotated, with each agency served under the contradt hosting approximately

three workshops over the course of the contract year. If the host agency

assigned fewer than about 15 paetioipants to a workshop, then the other

agencies were allowed to fill vacant slots with enrollees able to get

the workshops -- either on their own OP With the assistance Of Staff or ESP

enrollees who had cars;

In Pittsylvania, oniy a small proportion of experiMenta18 Were

assigned tO these workshops, but larger proportions participated in

Martinsville and Henry County; (See Table D.1.) Since the eueal areaa did

hOt have public transportation systems, the ability of the enrollee8 to get

to the workshops often determined whether or not they were aaaigned to this

adtivity.

Staff had to expend a considerable amount of time to find appeopriate

fadilities for the workshops, to make sure enrollees had teanaportation to

them, and to assign an adequate number of enrollees to fill thet. An

ekample Of the kind of situation which required considerable effort On the

Part of staff was presented when the host agency did ntit hat-re adequate

fadilities for telephoning potential employees; staff had tti aeeange to bUS

Participants to the Martinsville agency for that part of the WorkShOp.

Although staff believed that workshops provided valuable asSibtande,

feW partidipants subsequently got jobs. Martinsville was unable to Meet

the pladement Standard in its JTPA contract (60 percent of all partici=

pantS) and WaS hot awarded a job search contract for 1985;
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B. Vbrk-Experience

The wide variation in the level of paz.ticip,,Aicf; in work experience

found in the interim report is also evident in :%:a now available for the

fUll sample over a longer follow-up period; (See Table D.1.) No experi-

Mentals participated in work experience in Henry County, where local

government official8 were not willing to create work experience positions

in county agencies. In addition* by the end of the period covered by the

evaluation, staff in Henry County concentrated on developing referrals to

education and training activitie8 to prepare enrollees for the service

market in the area.

In contrast to Henry County, more than 15 percent of experimental6

were assigned to public and private nonprofit agencies in HaMptoni

Chesapeake and Galax, and the other agencies assigned a smaller proportiOn

of enrollees. Since, according to the ESP model, work experience must

follow job search, and, over time, enrollees leave the prOgraM fcit a

variety of reasons, the highest ratet ShoWn in Table D.1 rePreSent

substantial operational achievements.

Several factors contributed to the observed variance in particiPation

in work experience. As was the case for job search thS abSende Of public

transportation systems influenced the low rates of particiPatibn in Work

experience in most of the rural areas; A primary concern of Staff in

making assignments to work experience was the ability to get to a WorkSite.

Another factor that accounts for the pattern of participation in Work

experience was the initial lack of consensus among etaff in MoSt of the

agencies about the value of work experience for a broad range of

recipients. No clear criteria established who would most appropriately be
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assigned. DeSire to maintain good relations with emplOyer8 in the

community al80 inflUenced staff, who were concerned that enrollees WhO had

not undertaken the actiVity Voluntarily might perform poorly on the work=

sites; As the program was implemented, participating enrollcjs 8nd their

supervisors respOnded POSitively to this ESP component, leading Staff tO

begin to assign regiStrants who were hesitant about volunteering; This

change occurred faster and WAS more extensive in agencies which placed more

emphasis on consistehoy in absignment policy than in those which allowed

individual ESP Workers MOre leeWay to act according to their own incline=

tions; Since ESP Workete eXercised considerable discretion in all of the

agencies, these assigntent preetices could vary among staff- within an

agency as well as between agendieS.

III. Education and /raining

Rates of assignment to education and training services varied little

among the agencies. To the extent that they did, the way in which they

varied was contrary to the expected pattern. Especially because enrollment

in education and training programs WaS voluntary, it might have been

sensitive to the availability of the-Se resources which were more limited

in the rural areas and in one urban site -- Chesapeake -- than in the other

urban areas -- Fairfax, Hampton and Newport News. Yet, experimentals in

some of the rural areas -= Grayson And Galax -- participated in training at

higher rates than their counterparts in the urban areas. The rural

enrollees from Grayson, as well as those from the more urban Newport News

and Hampton, were more likely to have taken part in an education program

than those in other agencies. Interviews with staff suggest significant
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factors in explaining these rates of participation: strong encouragement

that enrollees take advantage of appropriate opportunities as well as

persistent, ongoing efforts to promote cooperative linkages With Job

Training Partnership Act (JTPA) service providers and other edudation and

training institutions.

In summaryi the extent of participation in post-job-search components

depended on local factors such as the availability of public transportation

and the degree of emphasis on developing relatively uniform assignment

policies.

Deregistration

The data available for analysis do not permit full explanation of the

variation in deregistration. However, data are available for a potentially

important reason for deregistration -- sanctioning. People who did not

comply with program requirements and did not provide adequate reasons for

noncompliance were referred to their eligibility worker for sanctioning (or

reduction of their grant). During the three-month period over which the

grant of the sanctioned person was reduced, the enrollee was deregistered

from the program. Data on referrals for sanctioning indicate that, in most

of the agencies, sanctioning did not constitute a major reason for deregis-

tration. Staff reported that the majority of enrollees who at some point

did not comply with ESP requirements either provided reasons considered

adequate or responded to a warning of possible sanction.

Across agencies, the most frequent reason for noncompliance was

failure to keep a succession of assessrmt or reasssesment appointments; A

minority of agency staff indicated in interviews that enrollees were just
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as likely to be referred for sanctioning because they failed tO ObtplSte

tha ESP job Search requirements. In interviews, staff at all the agen,..ies

reported that they sought to contact enrollees who had not met program

requirements and to devote time to resolving problems before recommending

sanctions. Nonetheless, the sanctioning rates reported in Table D.1 dO

vary, reflecting differences in agency policy regarding the value of

sanctions as a means of changing behavior, the legitimate reasons for

imposing them, and discretion allowed individual staff members.
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APPENDIX E

THE WORKSITE SURVEY

A8 indicated in Chapter 3, interviews with a random sample of 47

partieiparits in ESP work experience and their supervisors investigated the

types Of jObs assigned to participants, the extent to which participants'

skills and Work habits improved, their level of satisfacUon with their

assightehts, and their beliefs about the fairness of the work-for-benefits

approach. These interviews were conducted between March 1984 and February

1985 With a Standardized instrument that MDRC designed and is also using in
_

its evaluatiOn Of the five other state programs in the Demonstration of

State WOrk/Welfare Initiatives that include a work experience component.

Besides Virgielia, these programs operated in Arkansas, California,

Illinois, Maryland and Weat Virginia.

AS indidated in the interim report, most of the jobs held by the

survey participants were entry-level. Almost all were either clerical

assignments (29) or Service positins (15)i which often involv(J serving

food. Descriptions of typicT... jobs

DSS ("Jerk: gives ou.. sup'.;R.z, makes photocopies, tamps
documents, collates mat

Clerk/typist An the ch-W-t-,:4118 9/1.;!,-. a V.,.terans Administ.ra-
tion hosoital: keeps pc...tient ordc,.-s supplies, ,:ys
bills;

wiches, serves food, ste.eps
wIshec, make sam!,-

ZscOr-t- -i-naVeterans ,).',Up.;. 3 takes patients
to and from such faciliils th6 . 1.764-tion Center and
the X=ray Department.
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NursinA Asaiatant: makes beds, transports patients_to_the
X-ray Department, takes the temperature and measures the blood
pressure of patients.

As shown in Table E.1, entrylevel jobs such as these do not require

many skills. SuperviSor8 Were asked to assess the importance of cognitive

and general working Skill8 roe the jOb6 held by participants in work experi-

ence; None of the cognitive skills (reading; writing and arithmetic

abilities) was considered to be important for any of the jobs assigned to

work experience participants in the sample. However, some Of the general

skills were judged valuable -- with working Well WithOUt SUPérVision

mentioned most by supervisors (by 20) and communicating well cited la8t

(bY only 3). As for the importance of the ability te uSe A Variety of

tools, simple machines were mentioned most frequently (by 18 SuperViSOft),

follOwed by complex machines (18), simple tools (10) and toolS requiring

dexterity (3)

In Virginia, the number of skills required foe Woek eXperiende

assignments was lower than in the other five states in MDRC'S Detonstratioh

f State Work/Welfare Initiatives. In Arkansas -- the State With the

highest number of skills required for the asSignments -- communicating well

and cooperating with co-workers were cited nor all the jobS. Even the

general skill required the least -- using one's own initiative -- was

important in nearly two-thirds of the assignments.

For the limited skills that were required in Virginia, partidipant6

were generally already adequate when they began their assignments: in Moat

cases, fewer than six participants were judged inadequate. However, of the

20 participants assigned to positions in which working without superviSion
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TABLE E.1

VIRGINIA

ADEQUACY OF WORK EXPERIENCE PARTICIPANTS IN SELECTED SKILLS AND WORK HABITS
IMPORTANT FOR THEIR JOBS, AT THE START OF THEIR JOBS

AND AT TIME OF INTERVIEWS, AS JUDGED BY THEIR WORKSITE SUPERVISORS

Type of SkiLL Or Work Habit

Number of Work
Experience
Jobs Where
SkiLL is
Important

Number of Participants Who Ware:11

Adequate or
More Than
Adequate at
Start of Work

Experience Job

Inadequate at
Start of Work
Experience Job

Inadequate
et

Time of
Interview

COUni tiv e Ski L L

Rea di ng/Wri ti ng

Ar thmeti

GenereL SkilLs_
Communicate Well 3 3

Cooperate With Co-Workars 17 16 1

DeaL_Witti Public 17 13 4

Use Own Initietivo 11 6 5

Work Without Supeovisien 2C 9 11

AbiLity to lite TOOL&
Simple Tools 10 8 2

TA:sale Requiring DeXterity 3 3 0

Simple Methinet 18 7 11
Complex Machines 16 4 12

Work Habitt
ittendence N/A 42 5 2
Concentrates on Task N/A 42 5 2
Works Quickly N/A 34 12 2

FoLLows Instructions N/A 41 3 lb
COLLt in Sitk N/A 42 4 2

CompLetes Tasks N/A 43 4
Learns From MiSteket N/A 43 4

SOURCE: Interviews conducted by MDRC Field Research staff with the worksite
supervlsors of e random sample of participants in work experience jobs between
March 1984 and February 1985.

NOTES: N/A indicates not applicable beceuse all supervisors were asked to
rate the adequacy of the participant.

a
A total of 47 supervisors were interviewed. Numbers are based only on

those jobs where the supervisor indicated that the skill was important. Due to a
change in question format, not ell supervisors were asked about participant adequacy
in all important skills.

Date from one interview is missing for this question.
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was an important asset, 11 were considered UnSatiSfaCtOry at the Start of

their assignments; Somewhat higher propoptions initially had ih8Uffidient

Skills for jobs requiring ability to use machines == 11 Of the 18 Parti=

cipants assigned to positions in which use of simple machines was

iMportant, and 12 of the 16 in jobs involving complex machineS.

Ih addition to assessing work skins, supervisors were also aSked tO

judge acre-qua-6y in seven work habits which are commonly assumed to apply to

most jobs and work settings. For each of these work habits, with the

exception Of working quickly, fewer than six participants were considered

inadequate.

The opportunity for work experience participants to develop skills was

limited because the assignments required few skins and because most parti-

cipants were already adequate in the skills which were important; However,

those participants who were initially less than adequate in a skill did

meet accceptable standards by the time of the interviews: no more than two

participants remained inadequate in any skill or work habit.

Despite the low level of Skills required, the assignments were nc.,t

"make-work," that ib, of hb importance to the worksites or the participants

assigned to them. When superVisors and participants were asked to choose

from a series Of statements describing the value of the work to the agency,

most of the John (39) were described 66 "necessary work;" .3ee Table E.2.)

Participants, responses to the survey revealed a high level: of job

satisfaction. (Séé Table E.3.) Thirty-three of the participants strongly

agreed that the work would lead to a jell) With decent wages and 30 strongly

disagreed that they had learned nOthihg new on the job. Finding that this

high a prOportion of participants felt that they were gaining skills or
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TABLE E,-.2

VIRGINIA

CHARACTERIZATION BY WORKSITE SUPERVISORS AND PARTICIPANTS
DF WDRK EXPERIENCE JOBS IN TERMS OF IMPDRTANCE TO THE AGENCY

Degree of Importance NoMber Of PertiiApOnts

Sliza-r-v4ampaT-cegSion

39Necessary Work

Work Can Weito But Eventually
Needs to be Done

Helps if Work is Done

Work is Not Particularly
Important to Agency

hutict2Amt-s-LairceRtimn
0

39

2

4

Necessary Work

Work Gan Waitt But ..liertually
Needs to be Done

Helps if Work is Done

Work is Not Particularly
Important to Agency

Total Number of Sampled Work
Experience Participantsa 47

SDURCE: Interviews conducted by MDRC Field Research Staff with
a random sample of participants in work experience jobs between March
1984 and February 1995 end their worksite supervisors.

a
Total. does not add to 47 due to missing response.



TABLE E.3

VIRGINIA

WORK EXPERIENCE PARTICIPANT RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS
CONCERNING JOB SATISFACTION AT WORKSITES

Question Number of Participants

Overall,' I like my job.
Strongly Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Somewhat Agree
Strongly Agree

Generally speakingi how do you feel most
days about coming to worIc here? In Other
words, most days do you:

Look forward to coming to work?
Not care one way or the other?
Hate the thought of coming to work?

Whet ebAut your supervisor and Other
regular employees here -- do you feel
they_look on you as part of the regular
ataff78

Yes
No

The kind of work I'm doing wilt help me
to get a decantpaying job Later.
Strongly Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Somewhat Agree
Strongly Agree

I have not learned anything new on this
a

job.

Strongly Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Somewhat Agree
Strongly Agree

10
35

40
3

2

40

1

3

2

a
33

30

4

4

Total Number of Work Experience
Participants Interviewed 47

SOURCE: Interviews conducted by MDRC Fioad 1:166660-dti Staff with
a random sample of participants in work !Xperieh.te jabs between March
1984 and February 1885.

NOTE:
responses.

a
Distribution does not add to 47 dUe to 6.166inp
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experience which would benefit them later is surprising, gii.an the gener-

ally low level of skills required and the degree of adequacy in the skill6

that were considered important; One explanation for this finding may be

that, in contrast to the more concrete questions that supervisors were

asked about specific skills, the general questions asked of the partiCi-

pants ten6 to encourage overall positive reaponses.

Resporvees to three additional quentions revealed overall satisfaction

t41th the assignments. (See Table E.3.) All but two of the participants in

work experience said they liked the asr,:,:gaman" To each of the other two

questions, 40 participants responded 'fley looked forward to 0,0mihg tt

gork and felt the agency staff consider., tnem part of the reular st:f.

Most participants responded ftlwmablv to working for welfare benefits.

(See Table E.4.) Thirty-nine said they were satisfied to receiv benefits

tied te a job and 27 indicated that they felt better about receiving

welfare when they were working for it. Yet, 32 participants thought that

giVen the usefulness of their work and the amount of their benefits, the

work experience arrangement was better for the sponsors than for the

participants; partioipants

compensation -- implicitly

work hOurs was calculated

wage.)

Participants were judged to be aware that the program was mandatory if

they believed that their grants would be reduced if they did not meet the

work requirement, either by refusing to take the job or by quitting /t.

According to thiS triterion, the great majority of work experience partici-

pants were aware that although their preferences were taken into account in

believed their

at the minimum

by dividing

work was worth more than the

wage; (The required number of

the welfare grant by the minimum
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TABLE E.4

VIRGINIA

WORK EXPERIENCE PAPTYCIPANT RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS
CONCERNING Tfir. FAIRNESS OF A WORK REQUIREMENT

IN THE ENPLOYMENT SERVICES PROGRAM

Question NUmber of Participants

Mow satiafied are you about receiving
welfare benefits Like this - that isj
tCed to a jObiinsteed of simply receiving
your benafitt?
Very Setif:fled
Somewhat Satitfied
Somewhat Dissatiefied
Not Satisfied at All

Ifeetbat""""""iving_ole l fa ra
now that I aM 0Orking for it. a

Strongly Agrad
Somewhat Agree
Someehet Ditiagree
strongly Dittp.00

I'd_like te oek yeti how useful your work
is to the toindy;_ Let's Bey you komze-re

.01_11.011111111_1/ Esul 191110-1-stegmt
gl_mo.nel you rettive in benefits - who
would you toy probably is getting the
better end Of ..,he deal: 12g, or the
19e.DSVa

Me

Neither One
Agency

Doss participant understand that partici-
pation is mandatorOa

Yes
No

17
21

3

4

23
4
3

14

32

34
4

Total Number of Work EXperiende
Participants InterViseed 47

_ SOURCE: Interviews COndUCted by MPRC Field Research staff with
a random sample of participente in work e perience jobs between March
1984 and February 1935.

NOTE:
responses.

_

Distribution does not add to 47 due to missing
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making assignments to vorksites, participation in Work experience was

mandatory.
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APPENDIX_E - FOOTNOTES

1. Besides Virginia, the states in the Demonstration which included a
work experience component in their work/welfare initiatives were:
Arkansas, California, Illinois, Maryland and West Virginia. For
examples of findings on the work experience component in those
states, seei_Friedlander et aI., 1985a; Friedlander et aI., 1985b;
Goldman ét Al., 1985b; and Ball, 1984.
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APPENDIX F



TABLE F.1

VIRGINIA

AFDC CONTROLS: EMPLOYMENT AND PROGRAM STATUS
AT THE FOURTH QUARTER AFTER RANDOM ASSIGNMENT
(AUGUST 1883 - SEPTEMBER 1884 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Assistance Cstogol
And Welfare Status Not EmplOyed

Employment Status in Quarter Four

Employed Totel

AFDC Applicants (%)

Never Received Walfere in Querters 2-4 17.8 17.7 35.5

Ever Received_Wel vro in_Quarters 2-4
Off Welfare by Q.:arter 4_ 10.8 11.8 22.6
Still Receiving i:elfare in Quarter 4 31.8 10.1 41.9

Total 60.4 39.6 100.0

AFDC Recipients (%)

Never Received Welfare in Querters 2-4 4.1 3.2 7.3

Ever Received Welfare in Quarters 2-4
Off Welfare by Quarter 4 8.8 8.1 18;0
Stilt Receiving Welfare in Quarter 4 62.8 11.8 74.7

Totat 75.8 24.2 100.0

All AFDC 1%)

Meyer he,eived Welfare in Quarters 2-4 8.8 8.1 18.9

Ever Received Welfare in Qurters 2-4
Off Welfare by Quarter 4 8.7 10.2 19.8
Still Priceiv:ng Welfare in Quarter 4 50.1 11.2 61.3

Total 89.6 30.5 100.0

_SOURCE: MDRC calculations from Commonwealth of Virginia UnempLoyeant In:if/range
earnings records, wolf:ire records from the Virginia Automated Client Information
System, end Fairfax County AFDC nese files.

NOTES: These date are regression-adjustd using ordinary leeet squares,
controlling for pre-random assignment cherecteristics of sample members; OUe to
rounding, there may be some discrepancies in calculeting ums nd differences,

e-
_Monthly welfare date, which count the month of_random assignment es

"month one," were regrouped into calendar quarters to match UI earnings quarters.
Percentages receiving welfare therefore will not match precisely those 1:1.u:other tett
tebles ("Quarter 2") in the next quarter after the quarter of random assignment.

Tests of stetintical significance between those employed nd those not
employed at Quarter 4 were not examined.
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TABLE F.2

VIRGINIA

ALL AFDC: IMPACTS OF THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICES FROGRAM,_ BY TREATMENT
(AIGUST 1883 - SEPTEMBER 1964 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Outcome and Follow-Up Quarter
All ESP

fsarLtc6s Mntrols Difference
JOb SeerCh
Work Experience Controls Difference

Ever Eaptfilyed, Quarters
2 - 4 (X) 43.8 40.5 + 3.2* 43.9 40;5 + 34*

Average Number_of_QuartersaWith
Employment, Quarters 2 - 4 0.96 0.85 + 0.12** 0.91 0.85 + 0;07

Ever BOW:46d (%)
Warter of Random Assignment 26.4 25.7 + 0.7 28.0 25.7 + 2.qQuarter 2 28.6 26.4 + 2.2 28.1 26.4 + 17Quarter 3 32.7 27.9 + 4.8* *s 29.6 27;9 + 1;9
Quarter 4 35.2 30.5_ + 4.7v* 33.E 30.5 + 3.0

Average_Total EarnSngsi
Quarters 2 - 4 ($) 1127.34 1038.15 +69.13 1110.65 1038;16 +72.50

Average Total Earnings (N)
Quarter of Random Assignment 217;38 224.22 + 6.84 225.25 224.22 + 1.03
Quarter 2 279.38 264.65 + 5.26 290.10 284.65 + 5;45
tuitiotfso 3 387.46 346.14 +41;32 373;75 345.14 +27.61
Quarter 4 466.60_ 407.37 +63;12 446.81 407.37_ +39.44

Ever neceived Any AFDC
Payments, QUarters 1 - 4 (%) 85.4 86.1 - 0.7 86.6 86.1 + 0.5

Average Number of Months
Receiving_AFDC Payments,
Quarters 2 - 4 7.66 7.90 - 0.24 7;85 7;80 - 0.04

Ever:Received Any AFDC
Payment (%)_
QUerter of Random Assignment 82.1 82.9 - 0.8 63;4 82.9 + 0.5
Quarter 2 76.1 76;4 - 0.3 76.6 76.4 + 0.2
Quarter 3 65.1 67;5 - 2.3 66.7 67.5 7 0;8
Quarter 4_ 58.8 59.8 - 1.0 _60.6 59;8 + 0;8

Average Total AFDC Payments
Received, Quarters 1 - 4 ($) 188e-.513 2006.80 -117.33** 1957.47 2006.90 - 49.43

Average AFDC Payments
Received ($)

Quarter of Random Assignment 533;56 551;48 - 17.92 551.03 551.48 - _0.45
Quarter 2 515.61 546.72 = 31.11** 529.54 546.72 - 17.18
Quilotdo 3 438.04 478.32 - 40.28*** 458.00 478;32 - 20.32
Quarter 4 402.22 430.28 - 28-01* 418;80 430.38 - 11.46

Basuto Size 1077 1044 1061 1044

(continued)
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TABLE F.2 (conti nued)

SOURCEl___MDRC_catculations frca Matioeelth Of Virginia Unemployment Insurance earnings recordsiwelfare records fran the Virginia Aotteiettd Clieht Information System, end Fairfax County AFDC case files.
NOTESs_ These data include zero values for staple members tiOt taployed and for supple members notreceiving_welfare. Ti;ase data ere regreacion-eitjObted using ordinary least squares, controlling_for

pre-random assigment charetteri &tics of sample members. Due to roundingi there may be some discrepanciesin calculating suns and differences.

The quarter of Nina= seigment refers to the calendar quarter during which an individual
entered tha sampte for enpLayment and óernings data. For AFDC payments, the quarter of random assigmentrefers to the three months beginning with the month of random ssigment.

a
Quarter 1, the quarter of random aSSi grinent, slay contai n some earni nge from the peri od pri or

to random assignment and it therefOre ókbLückid from measures of total follow-up for anpLoyment andearnings.

A two-tailed t-test was applied to experimentel-Oontrol differences. Statistical significanceLevels are indicated as: = 10 percent; = 5 percent; = 1 percent.

t-test. Differences bctreen itnpacts were not significant at the 10 percent Level using e two-tailed

2 10
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TABLE F.3

VIRGINIA

AFDC APPLICANTS: IMPACTS=OF-TliE-EMFLra.ENT SERVICES PROGRAM,
BY TREATMBiT

(AUGUST 1983 - SEPTEIVER 1984 IMPACT SAMPLO

Outcome and Folitvr=Uvauarte_r_

Ever Ea pLayadi Quarters
2 - 4 [%]

Average Number of Months math
Employment, Quarters 2 - 4

Ever Employed [X]
Quarter of Random Assignment
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quartet 4

Average Total EarnAngai
Quarters 2 - 4 [15]

Average Total Earnings [5]
Quarter of lUndom kW gnment
Quarter 2
QUa rter 3

_Quer ter A

Ever Received Any AFDC
Payments, Quarters 1 - 4 [%]

Average timbal- of Months
Receiving AFDC Payments.
Quarters 1 - 4

Ever ReceiVed Any AFDC
Payment IC

Quarter of Random Assignment
arter 2

Quarter 3
Quarter 4

ALL ESP
Serilce_s tots Difference

58.8 54.1 + 4.7

1;36 1;17 + 0.18**

44.5 47;1 - 2;6
41.7 39.3 + 2.4
46.2 37.8 + 8.3***
47_.6_ 39.6 + 8.3"

1606.35 1504.58 +101.77

397.76 443.33 - 45;58
409.36 452.60 - 44.24
558.61 492.70 + 65.91
liatilaa _656;29_ _4183L;09

Average Total AFDC Payments
Received, Quarters 1 - 4 [i]

Average AFDC Payments
Received 1$)

69.5 69.2 + 0.3

5.00 5.10 - 0.10

61.5 61.3 + 0 .3
59;2 56;2 + 3;0
45;4 457 - 0.4
38.6 40.2 - 1.5

1204;05

Crter of lUadom Assiunmeht 311;78
Quarter 9 368.80
Quarter 3 277.13

_Ituartar_4_ 246;33

Sample Size

1277;67 - 73;62

314;51 - 2;73
394.69 - 15.8t,
307.77 30.64
27_600 -_24.37

443 428

IJob Search
War k_Expe_ri once Qontrol s Di fference

60.2

1.28

54.1 + 6.1*

1.17 + 0.11

46;9 47;1
40.9 39.3
41 .6 37.8
45.7 39;6

- 0.2
+ 1.5
+ 3.8
+ 6;0*

1659.16 1504.58 +154.58

388;19 443.33 - 55.14
439.12 452.60 - 13.48
565;39 48270 + 72.69
654.65 559.28 + 85;36

69.1 69.2 - 0.1

4.91 5.10 - 0.19

61.9 61.3 + 0.6
58;0 56.2 4- 1.9
44;0 45;7 - 1.7
36.9 40.2 - 3.2

1200;75 1277;67 - 76;92

320;07 314;51 + 5;56
370.75 384.69 - 13.94
272.53 307 .77 - 35.24
237;40 _2713 ;70 - 33 .30

414 428

SOURCE AND NOTES: See Table F.2.
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TABLE F.4

VIRGINIA

AFDC RECIPIENTS: IMPACTS OF THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PROGRAM, BY TREATMENT
(ALGUST 1883 - SEPTEleER 1884 IMPACT SAMFLE)

IALL ESP
Outcome end Foll-Up Quarter ServiceR Controls Difference

Ever_Emptoyed, Quarters
2 - 4 (%)

Average' Number of Months Mph

33.7 31.1 + 2.6

Employment, Quarters 2 - 4 0.70 0;62 + 0.08

Ever EMpLoyed (%)
Quarter of Random Assignment 14.2 11.3 + 2.9*
Quarter 2 19.9 17;4 + 2;5
Quarter 3 23;7 20;9 + 2;8
Quarter 4 26.7 24.2 + 2.5

Average Totat_EarnAngsi
Quarters 2 - 4 ($) 811;92 713.73 + 98.18

Average Total Earnings i$1
Quarter of Random Assignment _94;60 _7753 + 17.06
Quarter 2 195.85 168;40 + 27.56
Quarter 3 275.59 241.83 + 33.77
Quarter 4 _ 340.37 303.51 + 36.86_

Ever Received Any AFDC
Payments, QUerters 1 - 4 (%)

Average Number of Months
Receiving_AFDC Payments,
Quarters 1 - 4

Ever Received any AFDC
Payment (%)

QUerter of Rendem Assignment
Quarter 2
Quarter 3

__Ctiarter_4-

96.1 87.8 - 1.7*

9.,44 9.81 -

95.9 87.6 - 1.7*
87.3 80.3 - 2.9!
798.3 82;4 - 4.2*
72;4 73;2 - 0;8

Job Search
tiorkZ_IzparteoceCoatrals_ Difference

33.0 31.1 + 1.9

0;67 0.62 + 0.04

15;2 11;3 + 3.9**
19;5 17.4 + 2.1
21.9 20.9 + 1.0
25.3 _24.2 _+_1.2_--

741.12 713.73 + 27.39

112;52 77;53 + 34.98*
187.77 168.40 + 18.37
245.90 241.83 1- 4.08
2011;45 _303_41 + 3;84

Average Total AFDC Payments
Received. Quarters 1 - 4 (t) 2351.69 2508;92 -157;23*** 2462;66 2508;92 - 46;26y

Average AFDC Payments
Received (5)

Quarter of Random Assignment 684.31 712.85 - 28.54** 712.95 - _6;Bly

QUarter 3 545;86 596.36 - 50.50***
635;81
706.04

658;38 - 22.57Quarter 2 614;31 658.39 - 44.08***

Quarter 4 507.21 541.32 - 3401*
58119.'61:

14.72y
_

596.36 -
541.32_____-_-__2_.16 _

88.4

9.83

97.8 + 0.6yyy

9.81 - 0.01yy

87.9 87.6 + 0.3yy
89.1 90.3 - 1.2
81.9 82A 7 0.5y
76;4 72.2 + 3.2y

SampLe Size 634 616 647 616

(continued)



TABLE F.4 (continued)

SOURCE: MDRC celculetiens frOM Commonweelth_of Virginia UnampLoyment Insurance earnings records, welfarerecords from the Virginia Automated Client Infomation System, and Fairfax County AFDC cased files.
NOTES;_ _These data include zero Valinais for sample embers not employed and for sample Mather& hinreceiving welfare. These data are regression-acUusted using ordinary Least squares, controlling for pre-randomassignment Characteristics of sample members. Due to rounding, there may be some discrepancies in calculatingMina and differences.

The Quarter Of random assignment refers to the quarter during which en individual entered thesample for mepLoyment_and earnings date. For AFDC paymente, the quarter of random assignment refers to thethree months beginning with the month of randc-Iti assignMent.

Quarter 1, the qtArtar of random assignment, may contain some earnings from the period prior torandan assignment and is therefore excluded from measures of total follow-up for employment and earnings.
A_two7taiLed t-test was applied tO iiiiperimentel-control_differences. Statistical signifidencelevels are indicated as; * = 10 Pereents ** = 5 percent; I** = j percent.
A two-tailed t-test was applied to differenCes in impacts between treatments. Statisticalsignificance levels are indicated es: y = 10 percent; yy = 5 percent; yyy = 1 percent.



Outcomes for Lest Two

Follow-up Quarters

TABLE F;':

VIRGINIA

AFDC APPLICANTS: IMPACTS ON EARNINGS.AND AFDC PAYMENTS

IN PROJECTION BASE PERIOD t BY PERIOD OF RANDOM ASSIGNMENT

[AUGUST 1983 - SEPTEMBER 1984 IMPACT SAMPLE)

_ ImylwImMom..MM~

Querter of Random Assignment
Ww.......m1.

August - October - January - April - July -

September December March June September Full

1863 1883 1984 1984 1884 Sample

Average Earnings (8)

Average AFDC

Payments (8)

Semple Size

-1 92;78

-88;24

271;93 318.99

-05;98 -72.60

167.74 205.71

-11.58 27.88

08 345 331 276 265

moribro..ralwm+14.1.1

223.43

-43.17

.11.1111MMEdWIIIMI11110MOpal.611011.11,1=1/E.1101VMMMMY
1285

SOURCE: MORC calculations from Commonweetth Of Virginia welfare end UnemplOymont Insurance
earnings records.

NOTE:
e

Projection Base Period refers to the Last two quarters of AFOC payments end

Unemployment Insurance earnings date available for each individual. This rafirs to Quarters 7 end 0
for earnings end 8 and 9 for AFDC payments for thote randomly assigr between August end September
1963; Quarters 8 and 7 for earnings end 7 and 8 for AFDC payments fo. those randomly assigned between
October and December 1883; Quarters 5 end 6 for earnings ahd 8 end 7 for AFDC payments for those
randomly assigned between January end March 1884; Quarters 4 and 5 for earnings and 5 and 6 far AFDC
payments for those randomly assigned between April end June 1984; end Quarters 3 end 4 for eernings
and 4 and 5 for AFDC payments for those randomly assigned between July end September 1984.

These data include zero values for sample members not employed and for iampli members
not receiving welfare. These data are regression-adjusted using ordinery least squares, controlling
for prerandom assignment characteristics of sample members,

None of the differences between experimental and control groups were found to be
statistically significant at the 10 percent levet using a two-tailed t-test;

rk-1:1
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TABLE F,8

VIRGINIA

AFOCRECIPIEMIMPACTSON EARNINGS AND AFDC PAYMENTS

I.: PROJECTION BASE PERIOD
a

1 PY PERIOD OF RANKIN ASSIGNMENT

(AUGUST 1983 - SEPTEMBER 1884 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Cuarter of Random Ascignment

Auguet - October - January - April - July 7

Outcomes for Lest Two September December March June September Full

Follow-up Quarters 1983 1983 1984 1984 1984 Semple

Average Earnings ($) 161.23 158;84 1849! -67;75 -74;86 117;24

Average AFDC

payments ($) -108,41 0;99 -19;13 -18;03 2;3F -24;12_

Semple Size 309 773 475 232 108 1897

SWICE AND NOTES: See Table F.5,
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TABLE F.7

VIRGINIA

AFDC APPLICANTS: ESTIMATED REGRESS/0M COEFFICIENTS ( IR TWELVE-MONTH FOLLOW-UP,
SELECTED EMPLOYMENT AND WELFARE MEAJORES

(AUGUST 1983 - SEPTEMBER 1884 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Variable

I

Ever Employed
n Quarter 4

Earnings 4n
Quarter 4

AFDC Receipt
in Quarter 4

Total AFDC
Payments 11
Quarter 4

Experimental + 7;911.0, + 87.47 2.4 - 28;69
Group Member (2.8) (55.23) (2.8) (20;42)

Rural 3.5 -_57.23 + 5.1 - 17.43
(3;4) (65.91) (3.4) [24;37)

Age 18-24 Years +16;2 +268.52 5.9 - 63.90
(14;5) (284.84) (14.5) (105.32)

Age 25-34 Years +26.2- +500.65* -24.7* -214.28**
(13.8) (271.90) (13.8) (100.54)

Age 35 Years or More +21;8 +535.25* -24.:,* -221.53**
(13;61 (273.91) (13.9) (101.28)

Non-White - 2.3 -_99.72* +10.9*** +
(3.0) (58.07) (3.0) (21.47)

High School Diploma +10.1*** +142.56*** 2.5 14.49
or Er,uivatent (2.7) (53.81) (2.7) [18.90]

Married. Widowed or - 2;1 -117.77* - 4.9 - 63;88**
Divorced (3.4) (67.67) (3.4) (25.02)

Number of Children + 2;5 5.61_ + 80*** + 88.86***
Lass than 18 Years Old (3;1) (60.69) (3.1) (22.44)

One Child - 6;0 7230.75_ +15.9** +116.34**
(7;7) (151.66) (7.7) (56.08)

Two Children -_7.3_ -129 28_ - +10.4* + 88.46**
(5;4) (106.22) (5.4) (39.28)

On AFDC Two Years or -_4 -137 15**.

Less (3.LJ (69.88) (3.6) (25.84)

On AFDC More Than Two -_4.5_ -188.60*** +17.3*** + 99.16***
Years (3;5) (68.10) (3.5) (25.18)

-216-
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TABLE F.7 (enntinued)

Veriable
Ever Employed
in Quarter 4

1

Ecrnings in
Quarter 4

AFUG deceipt
in Quarter 4

Total AFDC
Payments in
Quarter 4

Held a Job at Any Time +1B,3*" +246.39m - 1.7 + 2066
During Four Quarters (3.3) (64.01) (3.3) (23.67)
Prior to Random
Assignment

Earnings Greater then +12,6*** +465,21*** - 4.6 - 37,76
13000 in Ferie Quarterz (3.5) (66,34) (3.5: (25.64)
Prior tb R:ndom
4seightlie-t

SOURCE: MDRC calculations from Commonwealth of Virginia Lnemployment 1:seurence
earnings records, welfare records from the Virginia AutoMated Client Information

.

System, arid Fairfax County AFDC case files.

NOTES: The experimentals are comprised ef both Job Seerch-Wn-k Experience and
ell ESP SerVices research groups.

Semple sizes for the e.r:DC Applicants ere as fellows: 857 Experimentals
end 28 trots.

Regressions present this table Correspond tc impact estimates
presented in Table 4,3.

istimeted standerd errors are it: parantheSes. els of statistical
tighifiConce: = 10 percent; w* = 5 percent; x"** = 1 pertent.

These date include Zern values for sample memberr: hot employed end for
sample members not receiving welfare. ALI regression estimetet ere by ordinary least
eqUares.
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TABLE 1-.8

VIRGINIA

AFDC RECIPIENTS: ESTIMATED ilESRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR TWELVE-MONTH FOLLOW-UP.
SELECTED EMPLOYMENT AND WELFARE MEASURES

(AUGUST isa SEPTEMBER 1984 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Variable
Ever Employed
in Quarter 4

Earnings in
luarter 4

AFDC Receipt
in Quarter 4

Total AFDC
Peymentt_in
au:litter 4

Experimental +_1.8 + ?.0;18 + 1;2 17.92
Group Member [2.0) (38.21) (2.1) [17.51)

Rural -_5.9** - 70.52 + 5;6** - 49.75**
(L.4) (45.86) (2;5) [21.01)

Age 19-24 Years + 8.7 - 63.33 +18.3 ',146.1C
[11 1) (2119.25) (11.4] (95.80)

kge 25-34 YeJta + 3.7 - 45.20 +21.4* +189.19**
(199.64) [10.9) (91;48)

4aa 35 Yers or More 7 1.5 -122.15 +20i-.1* +159.72*
(10.6) 1190.78) (10.9) ;91.55)

Von-White 0.7 - 10.95 +11.6*** + 62.530*
[2.5) (43.56) [2.4)

iigh School Diploed or +_7.8*** +107.13*** - 3.1 - 26.74
pr Equi',Jlent (2.0) (37.96) [2-1) [17.40)

ierried. Widbeed Or +_3.0 + 76.03* -10.4*** 8807***
)ivoreed (2.3) (42.83) [2.31 (19.63)

iumber of Children -_3.8** - 48.85 + 3.1 + 97.75***
.0as than 18 Years Old (1.9) (35.27) (1.9) (16;16)

1ne .:ii.itd -10.3** - 52.84 - 2.2 - 24;76
(5.21 (87.56) [5.3) [44;71)

rwo Children -_8.8** - 57.82 + 2.1 + 6;09
(3.7) (70.31) (3.8)

1n AFDC Two Yeart Ot +10.2_ +203.27 + 4.9 -154;54*
.066 (8.5) (178.85) (9.7)

1n AFDC More Than Two +_8.3_ +135.15 +13.1 - 85.25
'ears (8.4) [176.85) (9.6) (81.04)

1
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TABLF F.8 continued)

Verieble

i

Ever Employed
in Quarter 4

I

Earninge in
Qui:it-ter 4

AFDC Receipt
in Quarter 4

Total AFDC
Payments ih
Quarter 4

Held a Job st Any Time
During Four Quarters
Prier to Random
Assignment

Earnings Greater than
13000 in Four Quarters
prior to Random
kssighMer.t

a

+25.8***
(2.5)

+11.3**
(5.7)

+288.70***
(45.34,

+767.50***
(107.08)

11.60**
(2.4)

15.5***
(5.8;

(21;23)

33.513*

i48.07)

SOURCE: MUM calculatione from CommohWeelth of VIrgWe Unemployment insurance
earnings recordso welfare recordn from the Virginie AutoMeted Client Information
syttiril; and Fairfax County AFDC case files.

NOTES: The experlmentets ere comprised Of both Job SearchWork Experience end
all ESP Services research groups;

Semple sizes for the AFDC Rec'pients bre es follows: 1281 Experimentels
end 616 ContrrAs.

Regressions presented in this table Obtr-pond to impact estimates
pteeented in Table 4.5.

Estimated standard errors are ih parenthe6es. Levels of statistics!
significance: * = 10 ;Jercent; ** = 5 percent; *** = 1 peOdent.

These t3 incluee zero vatuss for sample MeMbers not er,ptoyed end for
sample membere not receiving welfare. Alt regressiOn estimates are by ordinary least
squares.

2 7 5

2 19
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TABLE G.1

VIRGINIA

EXPERIMENTAL - CONTROL DIFFERENCES /N PROGRAM EFFECTS
PER EXPERIMENTAL DURING THE OBSERVATION PERI00,

EXTRAPOLATION PERIOD, AND AT FIVE YEARS AFTER

ESTIMATES FOR APPLICANTS

RANDOM ASSIGNMENT

Outcome Variable

Observation Period

c
Five Year

Toteit
d

Common
Folleir-up

e
Additional
Follow-up b

Extrapolation
Period

Earnings 1127 1216 $1020 to $1497 $1363 to $1840

Fringe Benefits 23 39 184 to 269 246 to 331

Tex Payments 15 28 137 te 201 180 to 244

AFDC Payments -75 -70 -193 to -277 -33e to -422

Other Transfer
Payments° 24 -29 -148 to -210 -15: to -215

TTansfer Program
Administration f

- 4 -19 -65 to -95 -88 to -116

SOURCE: MDRC caLculetions from Unempoymemt Insurance earnings and payments
rcords; AFOC payments records; end published and unpublished data or; tax ratesi
e mployee fringe benefits, end dministrative costs for AFOC. Medicaid, Food Stamps
end Unemployment Ineurence.

NOTES: Ma ri -,ra based on e sempte of 857 appticent experitentets and A
applicant c, s. and ere expressed in 1984 dollars. The differences ere
regvession-._..ated using ordinery_leest_squares, controlling for pre-rendom
eaeignment characteristics Of sample member6 .

a
The common follow-up period covers quarters 2 throug for earnings,

fringe benefits end tsx_payments, end quarters 1 through 4 for AFDC payments,
Medicaid, Food Stamps, Unemployment Insurance peyments and edtitiatretive costa.

b
The edditionel follow-up period covers ell the available .ollow-up

quarters after quarter 4. The number of additional follow-uil quarters depunds on
e ach sample ember's uate of random saignment.

c-
Estimates reflect eltArnetive assumptions about the change i-. impacts

fter data cottecton ended; The first number -f each range assumes that ororem
ffects decline by 22 percont.per year during the extrapolation period; the second

number elec,:Ano no decay or increase.

dThe five year totate ere the sum of the estimated effects dong the
observation end eAtrepolatn periods.

Includes Medicaid, Food Stamps end Lnem- ment Insurance.

Includes administrative costs for'AFDc said, Food Stamp: end
Unemployment Insurance.
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TABLE 0.2

VIRGINIA

EXPERIMENTAL - CONTROL DIFFERENCES IN PROGRAM_EFFECTS
PER_EXPERIMENTAL DURING THE OBSERVATION PERI00,_

EXTRAPOLATION PER/00, ANO AT FIVE YEARS AFTER RANDOM ASSIGNMENT

ESTIMATES FOR RECIPIENTS

ObservatiOn Peried

Cowmon
Outcome Variable

AdditioneE
Feltow-up

Extrapolation
Ptirioa

Fi4e__Yer
Total

Earnings $62 $137 $607 to $876

FrAge Benefits 11 25 109 to 158

'fa.: ments 11 21 101 to 146

AFDC PhyMente -101 -27 -150 tn -214

Other Transfer
Paymentse 8 -19 -71 to -102

Transfer Progtsm
Administration f

S0URCE1 MDRC catcutations from Unemptoyment Inturet
records; AFDC peymentt reCovds; and published and unpub,
employee fringe benefits, and edainistrative costs fcr AF'
Unemployment Insurance.

$806 to 01075

145 to 194

733 to 178

-278 to -342

-32 to -113

-26 te -34

end payments
on teX rates,

Foou Stamps and

NOTES: The retiattiere based on a sample of 1281 recipient expe.rimenteIs end 616
recipient controts, and ere oxpressed in 1984 dollars. The differences are
regression-adjusted using ordinary teast squares, eentrelling for pre-random assignment
charecterittits of sample members.

Tha common fotlow-ug Peeled Covers quarters_2_,:hrough 4 for earnings,
ftlfige benefits and tax payments, and quarters 1 through 4_fOr AFDC payments, Medicaid,
Food Stempt, Unet)leyment Imeurance payments and administrative costs.

bThe additIonal fottoo-up pe:ind covers el. ,:he eveilble follow-up
querters after querter_4. The number of additional fottpo-up depends on each
sampte oember's dete Of Odedbm assignment.

c
Estimates reflect alternative assumptions about the change in impacts

aft,-;e deta r.11ecton L-Ided. The first number of emch range assumes thet pregram
effects tactine by 22 Perdeht per year during the extrapolation period; the second
numbrr assumes no decay or increaSe.

d-
The five year totals ere the sum of the estimated effects dUring the

observation and eXtropetetion periods.

Includes Medicaid, Food Stamps and Unemployment Intbrance.

Includes administrative costs AFDC, Medicaid, Food Stemps and
Unemployment Ineurance.
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ESTIMATED BENO-iF.:, 4NO :!ISES PEP PFUiEtL
AFTER FIVE C7 PERSPECJIVE

ESTIMATES Frit. E FULL SAMPLE

Component of Analysis

Perspectivr?

Welfare Semple Texpsyer Soci ety

Increased Eerninge end
Fringe Benefits

inceefiSed Toi Payments

Reduced Transfer
Payments

Reduced Transfer
Administration

$1179

149

390

to

to

to

0

$1581

201

499

$0

149 to

390 to

50 to

201

499

66

$1179 to

0

50 to

$1581

66

Innreesed InProgrw
Output 0 104 104

ESP Operating Costs 388 388

Support Service COStS 24 24

Community Education end
Training Costs 18 18
Net dein or Loss 684 te E3 283 to 440 927 to 1345

SOURCE:MDRC calculations from VACIS and other program ectivity data;
JTPA information syatione date end fiscal records; ttene,nce end fiscal deto
from local public schools and tOMMUnitV colleges; MDRC_worksite survey;
Unemploymcbt Insurance serAings and payments retell-di; AFDC payments records;
ESP and rspertMent of Social. Services fiscal records; MDRC atudy Of ESP etcff
time altocatiOn; end published end unpub!iened data on tax rotes, employee
fringe benefits, end adminiStroti4o Ceete for AFDC, Mediceid0 Food Stamps, end
Unemployment Insurance.

NOTES! Ceett were estimated for the same five year period es benefits
elti.cugh mnst costs were incurred in the first year after random assignment.

Within each perspective, positive numbers indicate Welt to
group and hogOtive huMbers indicate losses.

Results ere expressed in 1984 dollert. The total sample
includes 2138 experimentels and 1044 controls.

_

For benefits other then inprogram output, estimates reflect
alterhstive assumptions about change in impuett lifter data_collect'on
ended. The first nueber of each range assumes that program streets decline by
22 percent pat ydut during tha extrapolation period; the second number assumes
no decay or increase.
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TABLE G;4

VIRGINIA

ES':IMATED NET GAIN OR LOSS PER EXPERIMENTAL DURING THE V.SERVATION PERIOD,
BY WELFARE STATUS AND PERSPECTIVE

Welfare Status

Perspective

Welfare Sample Budget Taxpbyei- Society

Full Semple

Applicants

Recipients

$150

232

91

$-248

37

371

$-144

4

226

$6

236

135
SOURCE: MORC calculations frOM VAC/S end other program ectivity date; JTPA

information systems data and fiatet reCards; attendance and fiscal date frOM LOCelpublic schools end community college6; MDRC worksite survey; Unemployment IneUrande
earnings and payments records; AFDC payMents records; ESP and uapartment of SOCiel
Services fiscal records; !ORO ctudy Of ESP staff time allocation; and pUblished end
unpublished data on tax rates, emploOtti fringe benefits, and administrative Costs fol
AFDC, Medicaid, Food Stamps, and UneMpleyment Insurance.

NOTEF: Within each perspectiVe, positive numbers indinate gains to that grOUp
and negative numbers ind'cxste LotteS.

Results are expressed_in 4884 dolo.srs. The fll sample includes 2138
experimentals aid 1044 controls (1285 i4olicAr,tIg 1887 rucipiants).

Estimates reflect elternetiVe asewl!ptions Ettko :.:. the change in progOeM
effects after date collection endeci T Yirst numli-tr of eaGh range assumes that
program effects decline by 22 percent or year au'l!,,g the extrapolation period; the
second number assumes no decay or increase.
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CHAT-TER-

1. In Virginia and _in this report, AFDC refers ;,cigram for
families headed by a single parent, usually a womani The state
does not have an AFDC.741 program for Irwo-parent families in which
the principal earner is unemployed and in which the majority of
cases are headed by married men. Therefore, the AFDC welfare
population in Virginia is primarillr t:omen.

2. Congress authorized creation of the WT.N Program in 1967 68 an
employment and training program for AFDC recipients._ _The program
was jointly administered by the U.S. Department of Labor and the
then U.S. Department of Health, Education and -elfare (now Health
and Human Services). Initially conceived as a voluntary program to
Provide support, training, ducatioyy. and counseling_services, the
program Ilas required since 1971 that (with certain exceptions)
applicants and recipients of AFDC resister with WIN_in order to
receive AFDC benefits; (In the ter inology of the welfare system,
these individuals required to register. with WIN are often tailed
7WIN-mandatory.") Further, once on AFDC, a WIN registrant who i8
found employable and for whom adequate social services such_as
Child_care are provided can be required to accept an offered job
or_ placement or be sanctioned: i.e., have his/her AFDC grant
reduced for a specified period of time; The emphasis of the pro.=;
grat_has shifted since its inception from longer-term employability
development and training to immediate job placement.

3. AFDC recipients are judged WIN-mandatory unless they meet one of_a
number of condifions conferring an exemption from the_program. As
described in the WIN Handbook, these are individuals who are:

1. under 16 years_old
2. enrolled full-time in school atu; -Inder 21 years
3. sick, as determined by the income maintenance unit
4. incapacitated, as determined by the income maintenance unit
5. 65 years old or older
6. living_in a remcte area: located two hours or more away from a

WIN office
7. a caretaker ,f a sick person
8. a mother of a under six years of age

(Tn Virginia, however, the age limit has been_dropped to_five years
Of ate# because the WIN Handtx.k allows WIN-mandatory status to be
COnferred on parents who are aims, fru7 their children for more than
brief_or infrequent periods, and the state mandates kindergarten
attendance, which puts parents in this position.)

4. One reasOn DSS planners wante a statewide program was their
pradtice th the past of operating initiatives on this scale. A

seCond reason was that, in Virginia, a Work Rule requires that in
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the absence of the WIN_PrOgrat, all AFDC applicants and recipients
meeting the criteria fOr_ WIN4tandatory status register with the
State Employment COttiSSiori for work. DSS officials preferred
introducing the WIN DetenStratiOn Program into all of the local
agencies to this option. For a inbi"e detailed discuasion of the ESP
background, see Price, 1985.

5. Because the_research design exelUded ten fret the study sample,
this report_often refers to ESP ehrellee6 66 women. (See Chapter 2
for a discussion of eligibility reqUireteht6 for the sample.)

6. The requirement to_operate werk eXperiende programs was articulated
in_ state legislation of the 1970s. Education and training
activities were added to the_progr model in reaponae to strong
sentiment voiced by several putoie Offidial6 at legislative
hearings on ESP.

7. At this point, they became. ESP 'enrollee6." Throughout this
report, this term refers to all lr viduals registered with ESP.

8. This report refers throughout tt "applicant8" and "reCipients,"
using the terms to indicate i,4:..ther people Were applying for
welfare or receiving_it at the point Of entry inte_the_ research
sample. In fact, many people '-eferred to_68 "applicants" began
receiving welfare shortly after they joined the aatple.

9. De'liIs of the criteria for selecting agenciea to participate in
th research are contained in the evaluation _p0Opinaal._ They

lude: willingness to participate in _8n evaluatien_baSed_on_an
e,rimentaI design;_geographical lonatin and population density
(urban/rural); size of the WIN-mandatory AFDC caaelead_; SerVice or
slot availability for the job search and work eXperitrice compo-
nents;_and ease of access to key data on peograt participation*
AFDC payments and_ information on the cost of preViding _ESP
services. Interest in the research was_a very_impertant factor.
Me state 1nvit-6 a number of agencies to participate, and atong
these agencies, willingness to join the evaluation waa 6 primary
consideration.

O. These two research groups were later combined. See Chapter 2.

CHAPTER 2

1. See Footnote 3 in Chapter 1.

2. WIN-mandatory status is_not conferred on mothers of children under
Six years of age who personally provide full=tite care with only
brief and infrequent absences from their children. However, in
Virginia, attendance at kindergarten is mandatory, and state
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regulations specify that mothers of five-year-olds should be
oonsidered WIN-mandatory.

3. Bane and Ellwood, 1953.

4. Over 41 percent of the members_of the control group in this study
were employed_at_some point during the first year following random
assignment and about the same percentage were off welfare by the
end of this period.

. Ill _this studyt_ the- imFao% ,nalysis compared all members of the
control group_to all merthers_of_the_combined experimental/control
groups_ -- .bot'l ..,.articipants_ and _nonparticipants. If
participants_a. lad peen scudied, it would have been_necessary
to_ single _out,.. wit'hin the control_ group,_ _a similar subgroup of
individuals who would have participated if the program had been
available to them; This is virtually impossible, since_ so_many
unmeasured characteristics, such as motivation and situational
circumstances, are usually related _to_ participation. Th, the
research analysis cannot break out the participant groups for
separate analysis;

6. The. dependent _variables consisted of a seri- of quarterly and
cumulative measures of employment, earnings and ;AFDC receipt. The
independent variables consisted of one repre&enting_meMbership_in
the experimental group, along with a series of control variables
representing demographic .characteristJ.cs that_ were likely_ tO
influence employment, earnings, or welfare receipt of c!':,.rimentals
and controls alike. The independent variables were entered into
the regression equatins simultaneously.

This procedure permitted a reliable estiMation of the experi-
mental/control differences in the values of impaet measures_ that
were directly associated with exposure of the members of_ the
experimental group to_ESP. The regression_coeffIcient associated
with the variable for membership in the experimental group
represented the experimental/control diffence. For each measure
of program impact, a two-tailed t.=- .-irforMed to determine
whether experits:mtalicontrol di. were statistically
signielcant;

7. In many other work/weiii,re progratAs,_regiPtraton_includes assess-
ment for servlcA. ESP assesses enrollees at a later point.

8. Based on computer-generated random numbers, the research code vere
distributed sepa-ately for each office in order to maintain a .1pre-
sentative distribution of individuals in each of the three research
groups. MDRC kept lists of all individuals in order to avoid
assignirig people more than once.

9. Henry County also phased in enrollees quickly: 22 percent of its
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caseload was randomly assigned dUring thete Manthai but that
percentage represents only 19 uomen.

10. See Footnote 2.

11. Table 2;2 indicates that the percentage of indiVidual_S acreened oUt
by agency staff_membcrs varied fran 30 perbent ih the_r4rel dreaS
to 54 percent _in Chesapeake; Tse differences reflect agency
variation in_ the proportion of- :lople _excluded Thr diffeeent
reasons. Table A;1 particu)arly shows thc large proparttan_of
Wamen who were_WINmandatory whose youngest child was'undote_six.
This group mostly contained people already in training Or mothers
With five-year-old children; who were likely to be in kindergarten.

12. The: Job Search-Work Experience group did have a somewhat lower
emplayMent rate and earnings average far the year prior to random
assigrment than did tha other two experimental groups. The
regreSion-Adjustment procedure employed in this study; aside from
increasing the precision of estimation; controls_for the few_small
bUti StatiStiCally significant _differences among research groups
that generally occur with random assignment; Baseline character-
istics_used Tor adjustment locIude prior work historyi education;
and_prior_welfare receipt. It is always possible; of course; that
individuals in the reaearch groups may_vary according to_any number
of unmeasured_characteristics (such as motivation or adaptability
to_new situation6). However; the random assignment process gener-
ally resUlts in an unbiased distribution of individuals who vary
according to these unmeasured characteristics;

13. It is also interesting to note that; among controls; 54 percent f
the_ applictants; but clay 32_;5 percent of the_ recipients found
employmentifrom the second through the fourth quarters following
random_ assignment. Nearly 98 percent_of the recipient controls;
but only 68 percent af the applicant control:; received welfare at
some time during the 12 months following random assignment;

I . A_quality_ contra]. Check revealed that data on welfare payments in
VACIS undereStitated slightlY (on average by._$1;88) the actual
value of enrollee6' Welfare grants. See Appendix B on Quality
Control._ Sinee_this diadrepancy is within the_ range usually founcl
in quality _tOntebl CheokS Of state information systems in MDFIC
studies_af WIN DetonStration Projects; the payments data were not
modified foe the analySie in this report.

VACIS did not record deregiatration for those individuals_ who did
not_ receive any AFDC_payments for nine_months following random
assignment._ _MoSt bf these people were _applicants who were
registered_during their eligibility interviews and subscquently_did
not_have their_ welfare grants approved: i;e.; about 32 percent;
HDRC classified these people as deregistered in order to avoid
understating program participation;
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15; The AFDC payments_data submitted by Fairfax County were not_as
accurate as the VACIS data from the other agencies. (See_Appendix
B.) Nevertheless, MDRC concluded that they were accurate enough to
warrant their inclusion in the analysis.

16; Weighting was used to avoid under-reporting Fairfax enrollees in
the process analysis.

17; Since a quality_control check of_ vlarterly_ data on earnings and
monthly data on benefits from the UI System found their quality was
high, these data were used without _modification. (See Appendix B.)
Additionally, a check was done to determine :the proportion of
Fairfax County sample members_who were employed in Washington, D.C.
Very few individuals were; thus, earnings data came exclusively
from Virginia;

In_addition to the UI System, VACIS also supplies job placement
data, but it is much less complete. Employment data for VACIS are
self-reported;_ati enrollee in the experimental group who found_a
job_was_supposed to inform the Employment Services Worker who would
record_the change of_status and date in VACIS. A comparison of_jbb
placement_ rates included in VACIS and rates calculated ftbb
Unemployment Insurance records found that VACIS included only half
the employment recorded_ in_the UI system. Therefore, VACIS jbb
placement data were not used for the impact and_ benefit-coat
analyses, and are only reported as performance indicators in
Chapter 3;

CHAPTER 1.

1; The_ESP model did not require local agencies to directly provide
education_ and training services; In fa-et, agencies were encour-
aged to use community resources;

2. See Chapter 2 for a description of the registration process. It is
important to note that registration was carried out by intake or
continuing-eligibility workers who did not make assessments for
possible assignment to ESP services. For assessment, registrants
were referred to ESP Workers, who scheduled them for interviews.

3; Only_ _Newport News gave_ESP enrollees a series of vocational tests
as part of the assessment interview. The test results did not
generally prove to be very useful in either guiding enrollees or
helping workers assign them to ESP services.

4. Data collected for the benefit-cost study indicate that partici-
pants in Workshops in Hampton and Chesapeake participated, on
average, for 10 days.
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5. Enrollees who_were not_in compliance with program requirements and
were_judged not to_have good-cause for their actions were referred
to their eligibility worker for_sanctioning -- i.e., a reduction of
the grant over_three_successive months; In a single-parent-AFDC
case1 only the adult's portion_of the grant was not paid during the
sanctioning period. During the three months after the referral for
sanctioningi the ESP case was closed and the enrollee was con-
sidered to be deregistered.

6. Data on assignment to components in Fairfax County were collected
only for the_first assignment to each activity. Therefore the
proportion or experimentals reassigned to job search does not
include experimentals in Fairfax whose additional assignments to
job_ -sr-ch were never_recorded. Ongoing participation in this
activity may thus be understated.

. During the period under study. Newport News provided the_majority
of_ its group job search services through a three-day orientation
which_ preceded a _month-long individual search. _The_ three,-day
orientation_ has since been replaced by a fourweek_workshop to
which enrollees needing mcre intensive preparrtion and support are
assigned. This new activity also differs from the workshop
described in the interim report in that telephones_ are now
available for Calling employers and participation is required.

8; It is noteworthy that staff in two of the agencies (Hampton and
Fairfax) indicated that._sUbsequent to the close of the evaluation
peri0d, _their_ agencies had begun to develop ways of strengthen-
ing individual job search WithbUt lbeing the flexibility that it
offered tO enr011ees and Staff. Before enrollees undertake an
individual search, the agendies:now provide a small group orienta-
tion lasting three days._ Hampton asks participants to come back
for a group sessibn at the_midpoint of their individual search to
share their experiences and receive feedback and further guidance
from staff.

9; Chesapeake operated a GED preparation class available to all DSS
Classeswere _sthedUled in six=Week cycles and could

accommodate 15 participants.

CHAPTER 4

1; Out_of the full sample of 3;184_individualst two controls_did not
have Social Security numbers and Were therefore e;zdluded froth the
impact analysis;

2; If it could be presumed that nonparticipating experimentals are
identical to partidipants andto controls in measured and
unmeasured characteriatits affecting outcomes, then it would be
appropriate to exclude nonparticipants from the analysis. However.
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no such presumption is warranted. Those who do not participate in
an employment program may differ systematically frou those who do
participate and from controls. For example, nonparticipants may be
less motivated to work _or less educated. On_ the other hand,_
nonparticipants in an employment_program_may be those who can find
work_on their own without any help _from the program. In any case,
if nonparticipants and participants _differ systematically, _then
participant:: and controls differ systematically, and comparisons
which exclude nonparticipants would be tainted with selection bias.

For this reason, no distinction was made between nonparticipating
and participating experimentals in calculating any of the impacts
reported in this chapter.

3. As part of this_ study, ESP_ staff identified the schools and
community_colleges that were most likely to be_attended (18 in all)
by ESP_ enrollees, _These institutions_ were later given a list of
experimentals and controls and asked whether or not they__ had
provided education and training services to any of those people
during the study period. This type of information was collected
for a_ stratified random subsample of 360 experimentals and
controls.

For rates of participation in JTPA, a list___of 115_00 randomly
selected experimentals and controls was submitted to the Governor's
Employment and Training Division, _which_ used statewide JTPA
information system data to ic:entify_which persons on the list had
been served by JTPA agencies during the study period.

4. The proportion of control applicants_who_received_welfare _can be
found in Table 11.3, while that of control recipients is seen in
Table 4.5. The fact that not all _recipients were on the roils
could stem from several reasons, among them: errors or lags in
reporting welfare payments or keypunch errors while inputting
payments records into VACIS.

5. Appendix Tables F.2 through F,4 show that for the full sample as
well as for the applicant subgroup, the differences in impacts
between_ the two_ experimental groups_ were, in fact, not
statistically significant. The one exception was that for the
recipients, welfare savings were-statistically significant EA
greater for the All ESP Services group than_for the Job Search/Work
Experience group, In contrast, the employment impacts of the two
sequences did not differ for recipients or for applicants to a
statistically significant degree. Thus, because the two groups had
similar experiences, both in terms of service receipt and program
outcomes, the findings in this chapter are based on data from the
combined experimental groups compared to data for the entire
control group.

6. For example, for those who entered the sample earliest, In August
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1983, the firSt quarter for AFDC outcomes is the period from August
thrOUgh OctOber_ 1983. However, the first quarter for employment
outcomes fOP that same group is the period from_ July through
September 1983. _FO thi566 who entered the sample last; in Septem,
ber_ 1984, _the firSt qUarter for AFDC outcomes is _the period from
September thrOUgh NOveMber 1981, while the first quarter for employ-
ment oUtcomes is the period from July through September 1984;

7; In the techni-cal_ literattre; the method used to calculate each
impact-and average outOome reported in _this chapter is known as
completely randomized analysie of covariance. See; for example;
Edwards; 1985;

8; That _is; if the effect of the program On its _target population
really_were_zero_;_ a difference as large as that observed in the
case of this sample would occur by chalice Jess than 10 percent of
the time; Thus; a statistically significant sample impact leads_to
the inference that a program has an effect -on its target popula-
tion;

9. Since this_study is focused on experimental-control differences, no
tests_of statistical significance, were performed on aifferences in
program outcomes among specific subgroups within the experimental
or_control research groups. Specifically, no direct comparisons of
average program outcomes were made betWeen urban and rural
experimentals, urban and rural controls, and so on.

10; Regressions_for these subgroup analyses were run on_the fUll Satple_
using_ interaction terms; including treatment status_ and
characteristics of the particular subgroup _being studied. A
two,way analysis of covariance was used tb calculate the impacts.
Treatment status was always the first factOr, and _eeeh_subgroup
characteristic; in turn; was_ used as the_ second factor, and
interacted with the first; OP _treatment, status. Thus; treatment
status interacted with one subgroup dimension at a time, rather
than with all dimensions simultaneouSly.

CHAPTER 5

1; Two__of_ these evaluations are especially relevant because_ they
assess programs that_served AFDC_recipients; See the evaluation_of
the National Supported Mork_ Demonstration_by Kemper et al;; 1981;
and_the evaluation of the Employment Opportunity Pilot Project by
Long et al;; 1983; Many of_ the_ techniques developed in_ these
studies were used _in the benefit,cost analysis of ESP and_of_other
state_ programs in MDRC!s Demonstration of State Work/Welfare

For_additionaI information on the use of these
procedures in MDRC's evaluation of a job search and work experience
program in California see Long and Knox; 1985;
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2; Data- collection ended in June 1985 for earnings and program
tracking_data, in August 1985ifor Unemployment Insurance payments,
and-in September_1985 _for AFDC payments. Data on participation-
related costs and on the use of education and training programs
operated by community agencies and schools were collected_through
November 1985; ESP operating costs cover calendar year 1984; See
Table 2;6 for the length of follow-up for AFDC payments, program
tracking data, and UI earnings and benefita.

3. Using microsimulation techniques, Smeeding estimated the value of
fringe benefits as 17;9 percent of wages and salaries for workers
earning less than $10,000 in 1979; See Smeeding, 1981.

4. The amount of folIow,up available after the_common period ranges
from_four_quarters for sample members randomly assigned _in August
and September 1983 to none for those randomly assigned in July
thrOugh September 1984;

5. Recipients paid a_slightly higher amount of federal_taxes than did
applicants, despite the fact_that their earnings gains were lower;
This reflects the _fact_ that applicants,_ on average, received a
larger Earned Income Tax Credit than _recipients, which offset a
greater portion of the federal taxes they owed;

6. See Kemper_and Long, 1981i and Long anA Knox, 1985 for information
about_the technical aspects of estimating the value of in-program
output.

7. See Chapters 2 and 3 and Appendix E for information on the worksite
survey.

8. Basing the value of output an_the wage& and frtnge bene'its of
alternative workers assumes that_the compensation employers pay
does in fact represent the employees, contributions to output,

9. The true social value of that output is probably somewhat_less than
the value estimated on the basis of the cost of alternative labor;
See Kemper and Long, 1981;

10. Food Stamp !regulations also allow a_ deduction for out-of-pocket
work-related expenses such as child_care, However, since accurate
data on these expenses were _not available for_ this _study, _the
estimated program effects on_ Food_ Stamps may _be somewhat
underestimated. Data on the average value of Food Stamps for AFDC
recipients were obtained from the Division of Benefit Programs in
DSS.

11. Until October 1984, the limit was four months; Subsequent
regulations required states to provide nine months of Medicaid_to
former AFDC recipients who lost their AFDC eligibility due to the
termination of the earnings disregard; However, for the
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benefit-cost evaluation _of ESPt the estimated program effects on
Medicaid were based on_the four-month limit. The analysis could
not_ accurately determine the proportion of experimentals and
controls_who lost their AFDC eligibility due to the termination of
the earnings disregard.

12; Data on the average value of Medicaid payments_for AFDC recipients
were_obtained from the Virginia Department of_Medical AssiStance
Services, Fiscal Agent Report for Fiscal Year 1984.

13; As shown in Chapter 4, the shortterm_impacts on AFDC payments were
statistically significant_for the full _sample and_for recipientst
but not for applicants. However, over the longer follow-up period
for the early enrollees, the impacts for recipients were not sus-
tainedt whilet for applicants; they became statistically signifi=
cant in the final quarter of follow-up. See Tables 4.2 through
4.6.

14. This_approach to estimating AFDC and Medicaid administrative cost
savings_differs from_the approach used in several previous evalua-
tions_of state programs in the Demonstration of State Work/Welfare
Initiatives;_ In_ those evaluations, administrative costs were
estimated as_a proportion of the value Of the transfer payments.
Howevert_since administrative costs are more likely to vary with
the_length of ttme that a case remains open than with the benefit
levelt Abe approach in this evaluation of_ESF is-probably more
accurate; Data__on state and local administratiVe costs for
Medicaid_were obtained from the Virginia Department of Medical
Assistance Services, Fiscal Agent Report fOr Fiscal Year 1984;
comparable data for AFDC were obtained from the Division of Benefit
Programs_in DSS; Federal administrative cost data for Medicaid and
AFDC were obtained from the Appendix to the Budget for Fiscal Year
1984;

15. For Food Stamps: and UI, data _were not_ availableto permit
estimation .of administrative costs in relation to the average
length_of_time spent on the _caseload; State_and_local Food Stamps
administrative cost data_ were obtained from the Division of_Benefit
Programs_in DSSt_and_federal data were obtained from the Appendix
to the Budget for Fiscal Year 1984; Administrative cost data for
Unemployment Insurance were obtained from the Virginia Employment
Commission.

16. Research_reported_ in Bane and Ellwood, 1983 found that a national
sample of AFDC recipients remained continuously on welfare for an
average of 4;7 years;

17. Although, as reported in Chapter 4, the program's estimated impacts
on earnLzs andAFDC _payments during this base- period were
generally not statistically significant, the relatively stable
pattern of earnings gains and reduced welfare payments during the
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entire observation peried tUggests that the base period effects are
not simply due to chance.

18. For, example, see _the evalUatiOn Of the National Supported Work
Demonstration (Masters and mayhat,d) 1981) and the eValuation of a
WIN job search program in Louisville, KéntUdk (Wolfhagen, 1983).

19; See Ketron, Inc., 1980.

20. A generally _accepted range of discount ratta_ it_ ftOth 3_ to 10
percent. (See_Kemper et al., 1981.) Because the time_peribd ftit
this study is_only five years, the results of the analytit WOUld
not be substantially affected by choice of a higher or lOWet
discount rate.

21. The period_from January through December 1984 was selected ag the
period on_which_ to:base_the estimates of average program COatt_in
order to_exclude start-up_costs _(which are not typioal -Of Oh=going
operating costs) in _estimating the averagecost8 _Of otigedb
services._ Moreover, this period covers the time during which a
major share of the active participants in the research gample took

. part in program activities;

22. Staff Were asked to estimate the proportion of their 1985_ work time
that was spent on each major program component. Although it would
have been preferable to obtain these estimates_for 1984 in order to
correspond to the period used fon fiscal_ data, the allocation of
staff time is likely to_have_been quite similar in both years,
since changes in program operations between 1984 and 1985 were not
substantial.

23. Unit costs for assessment, individual job search, group job search,
ESP education and training, and work experience in two counties
where this component was subcontracted (Newport News and hcmpton)
were each estimated as a fixed cost, that is, as a cost per person
entering a program status. (For example, the average unit cost of
assessment was determined by dividing the total expenditures for
assessment by the number of persons ever assessed.) The unit cost
of reassessment was estimated as a variable cost, which differs for
individuals depending on the number of times they were reassessed.
Similarly, the unit cost for work experience in agencies other than
Hampton and Newport News was estimated as a variable cost, which
differed for individuals according to their length of stay in work
experience. Data on the number of hours spent in work experience
were obtained from ESP case records for a stratified random sub-
sample of 111 experimentals assigned to work experienee. In some
cases (e.g., for individual job search) a variable cost approach
may have been more appropriate than a fixed cost approach but was
not feasible due to data limitations.

24. These regression-adjusted estimates were almost identical to the
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nen=regression-adjusted differences in participation rates between
experimentals and controls.

25. Thu8;_tht_analysis makes an assumption about the similarity or a

certaiosubgroup of both tht_later enrollees (who entered_ESP from
April _through_ September: 1984) and the earlier enrollees (who
entered_from_ August 1983 throUgh:March 1984): that _those still
enrolled in the program in_the ninth month after random assignment
in both_ groups have a similar _Prebability of entering an ESP
component for the first time in Subsequent months.

Records of purchase of_service paymenta_for both Title XX and ESP
expenditures were examined_ ler a Stratified randem subcample of
1;758 experimentals and controls.

27. Because_Aiata on these activities uete_available through November
1985; andbecause the overall partitipatith rates Were_ low;
participation rates _for these activities _viere net ektrapolated.
For_ further information on this special study, See feetnote 3 of
Chapter 4;

28. Public school_cost_data were obtalned_fret the VbeätiOnal_Restarch
and_ Adult Services_ division _of the Virginia Departtent_of
EducationThe_Virginia Community College System Offiee_proVided
data on_community,college noste.: JTPA test data uere Obtained from
the Governor's Employment and Training Division of the COmmonweelth
of_Virginia; Although_the_participation data available_ from JTPA
identified_specific categories of_aetivities, fiSeal data- for the
same _categories, were, not available. Therefete, it was only
possible to_compute_an average unit cost pet JTPA attivityt rather
than separate unit costs for each category Of attivity.

2 . Roweveri becauseithe experimental-contrel differenee in the overall
rate_ of _participation in _education and _training detivities was
small; inaccuracies in the estimates of unit cests wOUld hot have a
substantial effect on the overall results of the benefit-cost
analysis.

30. Several prior MDRC evaluations of tate programs in the
DemonstraUon of State Work/Welfare Initiatives focuSed Mete en_the
taxpayer_and sotietaI_perspectives_than the _budgetary pei,spettive.
Since the budgetaryTerspective has attracted _eOnSiderable
attention from policymakers recently; this benefit==c0at analysis of
ESP emphasizes this perspective.more.

31. The term fltaxpayers" _as _Used- here_ refers to everyone in sotiety
except members of _the_ welfare sample included in _this _study.
Howeveri it is important_ to._motethat some experimentals are
takpayers. As discussed in this chapter; one effect Of ESP vaz to
increase the amount of taxes they paid;
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32. This analysis assumes that the earnings of taxpayers are not
reduced to the same extent _that earnings incre3se tor experimentals
-.7 a_ possibility if_some _taxpayerslare,displaced from their jobs
due to increased employment of experimentals.
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